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Introduction
This issue of the Proceedings of The Charles Wesley Society focuses on three
members of the Wesley family, brothers John and Charles and the latter's son,
Charles Wesley, Jr.; two dimensions of Charles Wesley's theology: a theology of
mission and a theology of atonement; three dimensions of spiritual interpretation,
understanding, and experience: a Wesleyan approach to reading, the role of hymn
texts in the spiritual understanding and experience of early Methodist women,
and finally, pastoral values in Charles Wesley's life and work. All of the articles
published here were presented at the 1998 Annual Meeting of The Charles Wesley
Society, except for the one by Frederick E. Maser. It was presented to the Society
at its annual meeting in 1992. As the journal Proceedings of The Charles Wesley
Society was begun in 1994, previously presented papers are being published as
possible in succeeding issues.
Some authors have attempted brief descriptions of the differences and like
nesses of brothers John and Charles Wesley, but John Newton brings together in
his article "John and Charles Wesley, Brothers in Arms" a collage of information
from the brothers' own journals and letters, as well as comments from their con
temporaries about them which provide keen insight into the way their parents
dealt with them as they raised and educated them, the differences in the brothers'
temperaments and preaching styles, and the contrasts and complements of their
writing and editing skills in poetry and prose. Newton also shapes very carefully
the brothers' differences in churchmanship. While the author devotes consider
able time to their differences, he concludes by emphasizing that they shared com
mon dimensions and perceptions of Christian ministry which far outweighed their
differences, such as a passion for Christ and the church and an evangelical con
cern for the poor. Though often strongly opposed to the other's views, such as on
Christian perfection, love did not diminish between them.
Gareth Lloyd's article, "Charles Wesley, Jr.: Prodigal Child, Unfulfilled
Adult," is a biographical essay on the life and work of Charles and Sarah Wesley's
eldest surviving son. Lloyd explores a variety of sources including his father's
(Charles Wesley Sr. 's) journal, the correspondence of family and friends, personal
correspondence of Charles Wesley, Jr., and other historical records. This is one of
the first attempts to bring together a composite view of the least well-known
member of the Charles Wesley family.
Charles Wesley, Jr., w,\s apparently an extremely talented child musician,
whose creative skills never reached full fruition, either as a composer or an organ
ist. The author suggests interesting reasons for this, such as the social disregard
for professional musicianship at the time and its rejection by evangelicals, the
Wesley parents' financial inability to support Charles Jr.'s musical education with
some of the most outstanding teachers, and his father's refusal of an offer to seek
a place for young Charles among the choristers of the Royal Chapel, which could
3
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have provided an educational opportunity through which the boy's talents might
have developed quite differently. Nevertheless, the Charles Wesley family moved
to London where the exposure to some prominent musicians was made possible.
Father Charles encouraged the musical talent of both of his musical sons through
house concerts that were attended often by members of the gentry and aristocracy.
Even so, Charles, Jr., never achieved the fullest creative use of his talent. As a
composer and organist his younger brother, Samuel, unquestionably surpassed
him, though Samuel also fell far short of achieving the excellent his musical gifts
should have enabled.
Lloyd provides helpful insight into the dynamics of the relationship of
Charles, Jr., to his parents, sister and brother, society in general, and the church.
He was a compassionate, friendly, and agreeable human being who, with his sis
ter Sally, made numerous attempts to help their brother Samuel during marital and
financial strife, and even cared for his children during trying times. Though never
reaching his full creative potential and never fully maturing, in his later years he
moved beyond his indifference to spiritual development and reached out to the
Methodist community which had been given birth by his father and uncle John.
The article "The Missiology of Charles Wesley" by Tore Meistad raises an
essential question at the outset-What, if any, is the contribution of the Wesleys
to the modern mission movement? The author is confident that John and Charles
Wesley, along with George Whitefield, are a "connecting link" between German
Pietism and the great revivals in North America. More than this, however, he
reveals that the Wesley brothers, especially Charles in his hymns, made
cant contributions toward a theology of mission which laid foundations for con
temporary ecumenism.
Meistad follows with an extended discussion of missional motifs in Charles
Wesley's hymns, such as the incarnate Triune God, universal grace and redemp
the person from a corporate perspective, divine nature as love, theosis or
participation in God's nature, eschatology, soteriology beginning in creation and
ending in new creation, and love as a manifestation of di vine presence which is
linked to a life formed by God's justice and love. Throughout the discussion of
these theological motifs, which Meistad finds essential for a theology of mission,
the ecumenical implications are observed through strong links to the thought of
the early church Fathers. There is a kinship between Wesleyan thought and that
of the early eastern church.
The author concludes by discussing the popular hymn "0 for a thousand
tongues to sing" with its direct admonishment for mission and the messianic reign
of God. It is the theology he elaborates here that enables a more enlightened
understanding of the Wesleys' social ethic, sense of Christian discipleship, and
the ultimate goal of Wesleyan soteriology, namely, "the redemption of the
Christian's neighbor and not merely the redemption of the Christian's own soul."

Introduction
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It is the author's view that this soteriological view is what gives Charles Wesley's
their coherent missiological sense.
Daniel B. Stevick provides a perceptive discussion of atonement in Charles
Wesley's Hymns on the Lord:{j Supper. He is struck by Wesley's single-minded
emphasis on the cross and the sense of the believer's contemporaneity with it at
the communion table. Wesley is convinced that participation in the sacrament
placed the faithful communicant "in the mind of Calvary." Stevick takes this
essential focus and moves it through the primary ways of understanding of the
atonement such as the "Christus Victor" motif, satisfaction and substitution
moral influence theory, etc. While there seems to be uncritical use of vocabular
from all of these perspectives in the hymn texts, clearly, as Stevick avers, Wesley
avoids entanglements "over guilt, punishment, merit, and equivalency" and
claims, above all else, that the act of the cross issues from God's unmerited love.
Hence, the cross is God's love dynamically in action. Stevick discusses Wesley's
perspective against the background of contemporary sources upon which he drew,
as well the Old and New Testaments, and suggests the implications of his view
for contemporary proclamation and ecumenism. He suspects that Charles Wesley
was strongly under the influence of the Book of Hebrews when he wrote Hymns
on the Lord's Supper, which may explain, in part, his omission of a strong empha
sis on the resurrection. However, Wesley sees altar, cross, and heavenly sacrifice
as a unified vision of the past and present. Hence, a discussion of atonement
without the sacrament is for Wesley unthinkable.
In the article "His Spirit in These Mysterious Leaves: A Wesleyan Way of
Reading," Maxine E. Walker, inspired by Wesley Kort's work, "Take, Read":
Scripture, Textuality, and Cultural Practice, explores how to retrieve and recon
struct John and Charles Wesley's reading of the Scriptures. Are there any clues
or directives within such a retrieval or reconstruction for reading the
today in a postmodern world of texts? Walker utilizes Kort's ideas of "centrifu
gal" (solitary reading) and "centripetal" (allowing for diversity which thrusts the
reader into the world) as interpretive categories for the Wesleys' reading of the
Scriptures. She moves beyond Kort's definitions by showing that "centripetal"
reading for Charles Wesley did not mean total divestment and dislocation of self,
"because the self is not completely without grace." God's prevenient grace
moves one with constancy toward the center.
How do we know the truth in the reading of the Scriptures? Walker does not
answer that question directly, but she shows that Charles Wesley through the
interpretive fabric he weaves of biblical words, phrases, paraphrases, and images
creates an interpretive space which prepares the heart to receive, to experience
truth. Walker's creative use and application of Kort's terminology illustrate that
through the "centrifugallcentripeta]" process, as understood in the "Wesleyan
reading" of the Scriptures, the reader may come to assess or reassess her/his rela
tion to God.

6
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The primary concern of Paul W. Chilcote in the article, "Songs of the Heart:
Hymn Allusions in the Writings of Early Methodist Women," is in what way these
allusions are a window into the life and mission of Wesleyan Christianity. After
a brief survey of the women's sources cited here, Chilcote notes the origin of the
corpus of hymns used by the women. The non-Wesleyan material is from Isaac
Watts and Edward Young, while a majority of the allusions are to Wesley hymns
from the publications of brothers John and Charles. Hymns texts are often used
in autobiographical contexts to accentuate and explain personal experiences.
There is a helpful section on the "contextual setting of the hymn allusions" relat
ing to such key ideas as promise, conversion, spiritual renewal, theology and
praxis, prayer and praise of God, "language of the heart," and confidence in the
face of death. Chilcote shows clearly how important women as forbears of
Wesleyan spirituality and the role that hymnody, especially that of the Wesleys,
plays in the enrichment of their spiritual journey.
The strong emphasis on Charles Wesley as a sacred poet often tends to mini
mize the importance of his role as priest and pastor. Frederick E. Maser is con
cerned with the importance of Charles Wesley's caring and concerned pastoral
ministry among his family, friends, members of the Societies, the Church of
England, and strangers. In order to understand his hymns and poems one must
have a grasp of Charles Wesley, the pastor. He had a deep concern for well edu
cated, highly trained, and dedicated ministers. This was foundational to being an
effective pastor. He was deeply concerned with pastoral oversight of the
Methodist preachers and with house to house visitation. The concerns of Charles
Wesley's hymns, letters, and journal cover a broad spectrum of pastoral concerns
and, according to Maser, are excellent resources for clergy today in preparation
for interacting with their congregations and persons outside them. They can
assist the pastor in teaching and healing ministries, with the study of Christian
beliefs, and pastoral visitation. Maser even suggests some specific projects which
explore what dimensions of Wesley's pastoral life and work are related to
Methodism's pastoral tasks today. He concludes by averring that the pastoral uses
of Charles Wesley's works is an effective means of upholding the standards of
Methodist history and doctrine
S T Kimbrough, Jr., Editor
Director ofPublications, The Charles Wesley Society

The Rev. Dr. Frank Baker (1910-1999)
Methodist Historian
Professor Emeritus of English Church History
Duke University, Durham, North Carolina
Richard P. Heitzenrater
The Divinity School, Duke University
The death of Frank Baker on October 11, 1999, represents the end of an era in
Methodist studies. Generally acknowledged as the preeminent Wesley scholar of
the last fifty years, he helped set the agenda and model the standards for the study
of Charles and John Wesley. Long known as an avid book collector and meticu
lous researcher, Baker performed foundational work in Wesleyan bibliography
and textual criticism that provided the basis for a new level of scholarship in the
field.
Born in Kingston-upon-Hul1 on ApriJ 15, 1910, Frank graduated Bachelor of
Arts from the University of London in 1931. Three years later he earned his
Bachelor of Divinity degree at Hartley-Victoria in Manchester. He was in 1937
ordained a Methodist minister and married his childhood sweetheart, Ellen E.
Levitt (Nellie).
Frank Baker exhibited both the heart of a pastor and the mind of a scholar in
a career that spanned over sixty years on both sides of the Atlantic. A prize
winning essay on John Wesley's Christian Library set him on a course of study
from which he never swerved for nearly seven decades. While serving as a min
ister on English Methodist circuits, he collected Wesleyana with the hope of
obtaining every edition of every work that Wesley published, numbering over
two thousand. Over a twenty-year span of ministry in England, he became a
major contributor to the scholarly work of the Wesley Historical Society. In addi
tion to his pastoral duties and independent studies, he also completed a Doctor of
Philosophy degree from the University of Nottingham in 1952.
A conversation with Dr. Albert C. Outler of Southern Methodist University,
Dallas, Texas, at the end of the 1950s revealed a common interest in the need for
a critical edition of the works of John Wesley. Dr. Baker was attracted in 1960 by
Dean Robert Cushman to The Divinity School of Duke University in Durham,
North Carolina, and was named Professor of English Church History. He took
with him to Duke his vast collection of Methodistica, the second largest in the
world (next to the Methodist Archives in Manchester), consisting of more than
15,000 items. These materials, including the only known copies of more than
fifty titles, are now housed in the Duke library system, which has within the last
month opened the Baker Methodist Research Center.
Frank was probably best known for his editorial leadership in the Wesley
Works Editorial Project. He was the bibHographer and textual editor of the
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Project from its inception in 1960 and the editor-in-chief from 1969 to 1986. He
also had primary responsibility for two volumes of Wesley's letters as part of that
projected 35-volume edition, which was begun by Oxford University Press and
has been continued by Abingdon Press.
Professor Baker's extensive bibliography includes thirty books and over two
hundred articles. His treatment of John Wesley and the Church of England (1970)
is still the classic work on that topic. His extensive collection of Charles Wesley
materials provided the basis for an important biographical study, Charles Wesley
as Revealed in his Letters (1948) and a detailed literary study, Representative
Verse of Charles Wesley (1960). His major bibliographic survey appeared as
A Union Catalogue of the Publications of John and Charles Wesley (1966; 2nd
ed. 1991). His collection of essays, From Wesley to Asbury (1976), includes work
on early American Methodism. He was a principal editor of the Encyclopedia of
World Methodism (1974) and contributed eighty entries. The wide range of his
interests and his exuberant pursuit of antiquarian detail is further evident in his
many articles, which plumb topics from printers' flowers to political intrigue.
As a teacher, Professor Baker was a friend of students. His home was a spe
cial haven for internati01al students, past and present, and he and Nellie for years
sponsored Friday evening badminton sessions for hundreds of students at the
Duke gym. An avid sports fan, his undergraduate religion courses in the 1960s
attracted members of Duke's famed basketball team, whose games he and Nellie
attended faithfully. His divinity courses in Methodism helped train a generation
of United Methodist ministers. His guidance of seven doctoral dissertations
helped furnish leadership for another generation of Wesley scholars. And his
unselfish willingness to assist anyone with a serious research question made him
a magnet for queries worldwide on Methodist studies. While the new edition of
Wesley's works remains a monument to Frank Baker's scholarly mind, a world
wide network of friends remains a testimony to his outgoing heart.
Frank is survived by his wife, Nellie, two daughters, a son, and six grand
children.

The Rev. Dr. Tore Meistad
(1942-2000)
S T Kimbrough, Jr.
Dr. Tore Meistad was born July 8,1942, in Trondheim, Norway, and at the time
of his death was Associate Professor of Religion at the Institute of Theology and
Philosophy of Agder University College in Kristiansand, Norway. Dr. Meistad
was a graduate of the University of Bergen and received the M.Div. degree from
The United Methodist Theological Seminary in Gothenburg, Sweden. He was
awarded the Ph.D. Degree by The University of Trondheim in Norway (1989).
His dissertation was entitled "To Be a Christian in the World: Martin Luther's and
John Wesley's Interpretation of the Sermon on the Mount." It was later published
in the series, Pietist and Wesleyan Studies, vol. 10, with the title Martin Luther
and John Wesley on the Sermon on the Mount (Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press,
1999).
Meistad was an ordained minister of The United Methodist Church in Norway
where he served in diverse capacities as pastor, administrator, director of The
National Institute of Alcohol and Drug Research (Os]o), and professor of theol
ogy and religion. He held memberships in a number of scholarly societies:
Wesleyan Theological Society, American Academy of Religion, Kettil Bruun
Society for Social and Epidemiological Research on Alcoho], Luther
Gesellschaft, e.Y., The Charles Wesley Society. In recent years Dr. Meistad had
also been a guest lecturer at Wesley Theological Seminary in Washington, DC.
He was a much-sought-after speaker which is attested by the long list of guest
lectures he delivered throughout his career as pastor and teacher. Meistad had a
long-standing interest in the theology of John and Charles Wesley and recently
had intensified his research and writing in this area. He was particularly inter
ested in the theology of the Wesleys in its eighteenth century context: . its theo
logical, ideological, and cultural roots, particularly in relationship to the
Byzantine tradition, as well as its significance for contemporary theology, mis
sion, social, and political life. This interest is clearly indicated in his article in
this issue of Proceedings o/The Charles Wesley Society.
At the time of his death Dr. Meistad was serving as a member of the Board of
Directors of The Charles Wesley Society and chaired its section on theology. His
extensive bibliography of published works indicates the broad range of his inter
est and expertise. His gifts as a teacher, pastor, writer, thinker, and friend will be
sorely missed. We thank God for his innumerable contributions to scholarship,
the life and witness of the church, to the study of Methodism and its theology, and
to the lives of all who knew him and have yet to know him through his valuable
bibliography. In this volume Meistad brings togbether the finest work yet wri tten
on Charles Wesley's concept of mission. He had hoped to expand this article into
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a major work on Charles Wesley's theology. Wesley scholarship, however, will
remain greatly enriched by this pioneering work. We celebrate his life with words
he treasured:
Rejoice in glorious hope!
Jesus the Judge shall come,
and take his servants up
to ~heir eternal home.
We sobn shall hear th' archangel's voice;
the trump of God shall sound, rejoice!
Charles Wesley

John and Charles Wesley
Brothers in Arms
John A. Newton
In his life of Dr. Johnson, James Boswell records a conversation he had with
the great man in 1778. Johnson, quite incidentally, provides an interesting com
parison of the two Wesley brothers, in respect of their different temperaments.
Boswell's account runs as follows:
Of John Wesley, he [Johnson] said, 'He can talk well on any subject.' BOSWELL
[who, as usual, is keen to draw Johnson out by putting him to the question]. 'Pray,
Sir, what has he made of his story of a ghost?' JOHNSON. 'Why, Sir, he believes
it; but not on sufficient authority. He did not take time enough to examine the girl.
It was at Newcastle, where the ghost was said to have appeared to a young woman
several times, mentioning something about the right to an old house, advising
application to be made to an attorney, which was done; and, at the same time, saythe attorney would do nothing, which proved to be the fact. "This (says John,)
is a proof that a ghost knows our thoughts." Now (laughing,) it is not necessary to
know our thoughts, to tell that an attorney will sometimes do nothing. Charles
Wesley, who is a more stationary man, does not believe the story. I am sorry that
John did not take more Dains to inquire into the evidence for it.

Johnson's description of Charles Wesley as "a more stationary man" than John
appears to mean that he is more fixed in his views, less volatile and subject to
change in his convictions than his older brother. Vivian Green, in his Young Mr.
Wesley, speaks of the Epworth ghost or poltergeist ("Old Jeffrey"), and similar
events, as buttressing the adolescent John Wesley's "natural credulity."2 John cer
tainly held a lifelong belief in apparitions and witches-beliefs which were more
common among educated people of the seventeenth century than those of the
eighteenth.
Charles, on the other hand, though fervent, even passionate, in temperament,
was much more hard-headed and skeptical than John in his attitude to al1egedly
supernatural or abnormal phenomena. His considered judgment (1743) about the
convulsive paroxysms which accompanied the earliest Methodist preaching, from
1739, was that "some were counterfeit, others could be controlled, the remainder
he could not accept as divine signs."3
We can perhaps gain a clearer impression of the temperamental differences
between the brothers if we compare them with their parents. John's character
bears an unmistakable Jikeness to that of his mother; he is, in the deepest sense,
"Son to Susanna." Charles, for his part, shared many of his father's traits of charIjames Boswell, Boswell:~ Life of Johnson, 2 vols. (Oxford Standard Authors ed.; London:
Oxford University Press, 1924),2:224. Wednesday, April 15, 1778.
2V. H. H. Green, The Ytmng Mr. Wesley: A Study of John Wesley and O:iford (London: Edward
Arnold, 1961),59.
lDictionary of National Biography, s.v. Charles Wesley.
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acter, both his strengths and his weaknesses. Despite his tendency to credit
accounts of supernatural interventions more readily than Charles, John is gener
ally as calm and reasonable as Charles is passionate and poetic. Susanna's
prayers and meditations have a strongly rational and intellectual strain in them,
as well as expressing a personal religious fervor and a lively faith. In the same
way, John, as a mature theologian, insists that '~ll irrational religion is false reli
gion," and continually addresses his earnest appeals to "Men of Reason and
Religion." Even as a s~all child, he showed a strong inclination to reasonable
ness. When offered a second helping of food, Jacky, as he was known as a child
in his family, would b~ite likely to respond with the measured reply, "Thank
you, I will think of it."~amuel, the rector and father of the family, seems to have
found the child's eminent reasonableness irritating at times, and he once
remarked to Susanna that he did not believe Jack would attend to the most press
ing needs of nature, unless he could give a reason for it. The child is father of the
man; and John retained this characteristic all through his adult life;J
Charles, by contrast, tended to be volatile, Quick-tempered, impatient, like his
father. It may well have been in part the reflex of his poetic nature. Certainly, the
man who would leap from his horse after a journey, rush into the house, and
demand at once pen and paper to scribe down the words of a hymn he had
composed while riding, was, on his own admission, not greatly endowed with the
gift of patience. In an early letter to John, written from Christ Church, Oxford
(January 20, 1727128), Charles could admit, "'Tis an ill wind that blows nobody
good! That same favourable blast, at which my father may say, Ego in portu
navigo [I have reached port] has Quite overset my patience, which as you know
is but a slight vessel at best, and at present is sadly at a loss for ballast. 'Settled
for life-at least for years!['] You can't imagine what a violent effect those few
words had upon this gentle reader."4 Charles's father had evidently been telling
him that he was now comfortably off, with his scholarship at Oxford, and his
future assured. Charles, in his letter to John, takes Quite a different view, and pro
ceeds to bemoan, in no uncertain terms, his acute lack of clothes and money-a
student complaint by no means limited to the eighteenth century!
A year later, in another Oxford letter to John, dated January 5, 1728129,
Charles contrasts his own poor aptitude for study with John's avid gift for learn
ing:
In my pursuit of knowledge I own I have this advantage of you in some things.
My brothers were born before me, I start at twenty. But then I'm sure ('m less
indebted to nature than you. I'm very desirous of knowledge, but can't bear the
drudgery of coming at it near as well as you could. In reading anything difficult
I'm bewildered in a much shorter time than I believe you used to be at your first
4The Works of John Wesley (Bicentennial edition, vol. 25, Letters I, ed. Frank Baker, London:
Oxford University Press 1980), p. 230. Hereafter cited as WJw.
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setting out. My head will by no means keep pace with my heart, and I'm afraid I
shan't reconcile it in haste to the extraordinary business of thinking.s

Charles's confession, "My head will by no means keep pace with my heart," 
might well stand as the key to his life story, for good as well as ill. It is not a
phrase that could easily be applied to brother John. Charles's impulsiveness and
impatience challenge comparison with the same traits of character that we see in
his father. Susanna Wesley, in her detailed letter to John (July 24, 1732), giving
an account of her child-rearing and educational methods, lists the "bye-laws" or
rules which she drew up for her large brood of children. Rule Number One,
which stands out, both by pride of place and length of exposition, reads as fol
lows:
I. It had been observed that cowardice and fear of punishment often lead chil
dren into lying; till they get a custom of it which they cannot leave. To prevent this,
a law was made that whoever was charged with a fault, if they would ingenuously
confess it, and promise to amend, should not be beaten. This rule prevented a great
deal of lying; and would have done more, if one in the family would have observed
it. But he could not be prevailed on, and therefore was often imposed upon by false
colours and equivocations, which none would have used but one had they been
dealt with; and some in spite of all would always speak truth plainly.6

There is no prize for guessing who the "one in the famny" was, who would not
keep to the rule, and who punished the child, even when it had confessed. Such
an enlightened, reasonable principle as Susanna's evidently could not withstand
the sudden anger of Samuel. Even when he had broken the rule, "he could not be
prevailed on," Susanna recalls,-no doubt by her own reasoned entreaty-but
insisted on going his own headstrong way. Charles had something of the same
hasty temper, just as John embodied the calm, reasoned attitude of his mother.
And her way of exploring the temperamental difference between the two
brothers, is to look at their make-up in terms of masculine and feminine elements
in their personal make-up. John's feminine side was highly developed. He
related well to women as friends and colleagues, and was noted for his sensitiv
and tact. Charles, by contrast, was much more the rough, blunt male, some
times unbridled in his anger and vehement in speech, in a way that John rarely
was. The same contrast emerges from a study of their preaching styles. There
has survived, from the pen of a sympathetic Dissenter, a vivid account of
Charles's preaching in the open air at Bristol in 1740. John Williams of _
Kidderminster writes of Charles:
He preached about an hour, from 2 Corin. V. 17-21, in such a manner as I have sel
dom, if ever, heard any Minister preach; that is, though I have heard many a finer
sermon, according to the common taste, yet I have scarcely ever heard an Minister
discover [i.e., reveal] such evident signs of a most vehement desire, or labour so
5WJW, 25:236
6Adam Clarke, Memoirs offhe Wesley Family (London, 1823),266.
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earnestly, to convince his hearers that they were all by nature in a state of enmity
against God, consequently in a damnable state, and needed reconciliation to God.

Williams goes on to describe how Charles then, having wounded the conscience
of his hearers, proceeds to pour in the oil and wine of the gospel, "and used a
great variety of the most moving arguments and expostulations, in order to per
suade, allure, instigate, and, if possible, compel all to come to Christ and believe
in him for pardon and salvation."7
We note here the ardor and vehemence of Charles's preaching, and his pas
sionate longing to bring people to Christ. Nor does this account stand alone. It
is corroborated by Thomas Jackson in his major life of Charles, where he assures
the reader:
There was nothing artificial in his sermons. To a strictly logical arrangement, and
the arts of secular oratory,lhe was indifferent. His discourses were effusions of the
heart, rather than the offspring of the intellect, or of the imagination ... [in his
preaching] ... the tears ran down his cheeks; his tongue was loosed; and he poured
forth the truth of God, in the very phraseology of inspiration, with an effort that
was overwhelming.s

If we turn to John's preaching, we are immediately conscious of a markedly
different style. Bishop Edward King, the Anglican Bishop of Lincoln
(1829-1910), was a great admirer of John Wesley. King deplored what he called
"tail-lashing" in the pulpit, that is, self-display, affectation, or exhibitionism in
!preaching. John Wesley was clearly of the same mind, as his instructions to his
/ preachers reveal. Writing to a Lincolnshire Methodist in 1753, Wesley says, "I ...
\1 advise"all our preachers not to preach above ari hour at a time, prayer and all; and
notto speak louder either in preaching or prayer than the number of hearers
requires."9 He deprecated the touch of "enthusiasm" which showed itself in
William Brammah's "screaming" in the pulpit. I(} He urged his preachers to speak
"in the plainest manner"lI possible-no exaggeration, no flowery language, no
pseudo-learning. To Sally Mallet, one of his few women preachers, he urges:
"You are not to judge by your own feeling, but by the word of God. Never speak
above a scream. Never speak above the natural pitch of your voice; it is disgust
ful to the hearers. It gives them pain, not pleasure. And it is destroying yourself.
It is offering God murder for sacrifice."12

Contemporary accounts of John's own preaching make clear the force of his
appeal to the heart as well as the head, and yet suggest a predominant tone of calm,
7Cited in F. C. Gill, Charles Wesley. The First Methodist (London: Lutterworth Press, 1964),97.
8Thomas Jackson, The Life ofthe Rev. Charles Wesley, M.A.. 2 vols. (London, 1841),2:468-469.
9John Telford, ed., The Letters of the Rev. John Wesley. A.M.. 8 vols. (London: Epworth Press,
1931), 3 :97. Hereafter cited as Wesley, Letters.
IOWesley, Letters. 5:347. Letter of November 28, 1772.
IlWesley, Letters, 6: 186.
12Wesley, Letters, 8: 190.
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reasoned appeal. Horace Walpole's celebrated and unsympathetic description of
his hearing Wesley preach at Bath in 1766 would seem to bear this out. Walpole
records that Wesley "Spoke his sermon so fast, and with so little accent, that I am
sure he has often uttered it, for it was like a lesson. There were parts and eloquence
in it, but towards the end he exalted his voice, and acted very ugly enthusiasm."13
I turn now to the hymns of Methodism, in which Charles made his supreme
contribution to the Revival and to the devotion of the whole Christian Church. In
Henry Rack's words, Charles Wesley, like Isaac Watts, "Contrived to express pro
found religious ideas coupled with intense yet controlled religious feeling."
Charles used his classical education and his profound knowledge of the
Scriptures to the full; but he was also not afraid to use sensuous, personal, even
erotic imagery to express his Christian experience. His evening hvmn. "How do
thy mercies close me round," for example, contains the verses:
Jesus protects, my fears be gone!
Naught can the Rock of Ages move;
Safe in thy arms I lay me down,
Thy arms of everlasting love.
While Thou art intimately
Who, who shall violate my rest?
earth and hell I now defy;
I lean upon my Saviour's breast. '4
Of course, scriptural echoes are present here-the Old Testament assurance that
"Underneath are the everlasting arms"; and the portrait in St. John's Gospel of the
Beloved Disciple leaning back, during the Last Supper, on the breast of Jesus. Yet
Charles has unmistakably heightened the emotional force of the language.
John Wesley, as the critical editor of his brother's hymns, and as one who kept
his own feelings on a much tighter rein than did Charles, could not approve this
kind of emotional language. He was always on the lookout, like a rigorous cen
sor, for what he called "fondling" terms of endearment, as applied to the
believer's relationship with the Lord Jesus. It is well known that he omitted the
"Jesu, Lover of my soul" from the 1780 hymnbook, though he did include
it in some of the shorter, less official collections. It was the opening couplet to
which he took exception, with its, to him, over-intimate and personal plea,
Jesu, Lover of my soul,
Let me to Thy bosom
Charles, with the inspiration of a major religious poet, and with the experience
of the ecstasy of happy love, could give powerful expression to his deepest feelDCited in H. D. Rack, Reasonable Enthusiast: John Wesley and the Rise of Methodism (London:
Epworth Press. 1989),346.
14WJW, 7:353.
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ings. John, who had not the same poetic gift, who never knew happy married
love, and who was so eminently reasonable in character, never found it easy to
come to terms with his deepest feelings. At Aldersgate Street, at the turning
of May 24, his familiar Journal entry deserves close scrutiny in this respect. What
did he mean by the phrase, "I felt my heart strangely warmed"? Was he merely
saying that this experience simply heightened feelings he had known before
that is, they were strange in a matter of degree, rather than of kind? Or does
"strangely" imply that here was a radically new experience of powerful religious
feeling, which shook him to the depths, precisely because he had never experi
enced the like before?
Certainly, John does not seem to have found it easy to come to terms with his
emotional depths, either in his personal relationships or in his personal religion.
To take a specific example: though he consistently encouraged his people to press
on to entire sanctification, or Christian perfection, he never claimed to have
reached that state himse~f. He was once present at a Methodist Love Feast in
Yorkshire, at which several members freely testified to having been made perfect
in love. Wesley said nothing; so that one layman, with typical Yorkshire blunt
ness, was bold enough to draw attention to their leader's silence on the matter.
John Wesley, drawing himself up to his full height of five feet three inches or so,
permitted himself only an oracular statement from St. Paul, "By the grace of God,
I am what I am!"-and sat down again without another word. That incident was
typical, not only of his notorious unwillingness to claim personal experience of
entire sanctification, but also of his diffidence in expressing publicly-either in
speech or writing-his own most profound and personal religious feelings.
Again, in churchmanship, we can readily detect a notable difference between
John and Charles. Both had been brought up in the High Church atmosphere of
the Epworth parsonage, by parents who were not cradle Anglicans but had joined
the Church of England from personal choice and conviction. Both brothers were
deeply attached to their mother Church, in which they had been baptized, brought
up, and ordained. John's ringing declaration, "I live and die a member of the
Church of England," has become as much part of the Methodist tradition as his
missionary avowal, "I look upon the whole world as my parish." And yet, when
it came to specific policy decisions, involving the Methodist Societies and their
relation to the Church of England, John and Charles often disagreed. Charles
once sharply and epigrammatically pointed up the basic difference between them,
. . / when he made the explicit claim that '1\11 the difference between my brother and
. \
me was that my brother's first object was the Methodists and then the Church;
~\ \ mine was first the Church and then the Methodists. Our different judgement of
~ persons was owing to our different tempers, his all hopes and mine all fears."15
Of course, ideally, neither brother would have wanted to make a choice between
15Wesley, Letters, 8:267.
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the interests of the Mother Church and those of the Methodist Connexion. Yet
sometimes events constrained John, as leader of the Methodist people, to make
some very hard choices indeed. It might just conceivably have been different had
the Church of England not been, from 1717 to 1852, without its "vocal organs";
that is to say, lacking the active leadership and guidance of its Convocation. For
political reasons, that body was in abeyance for the whole of the adult lives of the
Wesleys-and far beyond. In other words, during the entire period of the rise and
progress of the eighteenth-century Methodist movement in England, the
Church had no means of coming to terms with it in a corporate, considered, for
mal way. That may well be accounted as one of the tragedies of eighteenth-cen
tury church history; but such was the fact.
In consequence, John Wesley, in guiding and directing the Methodist move
ment, found himself time and again in an ambiguous set of circumstances, in
which he deemed compromise, however distasteful, to be inevitable. To take one
or two of the most obvious examples: John was as adamant as Charles that the
Methodists were not Dissenters. Their leaders had no desire to break away from
the Established Church. They encouraged their followers to attend its services,
and, where possible, to receive its sacraments. Yet as the Methodist movement
spread, meeting-houses were built for purposes of shared prayer, fellowship,
exposition of the Scriptures, and, as for example at the New Room, Bristol, from
1739, for providing a school for poor children and a dispensary with free medi
cines for the poor.
These buildings were used for Methodist worship, but they were neither
Anglican nor Dissenting meeting-places. They were not licensed by law as
Dissenting chapels, and therefore had no legal protection against the depredations
of the mob, who might break in and cause damage with impunity. John Wesley
was therefore driven, with extreme reluctance, but nevertheless conscientiously,
to license them as Dissenting meeting-houses under the Toleration Act. Charles
was incensed and wrote on the back of the license for the New Room, Bristol, his
angry protest against a legal document which he held to be absurd and unneces
sary. He did not make clear, however, what alternative course of action he would
have taken, had he been in John Wesley's shoes and seeking to protect the hum
ble preaching houses where the Methodist Societies gathered.
Charles's opposition to John's Bristol ordinations in 1784 was entIrety pre
dictable and equally emphatic. He not only lampooned John's action in verse
dashed off for the occasion-"Wesley his hands on Coke has laid, But who laid
hands on him?"-but also coined the pithy, memorable judgment that
"Ordination is separation." In this instance, I believe it is true that Charles was
more realistic and far-sighted than his brother. That John, in Anglican priest's
orders, should have taken to himself the episcopal prerogative of ordination, was
a clear breach of the discipline and order of the Church. Yet he did so only in
what he perceived to be a situation of acute pastoral and missionary need, in

'. /
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tenns of the severe lack of clergy in America, and having unsuccessfully appealed
to the Bishop of London, in whose diocese North America lay, to take such reme
dial action himself.
Charles, then, was much more the stiff High Churchman than John. In this
regard, as in others, he resembled his father, Samuel, the rector of Epworth. John,
a loyal churchman, proved in practice much more flexible with regard to
Anglican order. Here, I think, he was the son of his mother, and may be seen as
reverting-perhaps unconsciously-to his Puritan, Nonconformist ancestry.
Susanna was prepared to withstand her husband when, during his absence from
the parish at Convocation, she began to hold simple services of worship in her
kitchen, to which a considerable number of local people came. To Samuel,
infonned by his curate of what was happening, she was usurping a clergyman's
prerogative, and he pressed her in his letters to stop holding the meetings. She
defended her action courteously but vigorously; claimed she was meeting a spir
itual need; and argued that genuine benefit was resulting from these meetings for
prayer; denied that she was preaching; and finaHy refused to desist unless Samuel
explicit1y ordered her to do so. When it came to the crunch, the rector gave way,
and Susanna continued her lay ministry, no doubt to the chagrin of the curate.
Again, when Thomas Maxfield, one of John Wesley's young lay helpers,
began to preach without Mr. Wesley's authorization, it was Susanna who inter
vened on his behalf. John had ridden posthaste from Bristol to London on hear
ing of this new development of lay preaching, and greeted his mother on his
arrival with the curt words, "Thomas Maxfield has turned preacher, I find."
Susanna's reply is well-known, and represents again her willingness to sanction a
modification of strict Anglican Church order, for the sake of the furtherance of the
gospeL She calmly admonished her son: "John, you know what my sentiments
have been. You cannot suspect me of favouring readily anything of this kind. But
take care what you do with respect to that young man, for he is as surely called
of God to preach as you are. Examine what have been the fruits of his preaching,
and hear him also yourself."16 John listened to this wise counsel, heard the young
man preach, and acknowledged, "It is the Lord!" So began the order of
Methodist lay preachers. One can well imagine what Samuel Wesley's advice
would have been in the same circumstances! He would surely have cracked the
whip of discipline and insisted on the requirements of Anglican Church order.
Charles Wesley did not, of course, deny the right of lay men and women to
preach; but he was exceedingly jealous of their pretensions, and continually con
cerned lest they should exceed the limits which John Wesley, as their leader, had
prescribed for them. He was furious when some of the preachers in Yorkshire
began to celebrate the sacrament of Holy Communion. He resented it deeply
when a number of them advocated separation from the Church of England when
16H. Moore, The Life of the Rev. John Wesley. M.A.. 2 YoJs., J824-25, 1:506.
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this issue surfaced in the Conference, as it did more than once. He was of the
opinion that his brother John deferred far too much to the views of the preachers,
and wanted them kept under much tighter control. In all this, we may say that
Charles is the son of his father, and a stiff Church of England man, who lacked
the flexibility and pragmatism we see both in John and in their mother, Susanna.
It is fittingly symbolic that both Samuel and Charles lie buried in Anglican con
secrated ground; Susanna and John do not. Samuel was buried in Epworth
churchyard, and Charles was interred in the graveyard of St. Marylebone parish
church in London. Charles's body was carried to its grave by eight Anglican
clergy who acted as his pall-bearers. Susanna's body, on the other hand, was laid
to rest in the great Puritan burial-ground of Bunhill Fields, across the road from
Wesley's Chapel, London, where John's own earthly remains were buried.
The differences in temperament between the two brothers, and the friction that
arose when so often they did not see eye to eye, are both illustrated by a letter
from John to Charles, written on October 31, 1753. John upbraids Charles for not
actinJ-..5n_J;..Qnn.~.x.:i~n~~~~ . ~.i"~"~ver the course of%e prevIOUs ~ts:
because, says John, Charles has repeatedly failed to keep him informed as to his
plans and his preaching journeys. John asks: "In journeying, which of us lays
his plans according to reason? Either you move (quite contrary to me) by those
impressions which you account divine, or (which is worse) pro ratione voluntas
[taking your own will for reason]."'7 The implications of John's complaint seem
plain. He, John, plans his preaching journeys carefully, on a rational scheme.
Charles, in John's view, simply takes off on impulse, or because of what he
accounts-without any consultation with John, the director of the whole
Methodist mission-as a divinely-given leading or inspiration. We do not have
Charles's view of the matter, but John's strictures are in keeping with what we
know of Charles's nature from other sources.
As early as their Oxford days, they recognized that, though brothers and close
friends, they were unlike in temperament and in outlook. Charles, writing to John
from Oxford on January 20, 1727/28, comments: "I wish the person who says I'm
like you had [mo]re reasons for so saying."18 They certainly were two very dif
ferent men; and yet, for all their differences, they needed each other, for in many
ways their gifts were complementary. John had outstanding gifts of organization
and pastoral care; but he also had a very strong will; Hked his own way; and had
a marked tendency to authoritarianism. He was not nicknamed "Pope John" for
nothing. He himself needed, what he insisted every Christian should have, namely,
a "candid friend"; that is to say, someone who would, as and when necessary, speak
plainly to him; challenge his actions, and perhaps constrain him to think again
about what he was planning to do. This is precisely what Charles was able to do
I7WJW, 26, Letters, 2:528.
18WJW, 25, Letters, 1:230.
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for John. Again, John's calm rationality was complemented by Charles's emo
tional fire and poetic temperament. On the other hand, Charles, who suffered from
poor health-Henry Rack describes him as "almost a manic depressive personal
19-needed John's steadying support in his darker moments. Both the calm
rationality and the emotional passion were essential to the work of the Revival,
and each brother would have been profoundly the poorer without the other.
I have dwelt at some length on the differences between John and Charles,
because these are part of the fascination of their joint story. Yet for all their differ
ences, at the deepest level they were united, as brothers in .£.!.~ Both were com
mitted to the preaching of the 'gospel; 'to reacliing:'l~~cn:urched; to making
•) known to all the unsearchable riches of Christ. Both had a keen compassion for
the poor, and were ardent in their desire to relieve both spiritual poverty and
ical destitution. John Wesley in 1747 advised the London Methodist Stewards,
"Put yourself in the place of every poor man, and deal with him as you would God
should deal with you";21l and as an old man, he could be seen, in one bitter winter
season, tramping the streets of London through snow and slush, collecting from
friends and colleagues money to relieve the sufferings of the poor members of the
London societies. He once preached, in one of the parish churches of the city, to a
well-to-do congregation, on the text: "You brood of vipers, who warned you to flee
from the wrath to come?" One angry member of the congregation confronted him
after the service, and demanded to know how Mr. Wesley had dared to preach such
a sennon to so eminently respectable a congregation. If Wesley had been going to
preach on that text, urged his critic, he should have preached it to the riff-raff of
Spitalfields, one of the poorest and roughest parts of the capital. Not at all, Wesley
responded, "If I had been preaching to the poor of Spital fields, my text should
have been 'Behold the Lamb of God, who takes away the sin of the world'!"
.
L, .Likewise, Charles's hymns express th~.~~.fQr..!h.f:?jJ~~~
~st'-ef--the.-.EQQr. Indeed, he mak~'"Such-compasslOn one of the supreme tests of
w1ief:fi'efa professing Christian really does have the Spirit of Jesus at work in his
or her heart and life. Take, for instance, one of his hymns which is a prayer for
the gift of the Spirit of Christ to be poured out upon the believer:
Jesus, the gift divine I know,
The gift divine I ask of thee;
That living water now bestow
Thy Spirit and thyself, on me;
Thou, Lord, of life the fountain art;
Now let me find thee in my heart.
He goes on to pray that the fruit of the Spirit may be manifest in his whole life,
but especially in a caring, sacrificial ministry to those in greatest need:
19H. D. Rack, Reasonable Enthusiast, 252.
2°N. Curnock, ed., The Journal of the Rev. John Wesley, A.M., 8 vols. (London: Robert Culley,
1909-1916),3:301.
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Thy mind throughout my life be shown,
While listening to the sufferer's cry,
The widow's and the orphan's groan,
On mercy's wings I swiftly fly,
The poor and helpless to relieve,
My life, my an, for them to give.
Thus may I show thy Spir't
Which purges me from
Unspotted from the world and
My faith's integrity maintam;
prove
The truth of
By perfect
love.
and Psalms [London:
Methodist Publishing House, 1983],
No. 318)
John and Charles also, despite differences of interpretation and emphasis,
shared a longing to attain to Christian perfection, to have the mind that was in
Christ; to walk as he walked; to grow into perfect love. When it came to the deep
est things of God, to justice and mercy and the love of the Lord, they were of one 'yl
mind. They shared so much in their lives and in their faith. They had known a
common upbringing in a loving home at Epworth; they were together at Oxford
in the Holy Club; they had ventured to America in the service of Christ; they had
experienced an evangelical conversion of heart and mind; they were both evan
gelists to the people of England and beyond; they both sang of the good news of
Jesus Christ in an abundant outpouring of hymns.
It is, fittingly enough, in the setting of one of Charles's greatest hymns, that
we gain a final glimpse of how c10se to each other the brothers were. The year is
1788. Charles, though the younger brother, has recently died. John, now an old
man of eighty-five, is conducting a service at Bolton in Lancashire. There is a
children's choir, whose sweet voices touch the heart of the old apostle, and he
confesses that he has not heard better singing anywhere in the Kingdom. Then
he gives out the first lines of Charles's hymn, "Wrestling Jacob." With the loss of
his brother still fresh in his experience, he recites the opening lines:

1r

Come, 0 thou Traveller unknown,
Whom still I hold, but cannot see!
My company before is gone,
And I am left alone with thee.
And then the old man-all his lifelong calm self-control forgotten-breaks down
in tears in the sight of the whole congregation. Those tears set the seal on a part
of a lifetime, of two brothers in arms, a partnership which was central to
the Methodist Revival, and one which, by the mercy of God, still bears fruit.

Charles Wesley, Junior
Prodigal Child, Unfulfilled Adult
Gareth Lloyd
Charles Wesley junior (1757-1834) is one of the least well-known members
of his family, despite the musical brilliance which was displayed at an exception
ally early age, which have provoked comparisons with his contemporary Mozart.
He never subsequently lived up to this promise either as a composer or perfonner
and it is in this aspect of his story that the interest principally lies. The fascina
tion which is regularly aroused by unfulfilled precocious talent is increased in
Charles's case by his il1ustrious family background and the comparisons that can
be drawn with his younger brother Samuel (1766-1837) and nephew Samuel
Sebastian (1810-76), noted musicians and composers in their own right.
Charles's life makes for an interesting study of genius thwarted by psychological
and external factors as he sought to come to terms with his peculiar gifts and the
restrictions and opportunities presented by his family name.
Charles was born on December 11, 1757, in Bristol, the son of the famous
Methodist evangelist and hymn writer Charles Wesley (1707-88) and his wife Sarah
(1726--1822). He was the third of eight children, and the oldest of three who sur
vived to maturity. I His younger brother Samuel recalled in later years that the musi
cal ability so marked in himself and his brother was inherited from both their par
ents;2 their father he says "was extremely fond of music" and when young "I believe
performed a little on the flute." It would appear however to have been primarily
from their mother's side of the family, the Gwynnes of Brecknockshire in Wales, that
the two boys inherited their ability; Sarah was an accomplished perfonner on the
guitar and harpsichord and also, according to Samuel, possessed considerable vocal
talent with a particular gift for performing Handel's oratorios, a musical taste which
she passed on to her oldest surviving son. Sarah's sister Rebecca Gwynne was also
a talented musician, perhaps a reflection of the greater opportunities afforded by
the wealthy Gwynne household compared with the financially straitened Wesleys.
The earliest reference to Charles is contained in a letter of January 8, 1758, to
Sarah from one of her female relations, expressing the hope that she was feeling
better after the birth of her son. 3 The family were at this time living close to 20121
Charles Street, Bristol, possibly number 19. 4 They did not move to 4 Charles
IThe three children who survived to adulthood were Charles (1757), Sarah (1759) and Samuel
(1766). Jacky (1752) died at the age of sixteen months; Martha Maria (1755) aged four weeks;
Susanna (1761) at eleven months; Selina (1764) aged five weeks; and John James (1768), aged seven
months.
2Dictionary of National Biography (entry for Charles (1757-1834).
JOOWes 1175. All abbreviations beginning with ''~O'' refer to the current "Finding List" of the
Methodist Archives, John Rylands Library, University of Manchester, England.
4Robert W Brown, Charles Wesley: Hymn-writer (1993).
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Street, the site of the recently established Charles Wesley's House and Heritage
Centre, until 1766.
Bristol at this time was one of Europe's great mercantile cities, a center of
transatlantic commerce particularly the slave trade and a stronghold of
Methodism since the movement's earliest days. Charles Street was in a quite
fashionable district not far from the Methodist chapel at the New Room in the
Horsefair where the family would have worshiped. They also attended services
at their Anglican parish church of St. James where the couple's children were bap
tized and where those who died in infancy were interred. Charles's sister Sally
was also to receive her final resting place there more than fifty years later. During
Charles's pre-teenage years his father spent long periods away from home exer
cising oversight of the London Methodist societies and it is through his letters to
his wife that we receive the greatest insight into the environment in which
Charles junior and his siblings were raised.
The most detailed account of Charles's early musical experiences was written
down by his father sometime during the 1770s or early 1780s 5 and subsequently
printed by Thomas Jackson. 6 Charles senior states the following:
He was two years and three quarters old when I first observed his strong inclina
tion to music. He then surprised me by playing a tune readily, and in just time.
Soon after, he played several, whatever his mother sang, or whatever he heard in
the streets.
From his birth she used to quiet and amuse him with the harpsichord; but he
would never suffer her to play with one hand only, taking the other and putting it
on the keys before he could speak. When he played himself, she used to tie him up
by his back-string to the chair. .. Whatever tune it was, he always put a true bass
to it. From the beginning he played without study or hesitation. 7

His parents not unnaturally were taken aback by the boy's ability, and word of
this phenomenon spread among their circle of friends in Bristol and Wales. Mary
Baldwyn, Sarah's sister, wrote on 14 July 1761 saying that Charles's "surprizing
performance on the spinet"8 remained fresh in their memory9 while Hugh Pine in
a letter of September 1761 referred to Charles, who was still three months shy of
his fourth birthday, as the "little musician."lo
Interest in musical circles was also aroused. John Broderip (1710--85), the
organist of Wells Cathedral, heard Charles at a very early stage and foretold that
the boy would be a great musician. II Charles senior took his son to London at the
age of four and Broderip's opinion was confirmed by John Beard (ca. 1716-91),
5DDCW 8/2.
6The Journal of the Rev. Charles Wesley . .. (hereafter referred to as CWJ), edited by Thomas
Jackson (London), volume 2;151-152.
7CWJ 2;151.
sA spinet was a keyed musical instrument common in 18th century England. It was similar to a
harpsichord but smaller.
9DDWes lI72.
IODDWF 24/14.
lIDDCW 8/2.
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the manager of Covent Garden. Beard offered to procure him a place among the
choristers of the Chapel Royal, but Charles senior refused on the grounds that he
had no thoughts at the time of raising his son as a musician. The boy was also
introduced to the famous blind organist John Stanley (1714-86) who declared
that he had never met anyone with so great a musical talent at such a young age.
After his return to Bristol, Charles was permitted in his father's words to
ramble on, till he was near six. Then we gave him Mr Rooke for a master; a man
of no name, but very good natured; who let him run on ad libitum, while he sat by,
more to observe than control .... I always saw the importance (if he was to be a
him under the best master that could be got, and also one who
was an admirer of Handel, as my son preferred him to all the world. But I saw no
likelihood of my ever being able to procure him the first masters, or of purchasing
the most excellent music, and other necessary means of acquiring so costly an
art ... nevertheless he went on with the assistance of nature, and his two favourite
authors Handel and Corelli till he was ten years old. l2

Charles's parents have been criticized for the way that they allowed their son's
ability to develop in such an untutored fashion during his most formative years.
Unlike his near contemporary Mozart, he was not required to form habits of self
discipline or given the theoretical instruction which would have stood him in
good stead. In hindsight, the decision to reject the offer of a place at the Chapel
Royal, deprived the boy of the chance of a wider musical education than was pos
sible in Bristol.
Undoubtedly financial constraints were an issue. Charles senior had been
raised in an environment where there was an ever-present threat of debtors' prison
and concern over living within the family's means was a constant worry in his let
ters home. His wife although from a wealthy background did not bring into the
marriage the money which could have given Charles the specialized education
necessary. There were also other considerations; professional musicianship in the
eighteenth century was not well regarded socially. Charles and Sarah numbered
members of the aristocracy among their friends and Sarah herself was from a
prominent gentry family, one which included Deputy Lieutenants of the county
and a colonial governor. In such circles musicianship was regarded as a valuable
social attribute but to make one's living from it was for lower orders of society.
A more pressing consideration was the rejection by evangelicals of many
of popular secular entertainment. These were regarded as distractions
from more spiritual concerns that could lead to frivolous pleasure-seeking and
even immorality. Many musicians found employment at theaters like London's
Vauxhall Gardens or Bristol's Assembly Room, places where prostitutes
known to ply their trade. This was undoubtedly a consideration for Charles
who had as a young student himself been tempted by the charms of an actress.13
12CWJ 2;152.
°Gill, Frederick, Charles Wesley: The First Methodist (London 1964),35.
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Charles's early years would appear to have been happy ones. To the end of his
life he retained a great affection for the city of Bristol, re-visiting his childhood
haunts on many occasions. Unlike his brother Samuel, he showed no signs of
adolescent rebellion and his relationship with his parents remained c10se until the
end of their lives. His father's letters do sometimes indicate a rigid approach to
his children as for example when he told Sarah that he loved their son as much as
she did but whereas she "makes the most of a little love by showing it, I make the
least of a great deal by hiding it."14 The effect of such statements is however
moderated by his obvious deep concern for his children's welfare and the affec
tion which he displayed on other occasions, such as when he wrote in July 1763
to beg Sarah to bring Charles and Sally to London as it was almost nine weeks
since had he had had a kiss from either of them. 15 He did have a tendency to
preach to his children, as one might expect, particularly when they reached their
adolescent years but while this was a source of deep irritation to Samuel, it
appears to have had little effect on Charles or Sally.
Charles senior had very strong views on education and he decided that his
sons and daughter would be taught at home in isolation from the corrupting influ
ence of other children. We do not know in detail what form that education took,
although they certainly received an excellent grounding in basic literacy skills,
geography, French, and c1assics. During his home visits to Bristol, Charles senior
instructed his children in much the same way that he would have been taught at
Epworth by his parents. Their education started early in 1ife; on May 28, 1763,
when Charles was aged three and one half years, his father wrote to Sarah saying
that if the boy could read well by the time that he returned from London, then he
teach him to write. 16 Just over a month later he wrote again, saying that he
expected Charles to be able to repeat several hymns. l ? Presumably in their
father's absence, Sarah took on the tutor's role. IS In the absence of other children
to interact with, Charles and his sister Sally, his junior by almost two years, devel
oped an exceptionally c10se relationship which was never to diminish.
The Wesley household would have been in most respects typical of the mid
dle c1ass home of the time. A relatively large comfortable Georgian house, one
of the main features of which would have been a music room containing several
instruments inc1uding an harpsichord. The family's servants are known to have
inc1uded a manservant who doubled up as a coachman, a nursemaid, and at least
one general maid. During the 1770s the maid was Prudence Box and the manser
vant was called Isaac-the family correspondence reveal that both of these were
14DDWes 4/42.
15DDWes 7/90.
16DDCW 7/106.
I7DDCW 7/90.
,gThere is a suggestion in the family correspondence that Charles senior taught other children also
at what he termed his "grammar schoo!."
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treated very much as members of the family. The children were also permitted to
keep pets including rabbits and a cat.
There are interesting indications in the family papers of how Charles's perwas developing. His lack of willfulness was remarked upon by his father
as early as June 1759 19 and he was singularly unaffected by all the attention which
his musical talent received. 2u At the time this was a source of pride to his parents
but it perhaps indicates a certain lack of awareness on Charles's part of the enor
mity of the gift with which he had been blessed. It may also be the case that lack
of contact with other children blunted his competitive edge to such an extent that
he was never able to drive himself to progress either in life or music. Indolence
and a certain emotional immaturity were to be Charles's defining adult character
istics.
At the age of ten, Charles returned to London with his father to again seek the
advice of prominent musicians. The reaction once more was enthusiastic and it
was suggested that the boy be sent to be trained overseas-an option which was
immediately dismissed. However, an offer of tuition by the organist and master
of harpsichord at the Royal court Joseph Kelway (d. 1784) was accepted and for
four years, Charles spent long periods in London with his father, staying either at
the Methodist headquarters at the Foundery21 or in private 10dgings.22 A record
of what would have probably been a typical day's musical instruction survi ves
from 1774 in Charles senior's hand; it consisted of composition in the morning,
harpsichord in the afternoon and organ in the evening. 23 The works played
included pieces by Handel, Corelli, Purcell, Kelway, Geminiani, Scarlatti, and
Boyce. In addition to lessons under Kelway and the organist John Worgan
(1724-90), Charles attended performances of oratorios and gave impromptu dis
plays of his own, often at dinner parties of his father's friends.
It was at about this time also that Charles began to perform in pUblIC, some
thing for which his father was sharply criticized in some circles. 24 A Bristol
Quaker wrote anonymously to Charles senior in 1769, criticizing him for allowhis son to become a "poor simple twidler to pleas a giddy unthinking multi
tude."25 Another Bristol resident Eleanor Larouche pointed out the contradiction
inherent in Charles senior attacking people for attending entertainment at Princes
Street Theatre, while allowing his son to perform in public. In his rather spirited
reply (the criticism had evidently struck home), Charles declared that he had
wanted his son to be a clergyman but that nature obviously intended him to be a
musician. Moreover, the boy's father was not against music as such but rather its
19DDCW 5193.
2°DDWes 7/18.
21DDWes 1163.
22DDWes 4/41.
23DDCW 9/8.
24DDWes 4n3.
25DDWes 4/72.
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abuse. In any case, the concert had been at the special request of a "person in dis
tress."26
In 1772 the Wesley family moved to Chesterfield Street in London. Six-year
old Samuel was also displaying precocious musical gifts and their parents, hav
ing learned from Charles's experience, felt that their education would benefit
from full-time residence in the capital.
The 1770s and 1780s saw the Wesley brothers consolidate their musical repu
tations. They performed extensively, often as a duet in select gatherings of their
parents' friends. Such a constant parading of their talent does not appear to have
bothered Charles, but it caused enormous resentment in his brother who in later
years made the following significant statement; "My father's first mistake was
forcing me into the company of Mr [Martin] Madan's27 friends, who carried me
about as a rare show. This soured my temper towards him at an early age. I con
tracted a dislike of my father's conduct, which grew with my growth and
strengthened with my strength. "28 It is apparent that Samuel, from an early age
was sensitive, even volatile, to a degree that was entirely missing from his
brother, while this may have helped his progression into a more accomplished
musician and composer, it did not result in domestic happiness.
It was at this time that Charles embarked on a relationship with the British
Royal family which lasted until almost the end of his life. King George III heard
him playas a teenager29 and was so enthusiastic that Charles was regularly sum
moned thereafter to perform at court. Samuel later wrote that he had heard his
brother say that the King himself often turned over the pages of the score while
he played. 30 Several manuscript accounts of these command performances sur
vive,)! together with the programs, sometimes annotated by the King.J2 Samuel
also recalled that Charles was regarded as the Royal organist and was described
as such in court circulars. In 1810 he was appointed organist to the Prince Regent
and he performed for the Prince after he was crowned King George IV as late as
1829. Royal patronage did not result in financial benefit or further Charles's
career to an appreciable extent. He petitioned the court on several occasions for
a pension or stipend)) but with no result. The Royal family appears to have gen
uinely liked Charles, who had a very personable nature, and his association with
26DDWes 4173.
27Martin Madan (1726-90); Anglican evangelical, possessed of extensive musical gifts. As chap
lain to the Lock Hospital in London, he introduced an annual oratorio and published an influential col
lection of hymns and psalms in 1760.
28DDCW 6/93Q.
29DDCW 6/50.
30DDWF 15/61.
31DDWF21119.
J2DDWF 20/6.
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the court albeit on the periphery, lasted for fifty years, but it was never a source
of great advantage, so in one sense his father's reservations were proved right.
From the mid-1770s, the brothers participated in a series of concerts, which
from 1779 were held at their London home in Chesterfield Street. The sub
scribers consisted of members of the gentry and aristocracy and included the
evangelical member of the government Lord Dartmouth, General Oglethorpe,
founder of the colony of Georgia, the Duke and Duchess of Ancaster, Lord
George Gordon (whose followers ironically threatened to burn the Wesleys' home
several years later as part of the infamous no popery riots), the Archbishop of
Canterbury and the Bishop of Durham. 34 Concerts were advertised by means of
fty-sheets,35 several of which have survived, and cost three guineas for a ticket
which gained admission to a series of seven. The audience was promised recitals
of "ancient" music, especially compositions by Handel, Corelli, Geminiani, and
Scarlatti as well as more modern works. The Wesleys also performed their own
compositions particularly organ Voluntaries, extempore lessons on the harpsi
chord and duets for two organs. In a letter to his brother John, Charles senior,
obviously feeling quite defensive about the concerts, explained that they were a
valuable source of income to further the boys' musical training and also a useful
platform to gain experience in public performance.
After 1786 the concert series, which appears to have been popular, was dis
continued for reasons which have not survived. It is possible that Charles senior's
gradual decline as he approached his eightieth year was a factor, but another rea
son could have been a diminishing of the popular appeal of the Wesley brothers.
At the age of twenty-nine Charles junior could no longer be regarded as a young
prodigy, while twenty year old Samuel was causing major domestic angst with a
rebellion against his parents' values epitomized by a short-lived "conversion" to
Roman Catholicism and by drunken violent rages.
In one sense the Chesterfield Street concerts represented the height of
Charles's musical career. With the exception of his Royal Command perfor
mances which were irregular and did not result in material benefit, he was never
again to have access to the potential patronage represented by an audience which
included members of the government, high ranking church dignitaries and aristo
crats. Henceforth Charles was regarded as little more than a talented organist
who had failed to live up to his early potential either by his playing or his com
positions.
Other aspects of Charles's personal development were also becoming apparent.
In 1782 his father wrote to him complaining that thoughts of marriage had not
made him more serious, but rather "more light, more unadviseable, more dis
tracted" and this had diminished his father's wish to see him settled. 36 This is
34DDCW 6/59.
35DDWes 7/41.
36DDCW 7/37.
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almost certainly a reference to the episode later referred to by his sister in a letter
of the 1820s37 where she states that her brother had once fallen in love with an
"amiable girl of low birth." The match was strongly opposed by Sarah Wesley and
the Gwynne side of the family and the relationship was ended. Charles senior's
observation concerning his son's emotional suitability for marriage adds a different
angle to what could be regarded as simple snobbery on the part of Charles's gen
tee1 mother. Other aspects of Charles's personality were to become apparent which
would lead one to consider that his failure to marry was probably no bad thing.
Charles Wesley senior died on March 29, 1788. One of his final pieces of
advice to his oldest son had been to urge him not to seek a royal appointment as
organist at Windsor Chapel Royal-the old man had previously described the
Hanoverian court as a "nest of hornets."38 This can also be seen as a turning point
in Charles's career for while the English court was not known as a hotbed of artis
tic patronage or creativity, it would have given Charles a status in the music world
and a steady source of income. It is interesting that Charles himself was aware
of this-on March 25, 1788, just four days before his father died, he wrote to
Canon Dr. Shepherd saying that he would not seek the Windsor Chapel post out
of deference to his father's wishes, but that if it were offered to him, he would
accept.:w The post however went to someone else and was only one of many such
disappointments.
During the decade which followed, Charles applied unsuccessfully for several
other organists' appointments. 4H Given his reputation and his undoubted talent, it
is appropriate to wonder why he was so unsuccessful. There was certainly resid
ual anti-Wesley feeling in certain circles; one is reminded of the famous story of
how Charles was turned down for appointment to St. Paul's with the words "we
do not want any Wesleys here." Charles's lack of drive and ambition was also a
factor. In 1796 a family friend approached the Duke of Norfolk and the Earl of
Dartmouth to ask for assistance in getting Charles the appointment of organist at
Charterhouse School-she wrote to the Wesleys afterwards to say that she knew
that Charles's retiring nature would have prevented him from making an approach
on his own behalf. 41
Charles's adult living was made by giving music lessons, occasional recitals
and more regular employment as the organist at several London chapels namely
Surrey, South Street, WeIbeck, Chelsea Hospital and finally Marylebone
church. 42 It added up to a reasonable income but it was not one would have
expected from the young genius of thirty years before.
37DDWes 1158.
18DDWes 4/23.
39DDWes 6/95.
4°DDWF 21115,17.
41DDWes 11116.
42Dictionary of National Biography.
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Charles's output as a composer was almost negligible. His earliest published
work were five string quartets which he wrote about 1778 and six keyboard con
certos from the same period. Erik Routley in his book The Musical Wesleys
describes them as juvenalia possessing little intrinsic merit. He also wrote organ
voluntaries dedicated to the Prince Regent and which must therefore date from
after 1811. Among his other works are a set of variations for the piano dedicated
to the Princess Charlotte, music to Caractacus and a number of glees, anthems,
and hymn tunes. Very little has been written about Charles as a composer, which
is in itself a reflection of the quality of his work. His compositions made little
impact even in their own day and they have long since been forgotten. His abid
ing characteristic was conservatism. A dedicated lover of Handel, he paid little
attention to developments in central Europe where Mozart and Beethoven were
changing the course of world music. England during the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries was a musical backwater. It is possible that had Charles been
trained on the continent as had been suggested in his youth, he would have pro
gressed, but the answer to that question will never be known. It is interesting that
Charles's brother Samuel and nephew Samuel Sebastian both produced works of
much greater value despite the fact that Charles unquestionably possessed more
natural ability in his earlier years. The essential difference appears to have been
the greater ambition that they both displayed.
Sarah Wesley survived her husband by thirty-four years, dying in 1822 at the
age of 96. Charles and Sally lived with her in Chesterfield Street for much of that
time. Their brother Samuel had married shortly after their father's death but the
relationship proved very unhappy and ended in a formal separation in 181243
amidst mutual accusations of domestic violence. 44 Charles and Sally were to
assist their brother a great deal in the years which followed, providing financial
support and helping to raise his three children.
The picture that one gets of Charles as he approached middle age is that of an
essentially good-natured gentle man, characterized by a certain immaturity and
excessive emotional dependence on his sister. The family papers indicate that he
did not like to be separated from her for long45 and it is clear that Sally, who
appears to have been very well-balanced in contrast to her two brothers, provided
his life with a measure of stability. The two frequently traveled together to v.isit
friends in other areas of the country, perhaps as a means of saving on cost; one
such excursion was in 1799 to Hastings in Kent. Writing to her mother in
London, Sally stated that Little Danvers the child of the family with whom they
were staying, liked Charles a great deal referring to him as "Brother Cheesecake"
and that the child would like to visit them in London. 46 It appears that in his rela
43DDCW6/88.
44DDWesIS/7.
45DDWes6171.
46DDWF141l8.
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tions with children, Charles, who was forty years of age at the time, was able to
conquer his natural reticence, perhaps one result of his being deprived at a young
age of the company of his peers. He seems to have retained a childlike quality
himself. In 1803 he visited Gravesend, again with Sally and their nephew
Charles. Despite the rain and the cold, he insisted on sitting at the front with the
coach driverY The Methodist minister and historian Thomas Jackson, who knew
him well, said, "In music, he was an angel, in everything else a child."48
He took a keen interest in the welfare of Samuel's children particularly his
eldest nephew Charles junior (1793-1859) who later served as chaplain to Queen
Victoria. The boy often stayed with the Wesleys during school vacations,49 per
haps to keep him at a distance from the wreck of his parents' marriage and
Charles was later to comment that Sally had virtually raised him. In their rela
tions with their sister-in-law Charlotte, Charles and Sally genuinely tried to steer
a neutral course 50 and the family papers reveal that they were only too aware of
how difficult Samuel could be. 51 Inevitably they were forced eventually to take
sides and this resulted in a bitter exchange of correspondence 52 with Charlotte
who appears to have her own share of emotional problems. The result was an at
least partial estrangement from their brother's childrenY Despite these difficul
ties Charles to the end of his life placed himself at the disposal of his nephews in
their attempts to gain employment. 54 He does not appear to have had any kind of
relationship with his brother's seven ill'e~,c.liiIar~-tris-~e
keeper, wfio of coarse mCluded··theTamotIS mganisl a,!l<tromposer-of church
music ~aril'uer'Se~anwestey·-fl-8-l-9=%):-hrtlieOnly surviving reference"by
Charles to'5-affiUel's co~on-Iaw wife, Sarah Suter, he referred to her as that per
son "with whom my brother resides."55 This was despite the fact that by that
time, Samuel and Sarah had been in a stable relationship for over twenty years.
A significant insight into Charles's personality is contained in the following
description written by an anonymous acquaintance in the early nineteenth cen
tury:
Mr C Westley is as good natured a soul as ever breathed: brimful of vanity he is
nevertheless three times as agreeable as any other person that had so large a share.
He possesses quickness of thought and sharpness of apprehension which cultivated
in his earlier periods of life would probably have settled into poignancy of wit and
inexhaustible memory. Buried in music he knows no heaven beyond his harpsi
chord and unemployed with that, he passes his time in dress mimicking ridiculous
47DDWF14/21.
48Encyclopedia of World Methodism (1974).

49DDWF 16/2.
50DDWes 6/34.
51DDWF 20/5.
52DDWes 6/86.
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characters, sacrificing his spirits and voice at the altar of good humor and buf
foonery, or recounts the anecdotes of people of fashion.
As he never thought deeply on any subject, the death of his mistress would cost
him 45 tears, and as no domestic mischance can possibly render him unhappy
above 24 hours, he passes an unthinking and consequently a happy life, making
every thing of pleasure and nothing of disappointment. 56

The second half of this description is certainly exaggerated. Beneath the
happy-go-lucky surface Charles had his fair share of domestic problems in the
last decade of his life and he could not have been unaware that his early potential
had never been realizedY It is nevertheless a revealing character sketch by a per
son who evidently knew him well.
After their mother's death, Charles and Sally shared lodgings in the center of
London. In a letter of 1824 she remarked that their joint income was sufficient to
board comfortably but not to maintain an establishment of their own.58 Samuel's
tangled domestic affairs continued to be the biggest single source of concern dur
ing the 1820s. Perpetually in debt and in arrears on maintenance payments to his
estranged wife, he constantly begged his brother and sister for loans which were
of course never repaid. 59 His excessive drinki ng60 and mental instability, which
sometimes bordered on insanity,61 exacerbated the already strained relations with
his long-suffering brother and sister to the extent that eventu'llly Sally refused to
respond to his letters. 62
During a visit to Bristol, Sally Wesley died on September 19, 1828, probably
of cancer of the throat. Charles who had been with her was heartbroken-she
was not only his sister but his constant companion and the most stable influence
in his life. Samuel was concerned over the terms of his sister's will, no doubt
with his own self-interest in mind. He wrote to his lawyer in November 1828 63
expressing his fear that pressure would be applied to his brother by the people
with whom he was staying. It is significant that Samuel was unsure of his
brother's address and it appears that by this time the two communicated only
through third parties. In 1829 Samuel wrote to Eliza Tooth asking her to approach
Charles for a loan, as a writ had been swore out against him and he had only just
managed to escape arrestM by a posse of constables who had placed his house
under siege. The letter was written from the house of a friend where he was in
hiding. The two brothers did occasionally dine together and Charles periodically
56DDCW 6/85a.
57DDWes 1I6l.
58DDWes 6/16.
'i9DDWF 14/33 and DDCW 6/85.
6°DDWF 20/37.
61DDWF 20/37.
62DDWF 20/34.
61DDWF 15/38a.
64DDWF 15/4l.
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expressed concern over his brother's health 65 but any intimacy that had existed
between them had long since vanished.
After Sally's death, Charles reached out into their circle of Methodist friends
for comfort, in a fashion reminiscent of his one-time dependence on his sister.
This is tied up with the final working out of Charles's spiritual development. As
a young man, he was indifferent to religious matters. His father had often
expressed concern over his children's lack of progress in what he considered the
most important aspect of life-in one letter of June 1785 he had observed that
only Sally had "some besire for salvation, but she seeks rather than strives."66 As
Charles grew older, he drew on religion as a source of comfort, reading from the
Bible to his mother during her final years and occasionally attending Methodist
worship.67 In 1826 Sally, herself a member of a Methodist class, referred to her
brother's good relations with the Methodists and to the fact that he did not like to
dine with anyone else as his placid nature prevented him from reproving bad talk.
Unlike his father and uncle, Charles had no very deep thoughts about theology or
the Church; his views would probably have been typical of the conventional
Anglican-Methodist of his day. Religion for him was a comfort rather than a
burning passion.
Charles's health began to fail in the early 1830s. His eyesight which had
always been weak (this appears to have been a Gwynne family trait), deteriorated
still further6 R and must have had an effect on his playing powers which were prob
ably in decline anyway. In ] 832 he wrote that the Marylebone parish vestry were
considering reducing his wages by half and this is the last reference in his sur
viving letters to musical matters. He died on May 23 ] 834 and was buried along
side his parents at Marylebone. 69 Samuel survived him by three years.
It could be argued without fear of contradiction that the life of Charles Wesley
was unfulfilled. A musical prodigy, his talent was not allowed to develop,
frustrated by external circumstances and his own lack of ambition. It will never
be known what he could have achieved had he been raised in a more sympathetic
environment and there lies the tragedy of his life. As it is, by his thirtieth birth
day he had done everything musically of which he was capable. On a personal
level, Charles appears to have been an attractive character; within his particular
circle of friends he was well-liked for his sense of fun, amiable eccentricities, and
gentle nature. Like his father and uncle before him, he possessed abundant charm
but he totally lacked their drive and determination. One senses that Charles was
regarded by some of his friends with the affectionate contempt due to a man who
never really left his childhood behind him and of whom it was said that through
65DDWF 20/37.
66DDCW 1175.
67DDWes 6n4.
68DDWF 20/43c.
691nformation provided by the churchwardens of Marylebone Parish Church, London.
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out his life it is doubtful whether he was able to dress himself without assis
tance.1° The most natural1y gifted of his remarkable family, it ultimately counted
for very little and all that we are left with is a man who was decent, honorable,
and God-fearing-perhaps that was al1 he ever really wanted.

7°Erik Routley, The Musical Wesleys (London 1968), 63.

The Missiology of Charles Wesley
An Introduction
Tore Meistad
The purpose of this presentation is to analyze Charles Wesley's contributions
to the theology of missions.
My contribution to the study of Charles Wesley will be to offer an introduc
tion to the missiological character of his theology, as it is revealed in his hymns.
To some degree I am building upon previous research on Charles Wesley; how
ever, my emphasis is on his missiology, which, as far as I know, has not been
investigated in depth so far.
A few clarifications are required to begin with. In this article I distinguish
between the mission of God and the mission of the church. To God's mission,
which is one, is related the adjective missional. The mission of the church is
multi-faceted and includes various forms of evangelization as well as educa
agricultural, health, peace, and social programs. Charles Wesley never
developed a theology of missions (or missiology) in a systematic form; however,
his mission ideas are implied in his hymns. My purpose is to bring these ideas
together in a coherent shape.
First, I will review the historical use of Charles Wesley's hymns in the
Methodist revival movement, as Charles and John Wesley directed this them
selves. Second, it will be necessary to survey the contributions of the Wesleys to
the modern missions movement. Third, I will turn to my primary concern of ana
lyzing some of the missional motifs found in Charles Wesley's hymns.
The Use of Charles Wesley's Hymns in Early Methodism
The early Methodists were known as a singing people; "Methodism was born
in song."l The singing of hymns gave the people of the revival an opportunity to
understand the Methodist message, to be socialized to its new soiritualitv and
express their spiritual experience and growth in God's grace. 2
The late Tore Meistad was formerly Associate Professor of Religion, Finnmark State College of
Higher Education, Alta, Norway. A first draft of this article was presented July 9, 1998, to the con
ference on "Wesleyan Hymnic Spirituality and Mission," Bristol, England.
IThe quotation is the introductory sentence of the 1933 British Methodist Hymnbook (Thomas A.
Langford, "Charles \\esley as Theologian," in S T Kimbrough, Jr., ed., Charles Wesley: Poet and
Theologian [Nashville, TN: Kingswood Books, 1992], 97- 105; henceforth cited as Langford fol
number). The Methodists in Cornwall were nicknamed "the canorum" after the
canor (John Wesley, ed., A Collection of Hymns for the Use of the People
Called Methodists [London: J. Paramore, 1780; Reprinted in "The Bicentennial Edition of the Works
of John Wesley," vol. 7, Franz Hildebrandt, Oliver A. Beckerlegge, and James Dale, eds. (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1983; reprint, Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 1989)],62; henceforth cited
as WJWfollowed by volume and page number).
21n contrast to the European continent, prior to the Methodist movement the congregational
singing of hymns was not a common practice in England; Drury gives the credit to John Wesley for
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Methodist gatherings began and ended with the singing of a hymn. While the
worship liturgies in the Lutheran and Calvinist traditions were organized around
the preaching of the gospel, it may be fair to say that those in the Wesleyan tra
ditions were organized more around the singing of the gospel, however, without
neglecting the preaching. This consistent use of hymn-singing demonstrates that
the hymns were an important missionary tool of early Methodism.
The constant stream of new hymns and hymnals, written and published by
Charles and John Wesley, in itself was a tremendous encouragement for increased
hymn-singing. J The production of Wesleyan hymns and hymnals was by no
means accidental. It served intentional purposes for the promotion of the revival.
Most of these hymns paraphrase the biblical accounts and contextualize them in
the experience of the Methodist reviva1. 4 For these reasons poor people, most of
whom were illiterate as well, were given an opportunity to be acquainted with the
scriptural basis of the way of salvation. At the same time they could recognize
their own experience in light of the biblical structure for interpreting reality.5
Furthermore, the hymns clarified the Wesleyan theological emphases. On pub
lishing his Collection of Hymns for the use of the People Called Methodists
(1780),6 John declared, "This book is in effect a little body of experimental and
practical divinity."7 The hymns therefore were valid expressions of the Methodist
theology and ethos. Tyson concludes: "In these hymns we touch the foundation
of the Wesleyan revival; they communicate the practical, experimental connec
tions of basic Bible doctrines";!! and Mitchell supports his conclusion by calling
the 1780 Collection "the true embodiment of the theology of the Methodist move
ment."9
having "started the eighteenth-century hymnodic revolution" (B. C.
Hymnologist," Proceedings of the Wesley Historical Society 32 [1959-60), 103). In church
the congregations were used to listening to choral singing of the psalms of David. Isaac Watts
(1674-1748) had introduced hymn-singing at the beginning of the 1700s, which would later be taken
religious societies and in Dissenter congregations. Both religious traditions
inHuenced the Wesleys, who promoted the singing of hymns as early as in the days of Oxford

JWJw, 7:61.
4Research indicates that Charles Wesley worked quite
Kimbrough, Jr., "Charles Wesley and Biblical Interpretation," in Charles Wesley: Poet and
Theologian [1992]). He always attempted to establish the proper text, for instance, by using various
translations, his own included (Langford, 112).
'Assessing the educational significance of hymns during the 17oos, Langford (98) compares them
windows in Medieval Europe.
6This collection is published as vol. 7 in The Bicentennial Edition of the Works of John Wesley.
Unfortunately, the comments suggested are quite general, and they do not offer much help "in speci
fying Charles Wesley's role as a distinctive theologian" (Langford, 102).
7WJW, 7:74.
8John R. Tyson, Charles Wesley: A Reader (New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press,
26; henceforth cited as Tyson 1989.
Crichton Mitchell, Charles Wesley: Man with the Dancing Heart (Kansas City, MO: Beacon
Hill Press, 1994), 143. Langford claims that the sentence, "Methodism was born in song," is an
appropriate introduction to Charles Wesley's theology no less than to his role in the Methodist move
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Most of Charles Wesley's hymns include implicit challenges for missions, as
indicated in the hymn, "Come, ye that seek the Lord."10 Sources of the contents
of this hymn are biblical accounts, classic Christian doctrinal traditions, the
Methodist experience of salvation, and an implicit interpretation of this experi
ence indicating a basic theology of discipleship which moves from sanctification
to missions. From God's unmerited grace in Christ, which is the soteriological
center of Charles Wesley's hymns, the challenges for personal growth and mis
sionary responsibility are apparent.
The mission of the Methodist movement was "to reform the nation ... [and]
spread scriptural holiness over the land."11 The hymns of Charles Wesley were
one of the most significant tools to perform this mission.
The Wesley Brothers in the History of the Modern Mission Movement
It has been stated often that the Wesley brothers did not contribute much to the
theology of missions. Apart from John's statement, "I look upon all the world as
my parish," 12 they never provided a theological basis for missions.
Contrary to this position, however, there are indications that "The influence of
[John Wesley] on the modern missionary movement has been consistently under
rated, probably on account of its indirect nature."i3 Investigating the historical
backgrounds of the Church of South India, Bengt Sundkler expresses a similar
conclusion. His book, Church of South India: The Movement Towards Union,
opens by stating, "The evangelistic missionary zeal of John Wesley and the
hymns of Charles Wesley created a new spiritual climate in Britain ... and this
same Evangelical Revival also changed the climate and the conditions of church
life in other parts of the world, as for instance in South India."14 In his presenta
tion of the history of the modern missions movement the prominent missiologist,
ment. His hymns are theological texts in poetic form, "'a theology one can sing.' In this sense it is
a theology with which one can praise; it is a theology with which one can pray, a theology with which
one can teach; it is a theology which one can use to initiate, to guide, and to envision the final hope
of Christian existence" (Langford, 97).
lOCharles Wesley, Hymns for Our Lord's Resurrection (London: William Strahan, 1746), 17-18;
henceforth cited as HLR followed by page number.
llCf Wade Crawford Barclay, To Reform the Nation, vol. 2 in Early American Methodism:
1769-1844 (New York: The Board of Missions and Church Extension of The Methodist Church,
1950), I.
12Letter to John Clayton, March 28, 1739 (WW, 25:616). This statement actually does not refer
to world missions but to the legal right John Wesley had as a fellow of Oxford University to preach
in all the parishes of the Anglican church.
13Stephen Neill, Gerald H. Anderson, and John Goodwin, eds., Concise Dictionary of the
Christian World Mission (London: United Society for Christian Literature, Lutterworth Press,
645; henceforth cited a'i CDCWM followed by page number.
14Bengt Sundkler, Church of South India: The Movement Towards Union (London: Lutterworth
Press, 1965, revised edition; first published 1954), 19; henceforth cited as Sundkler followed by page
number.
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Herbert 1. Kane, too, argues for a fresh assessment of the Wesleyan contribution
to modern missions:
These revivals were ... two phases of one event-a mighty outpouring of spiritual
power, which eventually affected the whole of Christendom in the first decades of
the eighteenth century. The leading figures in the Pietist movement were Spener,
Francke, and Zinzendorf. The great preachers of the Evangelical Awakening were
Wesley and Whitefield in England and Jonathan Edwards and Whitefield in
America. The connecting link between the two phases was Wesley's personal con
tact with Zinzendorf and the Moravians and Whitefield's study of the works of
Francke. IS

Kane here suggests that John Wesley-and I will add Charles as well-together
with George Whitefield played a key role in the development of modern missions
by functioning as "the connecting link" between German Pietism and the great
revivals in the Anglo-American world. This is a fair interpretation of the histor
ical facts. But I would suggest that the Wesley brothers also developed a theol
ogy, which should be acknowledged as a significant contribution to modern mis
sions.
The hymns of Charles Wesley clearly demonstrate that he offers a substantial
theological contribution to the understanding of missions. In general he affirms
the teachings of his brother John, but he also offers independent contributions. As
documented by Sundkler,16 it is a historical fact that his hymns have been an
inspiration to the missiopary zeal and theological reflection of missions and ecu
menicism even in the 1900s.
The Wesleys aimed at a revival of the original Christian church. Mission was
considered to be the essence of the life of the original church and not one activ
ity among others. This ecclesiology was basic to Methodist missiology as well.1?
15Herbert 1. Kane, Concise History of Christian World Mission: A Panoramic View of Missions
from Pentecost to the Present (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1981), 81.
16Sundkler, 187,269,302.
171n describing the original Christian church Charles Wesley is referring to how the first Christians
spread the gospel by making their homes a "church": "To Jesus they perform'd their vow,! A little
church in every house" (Tyson 1989: 185). For this reason they had no need of establishing either mis
sionary societies or agencies of evangelization, because the movement itself was nothing less than a
missionary organization. For instance, John Wesley's ordination of Thomas Coke (1747-1814) in
1784 (against the will of brother Charles) for ministry in America should be understood in light of
John Wesley's zeal for missions (CDCWM, 646) and not, as it is often misinterpreted, as a political
move. After 1784 the number of persons whom John Wesley ordained increased; they were all
ordained for work in different parts of the world. Rollmann ("Early Methodism in Newfoundland"
[1998]: http://www.mun.ca/rels/meth/texts/origins) makes the point that several Methodist lay
preachers were ordained by the supposed Greek bishop Erasmus during John Wesley's absence from
London, 1764. However, with the exception of one preacher, all those ordained left the Wesleyan con
nection. Laurence Coughlan was later ordained by the bishop of London and traveled to
Newfoundland in 1766, where he was appointed a missionary for the Society for the Proclamation of
the Gospel.
Barclay (Missionary Motivation and Expansion, vol. I in Early American Methodism [1949],
104) gives Coke rather than John Wesley and Francis Asbury the credit for launching the foreign mis
sions course of early American Methodism. Besides Coke's work among the European Americans he
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Missional Motifs in Charles Wesley's Hymns
Baker estimates the total number of Charles Wesley's hymns and poems at
around 9,000. 18 His poetry is so voluminous and covers such a range of themes
that it is not possible in this presentation to cover all his production in order to
make a comprehensive evaluation of his ideas. On the other hand, a few theo
logical themes are recurrent in his hymns. In his Journal he declares, "The power
and seal of God is never wanting while I declare the two great truths of the ever
lasting Gospel, universal redemption and Christian perfection."19 I will demon
strate that, according to him, these doctrines aim at a missionary outreach of the
church.

The Creating, Atoning, Life-giving Triune God Incarnated
Charles Wesley has a Trinitarian image of God. 20 His hymns are crowded with
references to all three persons in the godhead in a way that emphasizes the plu
rality rather than the unity in the persons of God. This indicates that he is deeply
rooted in the Byzantine or Eastern Orthodox conceptions of God as a multiestablished Methodist Missions among Indians in Canada. He was instrumental in missions to the
West Indies, Sierra Leone, Nova Scotia, and Gibraltar, and he also considered making a missionary
journey to Africa (Barclay 1949: 109). Five years earlier than the William Carey tract ( 1791), which
according to many released the modem missionary movement, Coke published the first Methodist
missionary tract, An Address to the Pious and Benevolent proposing an Annual Subscription for the
Support ofMissionaries (London, 1786). He organized work among 70,000 French prisoners of war
that were kept captives in England during the Napoleonic Wars (1796-1815), and he also was one of
the founders of the Methodist Missionary Society in 1813. His zeal for opening new areas for
Christian missions led to his death in 1814 on a voyage to India while leading a group to initiate mis
sions in Ceylon and India, a project which he himself financed by contributing £6,000 out of his own
pocket (CDCWM, 117, 380). He contributed to the first Methodist missions to South Africa as well
(Nolan B. Harmon, ed., The Encyclopedia of World Methodism. 2 vols. [Nashville, TN: The United
Methodist Publishing House, 1974], 1:529).
The first Methodist missions abroad were initiated by Nathaniel Gilbert as early as 1760, who
actually established the first Protestant missions among the black population in the West Indies
(CDCWM. 646).
18Frank Baker, ed., Representative Verse of Charles Wesley (Nashville: Abingdon, 1962), xi.
19Thomas Jackson, ed., The Journal ofthe Rev. Charles Wesley. M.A.. 2 vols. (London: Wesleyan
Methodist Book-Room, 1849), I :286; henceforth cited as CWJ followed by volume and page num
ber.
2°Cf Wilma 1. Quantrille, The Triune God in the Hymns of Charles Wesley. Ph.D. dissertation
(Madison, NJ: Drew University, 1989), 15.
Quantrille ( 106-108, 131) observes that Charles Wesley is using metaphors of God emphasizing
the Trinitarian plurality as well a<; the Trinitarian unity of God. The plurality model is expressed by
"Elohim," "Eternal Persons Three," "Joint-Authors," "Holy Triad," "Triune God," and "Three-One."
The unity model is expressed by "Jehovah," "Godhead," '~doring One," "One Eternal Deity," "Unity
Divine," "Lord," and "Very God." The fact that he maintains the distinction between unity and plu
rality in the Triune God indicates that the persons of God are unique at the same time that they are
indwelling each other, thus allowing God to act according to various needs.
Since the 1960s, but particularly in the 1990s, Wesleyan scholars have increasingly focused on
the influence that the Byzantine tradition had on the Wesleys (for example, Outler, Allchin,
McCormick, Maddox). Cf also John Meyerdorff, Byzantine Theology: Historical Trends and
Doctrinal Themes (New York: Fordham University Press, 1974), 188-189.
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faceted and interventionist God who unceasingly acts on behalf of the redemp
tion of humanity.21 This is illuminated, for instance, in the collection Hymns for
the Nativity of Our Lord. 22 These hymns all deal with the Incarnation of Christ,
or, "Th'incarnate Deity."21 Christ is God, the eternal source of divine life, as
expressed in creation and salvation. As the Incarnation of God, Christ reveals not
only the person of Christ but also the fullness of God. 24
Hymn No. IV describes the attributes of God as revealed through the
Incarnation: "God on high . . . God comes down";25 "God, the invisible,
appears,/God, the blest, the great I Am"; 'Their Maker and their King"; "the eter
nal Son of God ... Lord of earth and skies"; "The Prince of peace ... Jesus is our
brother now."26 The image of God implied is the creating and saving God who is
ceaselessly active in assisting humankind in need. The reference to the God who
called Moses-and who took the name "I am" (Ex. 3: 14) at Sinai-is illuminating;
God at this point is revealed as the Creator who cares, and who intervenes in human
to liberate persons and peoples.27 The meaning of the Incarnation is that the
invisible God has become "our brother." The child Jesus, Mary's chiJd, is the eter
nal God: "Incarnate seefThe DeityfThe infinite Creator!"28 "The Prince of peace"
points back to the Hebrew prophecies of the Messianic age, in which creation,
because of the fall, wi1l be restored to its original state by the offering of this peace
to everybody: '~pply to every Heart his Peace,/ And bring his Kingdom in!"29
Because Christ is the creator of the world, he also has the power to re-create
humankind. This is actually the essential purpose for his Incarnation: "Save us
Thou, our New-Creator."JO As often as Charles Wesley refers to the Spirit's role
21Thy ceaseless, unexhausted love,
Unmerited and free,
Delights our evil to remove,
And help our misery.
(WJW7:382)
See also George Osborn, ed., The Poetical Works of John and Charles Wesley. 13 vols. (London:
Wesleyan-Methodist Conference Office, 1868-1872), 9:55; henceforth cited as PW followed by vol
ume and page number.
22Charles Wesley, Hymns for the Nativity of Our Lord (Bristol: Felix Farley, 1745); henceforth
cited as HNL followed by page number.
23HNL. 12.
24"One undivided God we know,/ And walk, and talk with God below" (PW, 7:292).
2WNL, 8.
26HNL. 10. In one of his eucharistic hymns he also calls Christ "our Elder Brother" (HLS. 113).
27The same reference is used in Charles Wesley's hymns for Ascension-Day, for instance, "The
Lord of Hosts is He,lThe Omnipresent I AM" (Hymns for Ascension-Day. 4; henceforth cited as HAD
followed by page number). This idea is crucial to John Wesley as well (cf WJW, 1:470, 580-581).
28HNL, 16.
29John and Charles Wesley, Hymns for Whitsunday (Hymns of Petition and Thanksgiving for the
Promise of the Father), coauthored with John Wesley (Bristol: Felix Farley, 1746. Facsimile reprint
by The Charles Wesley Society, Madison, NJ, 1994),27; with Hymnsfor Ascension-Day. Henceforth
cited as HW followed by page number.
30Charies Wesley, Hymns for Our Lord's Resurrection (London: William Strahan, 1746), 12;
henceforth cited as HLR followed by page number.
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in the first creation, he also conceives salvation as a new creation. For instance, in
his hymn for Whitsunday, No. XVII, "Eternal Paraclete, descend,"31 he describes
the re-creating work of the Spirit in salvation by alluding to the first creation.
In the Easter hymn, "Jesus, shew us thy Salvation," the last stanza begins:
"By the Corning of thy Spiritl As a mighty rushing Wind,lSave us into all thy
Merit."32 Charles Wesley here implies that, from a soteriological point of view,
Christ's atoning sacrifice was not completed until Pentecost. He clearly indicates
that the forensic focus of Western theology is too limited to comprehend salva
tion in its fullness. Creation, atonement, and re-creation belong together. God's
wrath and judgment are not emphasized but rather "God the giver" of new life,
"Peace and love."33 In the Wesleyan perspective salvation is conceived within the
context of creation, and the perspective of creation is teleologica11y oriented. 34
One word, which is frequently used in the hymns quoted in this article, is
"feel." It is important to understand that this has to do not so much with emo
tions as with experience. 35 This emphasis adds to the focus on the present real
ization of salvation as impJied in the eschatology of the Wesleys.
Universal Redemption
God's grace is universal. Contrary to the Augustinian and Calvinist idea that
God's initiative implies God's mysterious choice of which persons are saved and
which are not,36 the Wesleys argue for the position that the grace is free and open
to every human person. Because human guilt is universal,37 so is God's grace.
The concept of "universal redemption" means that God's grace is universal.
Salvation, however, is not. A tension exists in the theology of the Wesleys
between the universal call of the gospel and the redemption of a limited number
of persons only.38 Their insistence on a universal redemption does not imply a
universalism indicating that all persons will be saved in the end, but rather that
all persons without exception are atoned for by Christ's sacrifice and surrounded
by God's prevenient grace.39 God's grace is instantly poured out on humanity:
')\.nd Streams of Grace eternal roll I 0' re all the Earth below";4() and: ')\.nd tak'st
.Iww, 20.

32HLR. 14.
·1.1HNL.8.
14Meyendorff 1974, 219 .
.ISH. A. Hodges and A. M. Allchin, A Rapture of Praise (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1966),
16.
.~6John Lawson, The Wesley Hymns as a Guide to Scriptural Teaching (Grand Rapids, MI: Francis
Asbury Press, 1987),93.

·17HNL,3.
18At least this was true from their high ideals of Christian discipleship: "The few that truly call
Thee Lord,! And wait Thy sanctifying word" (WJw, 7: 101).
39Wesleyan universalism focuses on God's promise; however. it also presupposes the response to
this grace by the believer: "Thy Promise made to All, and me,!Thy Followers who thy Steps pur
sue,lAnd dare believe that God is true" (HW, 9).
4OHW, 8.
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of his Atoning Blood/To sprinkle all Mankind."4! This is a recurrent theme in the
sermons of John Wesley as well as in the hymns of Charles Wesley.42 Its signifi
cance in the context of this presentation is that this is an important motif for mis
sions. In the messianic age a fundamental change in the history of salvation has
taken place. Now is the time for missionsY
The expectation of Christ's immediate return gave the early church a sense of
urgency, which characterized its missions. The same was true for the first
Methodists: their messianic hope and experience of the fulfillment of its
promises sent them out anew every day. Salvation was prepared for everyone; the
table of the heavenly banquet was set.
The universality of grace is a characteristic of Wesleyan theology. Charles
writes of an "all sufficient grace"44 and "all atoning Lamb."45 For this reason pre
venient grace should not be restricted to a revivalist scheme of the sinner's awak
ening prior to conversion; rather it expresses the unlimited scope of God's salva
tion.
Barclay concludes his discussion of the Wesleyan heritage by stating, "The
missionary character of the Methodist movement was a natural and almost
inevitable outgrowth of its fundamental doctrine of universal redemption."46 As
indicated, this conclusion can be drawn on the basis of Charles Wesley's hymns
as well as from John Wesley's sermons.

The Person in a Corporate Perspective
The goal of Christ's Incarnation is the restoration of all humankind. In the
Christmas hymn, '~ngels, speak, let Man give Ear" Charles Wesley establishes
that Christ is "Born his Creatures to restore," and that the news of salvation is for
"Every Tongue and Nation."47 He is '~n universal Saviour," "the Lord of all cre
ation," and "The Joy of every nation."4N It is evident that Christ's Incarnation, as
well as his atonement has significance far beyond the individual and personal
41HW. 26. Another example is:
Do we not all from Thee receive
The dreadful power to seek, or leave?
The dreadful power through grace I use,
And chose of God, my God I choose.
(PW. 9:203)
42The editors of the new edition (1983) of A Collection ofHymns for the use of the People Called
Methodists (1780; WJw. vol. 7) have identified a great number of references to universal redemption
(WJw. 7:847).

4WW. 14.
44PW. 5:12.
4SPW. 12:311.
46Wade Crawford Barclay, Missionary Motivation and Expansion, vol. 1 in Early American
Methodism: 1769-1844 (New York: The Board of Missions and Church Extension of The Methodist
Church, 1949), xli.
47HNL,6.
48HNL, 14.
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level. Because Christ is the Savior of nations and not only of persons, Wesleyan
soteriology has a social dimension as well. 49
There is no contradiction in the Wesleyan soteriology between social and cor
porate perspectives on the one hand, and the focus on the person on the other:
"The Promise to our Fal1en Head/To every Child of Adam made,lIs now pour'd
out on all Mankind."50 On the contrary, they are interwoven. Persons, society,
and nature are included in salvation as the new creation. The focus on the con
version of the individual has therefore nothing to do with either individualism or
subjectivism. 51 As demonstrated in the fol1owing stanza, the personal emphasis
in this soteriology is conceived within a corporate or actually universal context:
4. 0 might we Each receive the Grace
By Thee to call the Saviour mine!
Come, Holy Ghost, to al1 our Race,
Bring in the Righteousness Divine,
Inspire the Sense of Sins Forgiven,
And give our Earth a Taste of HeavenY
Inaugurated and Realized Eschatology: Salvation Conceived as the New Creation
The cause that makes everything new is the presence of God in the midst of
human history.53 The Incarnation of Christ means that "God comes down" to the
earth as the great "Giver," causing that "Peace and love/From above/Reign on
earth forever."54 In the experience of the Wesleys and the early Methodists, this
is not only something to hope for but also an actual experience; the heavenly hap
piness can be experienced here and now. 55 As "The Lord of all creation" and "The
joy of every nation" Christ is '~n universal Saviour," whose goal it is to "make
us all divine;! And we the life of God shall know,lFor God is manifest below."56
The expression "make us all divine" should not be understood as a deifica
tion; according to 2 Peter 1:4 they are not made gods but rather "partakers of the
divine nature";57 "For we are made partakers of Christ."5l1 In a number of hymns
49WJW, 7:81-82.
sOHW, 3.
51 After years of service to the Wesleyan connection the Irish Methodist lay preacher, Laurence
Coughlan, who actually brought Methodism to Newfoundland in 1766, was rejected by John Wesley
because of excessive subjectivism (Roll mann 1998). After his successful revival in Newfoundland he
was still rejected when he attempted to be readmitted to the Wesleyan Connexion (The Letters of the
Rev. John Wesley, A.M., ed. John Telford, Standard edition, 8 vols. [London: The Epworth Press,
1931], 5: 101-103). This case is an indication that the Methodist rejection of enthusiasm and subjec
tivism limited the acceptance of persons with any kind of missionary zeal.

5WW, 24.
5WNL,40.
54HNL. 8.
55John and Charles Wesley, Hymns on the
forth cited as HLS followed by page number.

Lord:~

Supper (Bristol: Felix Farley, 1745),83; hence

5('HLS. 14.
57John Wesley, Explanatory Notes Upon the New Testament (Bristol: Pine, 1765),890; henceforth
cited as Notes followed by page number.
5RHeb. 3: 14; Notes, 818.
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Charles Wesley resembles the Byzantine Fathers' saying that "God became
human that human might become divine";59 he also affirms that this is a free gift
to everybody who asks for it.6(J
According to Wesleyan theology the divine nature is love. The concept of
"Christian perfection" implies a perfection in love and not a perfection of human
nature. The process of sanctification is the process of participating more and
more in God's nature, which is love. 61 Discussing the nature of God, as it is
revealed in the incident when Jacob the patriarch wrestles with the Lord (cJ Gen.
32:24-32), Charles Wesley's main point is that God's nature is love. 62 Charles
Wesley is positive that "God and Love are One";63 God is "pure, universallove."64
The foundation of God's universal grace is God's universal love.
S9Allchin (1988:4, 27) demonstrates that Charles Wesley belongs to the significant tradition of
Anglican divines who emphasize the co-inherence of human and divine; to him, the meaning of the
Incarnation was humanity's participation in God. Vladimir Lossky, In the Image and Likeness ofGod.
ed. by John H. Erickson and Thomas E. Bird with Introduction by John Meyendorff (New York: St.
"I~dimir's Seminary Press, 1974), 103.
6OHNL. 22; HW, 12.
61Cf Charles Wesley's hymn,
Love divine, all loves excelling
Joy of heaven, to earth come down;
Fix in us thy humble dwelling,
All thy faithful mercies crown.
(WJw, 7:545; UMH, 384)

God is conceived of as love as well as the ultimate source of love, filling human hearts and lives.
Another hymn uses the metaphor of God as the great potter (cf Jer. 18: I-II), who molds the
Christian according to the new divine nature which is given:
My Potter from above,
Clay in Thy hands I am,
Mould me into the form of love,
And stamp with Thy new name:
Thy name is holiness;
Now on this heart of mine
The mark indelible impress,
The purity Divine.
(pw, 9:461)
Another example is
3. Eager for thee I ask and pant,
So strong the principle divine
Carnes me out with sweet constraint,
Till all my hallowed soul is thine;
Plunged in the Godhead's deepest sea,
And lost in thy immensity.
(WJw, 7:532)
62WJW, 7:251; cf The United Methodist Hymnal (1989), No. 386; henceforth cited as UMH fol
lowed by hymn
°WLS,23.
64WJW, 7:251; cf UMH,386.
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The Wesleyan concepts of holiness and sanctification clearly resemble the
Byzantine concept of theosis ("participating in God's nature") rather than the
Western tendency to understand sanctification as a perfect fulfillment of God's
will as prescribed in the law. In the Wesleyan understanding, God's sanctifying
grace works an actual transformation of the person through fresh, divine life. The
metaphors of living by the power of Christ's resurrection (Phil. 3: 10), experienc
the restoration of heaven and earth, and the perfect renewal of love, al1
express the experience of this transformation because of God's re-creation of the
sinner. In the hymn, "Jesus, shew us Thy salvation,"65 the focus is on the
believer's mystical experience of being in communion with God. 66
Precisely because Christians are partakers of the divine nature and not made
gods, it is hardly possible to speak of a union with God but rather of a mysteri
ous communion in which human and divine are united. This is particularly
emphasized by Charles Wesley in his Hymns on the Lord's Supper; for instance,
"We here thy Nature shaH retrieve,/ And al1 thy heavenly Image bear."67
Charles Wesley firmly believes that from a personal perspective, salvation
implies the restoration of God's image in the human soul and a rehabilitation of
the sinner, as he or she is infused or permeated with God's love. 6R This is the
beginning of the eschatological transformation of the entire creation. God's love

65HLR. 13.
66Numerous examples could be cited, for example:
No condemnation now I dread;
Jesus, and all in him, is mine;
alive in him, my living Head;
and clothed in righteousness divine,
bold I approach th'etemal throne,
and claim the crown, through Christ my own.

(UMH.363)
Meek, simple followers of the Lamb,
They lived, and spake, and thought the same.
Brake the commemorative bread,
And drank the Spirit of their Head.
(Tyson 1989:185)
Notice the significant editorial change of John Wesley's 1780 version in the last two phrases: "They
joyfully conspired to raise/Their ceaseless sacrifice of praise" (WJW, 7:99). Other examples are,
Wesley, John and Charles, HLS. II, 17,25.
Examples which are taken from hymns quoted in this manuscript are: "He hath been seen, our
Living Head" (HLR. 17); "In Christ your Head, you then shall know,lShall feel your sins forgiven"
(WJW, 7:80; UMH. 57); "Up into thee, our living Head,lIet us in all things grow" (S T Kimbrough,
Jr., ed., Songs for the Poor: Hymns by Charles Wesley. Singers' ed. [New York: General Board of
Global Ministries, The United Methodist Church, 1993], No.2; henceforth cited as Kimbrough 1993,
followed by hymn number). HLR, 12-14; WJW, 7:532.
67HLS, 25,
68HLS, 27, 28, 30.
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in Christ is "all-victorious."69 Tyson 70 observes that the hymns of Charles Wesley
celebrate these transforming effects of love; for instance,
Love, that makes us creatures new,
Only love can keep us true,
Perfect love that casts out sin,
Perfect love is God within.71
It is demonstrated t~at in Charles Wesley's theology, the theme of re-creation
is basic to his conception of redemption; the Eastern Orthodox concept of "reca
pitulation" (re-capitulation
"new [another] head") is alluded to as well as
expressed. The Byzantine Fathers often interpreted salvation in light of S1. Paul's
Adam-Christ discussion in Rom. 5: 12-21 (cf 1 Cor. 15:22-23). Christ is here
interpreted typologically as a second or new Adam,n who returns to humankind
everything which was lost in the fall of the first Adam. 73 Conceived as restora
tion, salvation implies that Christ becomes "head," not only of the person 74 and
of the church (Eph. 1:21-22; 4: 15; 5:23; Col. 1: 18) but of the universal powers
and authorities as well (Col. 2: 10). The Creator has reclaimed creation; we are
the Creator's possessions as well as co-workers in the struggle against the evil
powers of the world. From this perspective, mission is our response to God's
kingdom, which is universal in extent but not yet fulfilled. To be in mission is to
participate in God's restoration of cosmos. It implies, first, accepting God's
restoration of ourselves as persons, and second, doing whatever we possibly can
in presenting God's transforming love to other persons and societies, and thus
assisting nature to recover from the human exploitation of it.
The emphasis on recapitulation is closely connected to the teleological orien
tation of the Wesleyan concept of Christian perfection. Based in the Greek
't£A£to~ (= goal) rather than the Latin pe!fectus, perfection is goal-oriented and
69Hymns and Sacred Poems (London: Strahan, 1740), 157.
7°John R. Tyson, Charles Wesley on Sanctification: A Biographical and Theological Study (Grand
Rapids, MI: Francis Asbury Press, 1986), 162; henceforth cited as Tyson 1986 followed by page num
ber.
7IPW, 6:404; cf. 7:235,236.355; lO:114; 13:167.
72In the following stanza Adam is referred to as the "fallen head" of the human race: "The
Promise to our Fallen Head/To every Child of Adam made,lIs now pour'd out on all Mankind" (Hw'

3).
73Heavenly Adam [WJw, 7:552 renders "Father"], Life divine,
Change my nature into thine;
Move and spread throughout my soul,
Actuate and fill the whole;
Be it I no longer now
Living in the flesh, but thou.
(after Allchin 1988:33)
14Similar to the Byzantine Fathers, Wesleyan soteriology was conceived of as healing. Based on
the following stanza, Tyson affirms that "Charles Wesley knew no limit to love's curative power"
(Tyson 1986:304): "Nature's impotent condition/Feels my paralytic soul/Finds in Christ a kind
Physician;/By the word of faith made whole" (Tyson 1986:305).
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not describing a final phase in spiritual development. The emphasis is on the
wholeness of a person and points to the growth towards this wholeness, which is
based in a perfect relation or communion with God; "holiness" is synonymous
with "wholeness."75 Consequently, the goals of Wesleyan soteriology transcend
the person and point to the salvation of all creation.
Because Wesleyan soteriology begins in the creation and ends in the new cre
ation, the transformation of the person becomes a part of the transformation of the
entire cosmos (cf Col. 1:15-23; cf Rom. 8:33-39). The theme of salvation con
ceived as a new creation is elaborated in the hymn, "Then the whole earth
shall rest," which is written for the celebration of Pentecost. Although it is obvi
ous that for Charles Wesley the justification of the sinner marks the initiation of
the Christian life and the beginning of the lifelong way of salvation, both justifi
cation and sanctification of the believer are conceived to be one element in the
restoration of the cosmos. They are eschatological events on the basis of Christ's
Incarnation at Christmas, his atoning death and resurrection at Easter, and the out
pouring of the Spirit at Pentecost. The kingdom, which is actually present in the
lives of believers, is a kingdom of love.
In his discussion of Charles Wesley's theology of salvation, Tyson makes the
point that his Pentecostal hymns do more than recount the story of Pentecost; they
actually "re-create the event in the lives of contemporary Christians. The singers
of these hymns pray for their own Pentecost."76 This observation is basic to the
understanding of the dynamics of his hymns within the context of the Wesleyan
revival. In it the way is extremely short from the initial experience of salvation
to the active engagement in the mission of the movement. Its eschatology can
never-no less than in Byzantine theology77-be reduced to a separate chapter of
Wesleyan theology; it rather qualifies the theology as a whole.
Love as a manifestation of God's presence
To Charles Wesley, the true mark of Christianity is love. Consequently, this is
a key concept in Wesleyan theology. No word is more characteristic of the
Wesleys' soteriology; they actually use it as an apt summation of the gospel. God
is love. At the same time love is the power which binds God to the creation. 78
This love is a manifestation of the kingdom of God that implies two dimensions:
first, the believer's experience of transformation into God's image (loving God
with all one's heart), and second, the ethical consequences (loving the neighbor).
75Tyson 1986: 193-194.
76HW, 25.

77Meyendorff 1974:219.
78Steadfast let us cleave to thee;
Love the mystic union be;
Union to the world unknown!
Joined to God, in spirit one.
1:356)
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This has more to do with ethics than with emotions. In Charles Wesley's discus
sion of love in his hymn, "Come, thou holy God and true!"79 he suggests that love
is where God is, love is the evidence of God's presence. And this presence of God
is brought to the widow, the orphan, the shelterless, and the poor, by persons who
themselves are transformed by God's love. The outpouring of God's love makes
the Christian invincible, and no problem is so big that it cannot be solved by the
power of love: "So shall my pure obedience prove! All things are possible to
love."8o
The goal of the Christian religion is to be fil1ed with "the Life Divine,"81
which implies perfection in love. 82 As Charles Wesley interprets salvation, the
outpouring of this divine love in persons should lead to the renewal of God's
righteousness 83 in the way this concept is interpreted by the Hebrew prophets,
who envisage the restoration of God's will for nature and society as well as for
persons. For this reason love is not conceived in emotional terms but as an expe
rience of transformation to God's image. In this way perfection in love is sup
posed to direct the lives of Christians on this earth,84 making them "Servants"
who are first given "Pardon, Holiness, and Heaven"85 for nothing, and who then
are expected to practice the same in the world. 86 The life of restored persons is
characterized by the fruits of the Spirit (Gal. 5:22-23) to be exercised on the
global more than on the personal level. The double commandment of love (Me
22:37-39) is central to Wesleyan spirituality; however, although the second part
of it is focused on personal recipients of Christian love, the concept of neighbor
is extended to include all humankind rather than limited to individual persons.
Charles Wesley prays, "I want the Spirit of power within ... Of love to thee and
all mankind. "87
Because of a necessary interconnection between faith and works, love toward
one's neighbor by necessity comes out of the experience of God's love. Dealing
with mutual assistance, this neighborly love is highly practicaJ.88 The dynamics
of Wesleyan spirituality are focused on the reception of God's grace, the trans
formation of the person, and the transmitting of this grace to others. This is evi
dent from the hymn, "Jesus, the gift divine I know."89
79Kimbrough 1993: No. I.
T Kimbrough, Jr., Lost in W(mder (Nashville: Upper Room Books, 1987), 137.
81HLR,9.
82HLR,7.
80S

8WAD,6.

8WW, 5.
sWw, 28.
86In his Eucharistic hymn, 'f\.uthor of Life Divine" (HLS. 30), Charles Wesley indicates that sanc
tification leads to discipleship.
S7 pw, I :307. The concepts "all Mankind" or just "Mankind" are among the favorite phrases of
Charles Wesley (cf HLS, 9, 10, 11, 13, 16, 20, 21, 25, 27, 33).
88Kimbrough 1993: No.2.
89WJW, 7:521-522; Kimbrough 1993: No. II.
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In 1757 Charles Wesley wrote a poem in memory of the Methodist, Mrs.
Naylor. In this poem he described an ideal Methodist, a true imitator of Christ,
whose character was formed by God's justice and love. The way the concept
'justice" is used clearly resembles that of the Hebrew prophets, for example,
Amos.9(j In the Wesleyan tradition, then, justice is conceived in the context of
God's love.

The Messianic Kiflf!dom and the Year of Jubilee
Charles Wesley's eschatology is dependent on the Hebrew prophecies of the
Besides the dependence
Messianic kingdom breaking in with justice and
on prophecies of the messianic age, for instance, Is. 61,92 his eschatology is also
inspired by the Hebrew idea of the year of Jubilee, the year of restoration for
nature and societies as well as personsY3 In the sabbatical year (Lev. 25: 1-7) the
soil should be given opportunities for rest to regain its fertility. But in the year of
Jubilee (Lev. 25:8-55) justice in the social order should be re-established. People
who have lost their property because of debt are to return to their property, and
slaves are to regain their freedom. This was the reason why the first Christians
shared their economic resources, as well as distributed their surplus to the poor
(Acts 2:45; 4:34-5: 11). Consequently, the first Methodists, who intended to
revive the life of the original Christian church, made a just distribution of eco
nomic, educational, and medical resources their top priority. This is evident in
John Wesley's sermons as well as in Charles's hymns.
Over and over again the Wesleys are using Jesus' teaching of the judgment
(Mt. 25:31-46) in the way they develop their understanding of how a genuine
Christian life ought to look. This makes their concerns for the poor the center of
their image of discipleship, as in the hymn, "Your duty let the apostle show."94
The last stanza refers to the motif of the Christian as a steward of God's posses
sions, which is particularly typical of John's theology and ethics; "our" posses
9OKimbrough 1993: No. 12.
9lCharies Wesley's hymn, "Our earth we now lament to see," was included in A Collection (Jt
Hymns for the Use (~f'the People Called Methodists (WJ\.¥, 7:607). Originally its title was "Peace"
(P\'¥' 6: 112-113).
nCharles Wesley actually wrote a hymn on this scriptural passage:
The Spirit of the Lord our God
(Spirit of power, and health, and love)
The Father hath on Christ bestowed,
And sent him from his throne above;
Prophet, and Priest, and King of peace,
Anointed to declare his will,
To minister his pardoning
And every sin-sick soul to heal.
(Stookey 1992: 144)
')31 have earlier analyzed John Wesley's theology and the activities of the Methodist movement in
light of the Jubilee (Meistad 1992).
94Kimbrough 1993, No. 10.
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sions are no more than loans from God and should be administered according to
God's will and love. 95 This resonates with the Jubilee year sharing with the poor.
The popular hymn among Methodists, "0 for a thousand tongues to sing"96
was the first hymn in A Collection of Hymns for the use of the People called
Methodists (1780). The date of its composition is significant, May 21, 1739,
which is the first anniversary for Charles Wesley's experience of assurance of
faith; it is also just six weeks after the revi val had begun among the colliers in
Bristol. Because this hymn is particularly representative in its expression of the
basic theology as well as the program of the Methodist movement, it might be
regarded as a part of the Wesleyan Methodist canon (if such a body of texts could
be established). For this reason it is particularly significant to observe the direct
admonishment for mission in the hymn.
8. My gracious Master, and my God,
Assist me to proclaim,
To spread through all the Earth abroad
The Honours of Thy Name.
These lines and those which follow express the experience of salvation as the
Messiah breaks into one's life.
10. He breaks the Power of canceH'd Sin,
He sets the Prisoner free:
His Blood can make the Foulest clean;
His Blood avail'd for me.
II. He speaks; and listening to His Voice,
New Life the Dead receive,
The mournful, broken Hearts rejoice,
The humble Poor believe.
12. Hear Him, ye Deaf; His Praise, ye Dumb,
Your loosen' d Tongues employ;
Ye Blind, behold your Saviour come,
And leap, ye Lame, for joy.97
The salvation that is experienced is elaborated in detail. The biblical framework
consists of the Hebrew prophecies of liberation of the captives, to be expected in
95This
1781:
1786:
1788:
1789:
1790:

is indicated in a number of sermons by John Wesley:
Sermon No. 87, "The Dartger of Riches" (WJw, 3:227-246).
Sermon No. 88, "On Dress" (WJw, 3:247-261),
Sermon No. 108, "On Riches" (WJw, 3:518-528).
Sermon No. 122, "Causes of the Inefficacy of Christianity" (WJw, 4:85-96).
Sermon No. 131, "The Danger of Increasing Riches" (WJw, 4:177-186).

W>WJw, 7:79-81.

97The hymn, which consisted originally of eighteen stanzas, was first published in Hynms and
Sacred Poems (London: W Strahan, 1740), 120-123. The stanza which begins "0 for a Thousand
Tongues to sing" is the original stanza 7. Stanzas 8, 10-12 are printed here, as in the original.
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the Messianic age. Now the Messiah has come in Jesus Christ, and the dawn of
his kingdom is experienced in the lives of the Methodists. The contents of this
experience are (a) liberation from sin as well as from social evils (references to
Is. 61: I; 1: 18; Gal. 2:20); compared to the continental reformers, Charles
Wesley's insistence that salvation removes the power of sin and not the guilt of
sin only, is significant; (b) renewal by the experience of fresh, divine life (refer
ences to In. 11 :24; I In. 3:14; Mt. 5:3-4); (c) healing as a part of God's re-cre
ation of the world (references to Mt. 11 :4-5; Mk. 7:37; Is. 35:5-6; Acts 3:8). An
interpretation which is too spiritual, indicates that the spiritually dead and blind
are referred to here, but this risks missing the significant message of restoration.
This hymn was longer than the 1780 version, which included only the fol
lowing original stanzas: 7-10, 12-14, and 17. The outline of the hymn may be
sketched in the following way:98
A: First doxology
1. The hymn opens with a doxology to God, and the context is univer
including heaven as well as earth. The experience of salvation as sanctifi
cation ("love"/"saints below") leads to a natural desire to glorify God. As a
Messianic people the Methodists are a part of the church universal.
2-6: These stanzas portray the author's personal experience of salvation.
They report Charles Wesley's decisive spiritual experience.
2: "This day" is referring to the day of Pentecost, May 21, 1738, when
he for the first time experienced assurance of faith; he obviously is feeling a need
to glorify God on this first anniversary. He likens his experience of assurance to
being transferred from darkness to light.
3: Classical Reformation rhetoric ("legal strife") is alluded to as the basis
of his experience, which is expressed as being transferred from death to life (ref
erences to Rom. 3:21; 1 In. 3:14). The emphasis is different, however, because it
relates to the sudden and total transformation of the forgiven sinner.
4: This stanza defines the experience of May 21 as a deep personal expe
rience of faith ("To call the Saviour mine") as well as an experience of empow
erment by the Spirit (reference to Rom. 8:14-16).
5: Christ's atoning death was experienced as applied to him personally
(references to Rom. 5:8, 18);99 the concept of "feeling" relates to experience
rather than emotion.
6: This stanza defines the experience of May 21 as an experience of
assurance (references to Mt. 16: 19; Rom. 8: 16); the concept of "knowing" relates
tl8Kimbrough (1996: 17-27) suggests another outline: "Prologue" (I), "Conversion" (2-8), "Who
is Jesus?" (9-11), "What is our response?" (12-18). The last section has the following subheadings:
"Outreach to the Marginalized," "Universal Outreach to All," and "Outreach to Every Individual."
Similar to my interpretation. he affirms Christian outreach to the world as a response to God's trans
fonning grace.
99This is a different perspective from that of Luther, for instance, who insists that the application
of the atonement takes place at baptism.
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to an intimate personal experience rather than to knowledge as a cognitive phe
nomenon.
B: Second doxology
7. God is praised, whose gracious salvation the Methodist people have
experienced (references to Ps. 119: 1
145: 1). The language ("a thousand
tongues") is universal as well as pneumat010gical (cl Acts 2:3), indicating that
God's salvation is for the world and not for the Methodists alone, and that salva
the Spirit, and missions, belong together.
8-9: These stanzas call the Methodists to mission.
As a natural response to their experience of salvation, the Methodist peo
are admonished to proclaim God's grace around the world (references to Mt.
9:31; Ps. 66:2).
8: The mandate for missions is pronounced explicitly, however, as more
of a promise of empowerment, for which the singer is praying.
9: The
Christological hymn of St. Paul (Phil. 2:5-12) is probably
alluded to, indicating that the exalted God still is the humble servant, who cares
for people. This allusion serves to strengthen the universal tone of the hymn.
C: 10-12: Salvation is elaborated theologically.
The salvation, which they have experienced, is elaborated in detail. The
biblical framework consists of the Hebrew prophecies of liberation of the cap
tives, to be expected in the Messianic age. Now the Messiah has come in Iesus
Christ, and the dawn of his kingdom is experienced in the lives of the Methodists.
The contents of this experience are:
10: Liberation from sin as well as from social evils (references to Is. 61: I;
1: 18; Gal. 2:20); compared to the continental reformers, Charles Wesley's insistence
that salvation removes the power of sin and not the gUilt of sin only, is significant.
II: Renewal by the experience of fresh, divine life (references to In.
11 :24; 1 In. 3: 14; Mt. 5:3-4).
12: Healing as a part of God's re-creation of the world (references to Mt.
11 :4-5; Mk. 7:37; Is. 35:5-6; Acts 3:8). One should not so spiritualize the inter
pretation of deaf and blind that one misses the significant message of restoration.
D: 13-16: The Methodist message/or mission is elaborated.
The remaining selected stanzas of the hymn included in the 1780 edition
are a summary of the Wesleyan message in poetic form. They essentially stress
that God's salvation is for everyone; nobody is excluded from God's grace.
13: Universal emphasis: All nations are offered salvation, which is free
for everyone on the basis of God's grace and the sinner's faith (references to Is.
45:22; Eph. 2:8).
14: Personal emphasis: Christ's atoning death is for every person on earth
(references to Is. 53:6; In. I :29; Rev. 5:6; Is. 53: 10).
15: All the outcasts of this world are included in the offer of God's salva
tion. In affirming that he himself is no better than "harlots and pUblicans,"
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Charles Wesley establishes that a basic solidarity in sin exists among all
humankind. The solidarity in light of God's grace is equally important (reference
to Mt. 21:31).
16: Not even murderers and people condemned to hell are excluded from
Christ's offer of salvation; he died for every single person.
E: 17-18: Conclusion
18. All who experience forgiveness and justification, which is described
as "heaven below," should also expect the door to be opened for the experience
of love as they are moving towards sanctification (reference to I Tim. I: 15).

The Poor: "Jesus' Bosom Friends"
With the heavy emphasis on the restoration of justice, peace, and love in the
soteriology of Charles Wesley, his focus is on the poor. lOll He honors them, calls
them "Jesus' bosom-friends,"101 and obviously approves his brother John's state
ment, "I love the poor." 102
John and Charles Wesley struggle to reach an understanding of poverty based
on social and economic causes; poverty was, as indicated in this hymn, a matter
of "unrighteousness." They therefore threw themselves into a lifelong struggle
against poverty. Contrary to the upper classes, which did not actually mingle with
the poor, they wanted "to make the poor our friends."'1n
To the Wesleys, therefore, charity is far more than the Christian expression of
kindness and philanthropy; it results from and is directed by the transformation
of persons in God's kingdom.1I14 Furthermore, their charity has a global perspec
tive, whose ultimate goal is the removal of the causes of poverty. lOS
The Wesleyan attitudes to the poor were a matter of total identification and
giving themselves up for them. They applied Christ's word on radical disciple
ship (Mk. 8:34-38) to their relations with the poor, and they made the poor their
special responsibility. IOu
j(~rrhis is well documented in the publication edited by S T Kimbrough (1993), Songs for the
Poor: Hymns by Charles Wesley.
uHKimbrough 1993, No.3.
1()2John Telford, ed. The Letters ofJolm Wesley, A.M. Standard edition, 8 vols. (London: Epworth
Press, 1931),3:229.
IOlJohn Wesley's rules for the stewards of the Methodist societies are illuminating to the Wesleyan
attitudes to the poor: "( II) I f you cannot relieve, do not grieve, the poor. Give them soft words, jf
nothing else. Abstain from either sour looks or harsh words. Let them be glad to come, even though
they should go empty away. Put yourself in the place of every poor man and deal with him as you
would God should deal with you" (WJW, 20:176-177; June 4, 1747).
w4John Wesley's rules for the stewards of the Methodist societies include, "(9) You are continu
ally to pray and endeavour that a holy harmony of soul may in all things subsist among you; that in
step you may keep the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace" (WJW, 20: 176; June 4, 1747).
Meistad, "John Wesley's Theology of Salvation as a Model for Social Change," ALH
fllrd:»inl' (Research series, Alta College of Education), 2(1992).
Theodore W. Jennings, Good News to the Poor: John Wesley:, Evangelical Economics
(Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1990).
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The Experience of Salration Leads Naturally to Mission in One's Own Context
Charles Wesley's idea of the growth of the Christian in discipleship is devel
oped in numerous hymns lO7 that demonstrate how the Wesleyan theology of
redemption is structured in three parts. 108 First, reconciliation in Christ is due to
the victory of God's love over sin and death (received in justification). Second,
the believer is re-created as God's grace is imparted, or, the Spirit dwells within
(received in sanctification). Third, the renewal of the Christian is actualized
through discipleship, which is a life in love and in the imitation of Christ; this is
worked out through the diaconal and missionary outreach of the church.
The covenant with God gave the Hebrew people responsibilities more than
privileges. In the same way the goal of the Christian's experience of redemption
is to spread the gospel to "the present age," as expressed by Charles Wesley's
hymn, ')\ charge to keep I have."I09 In it he clarifies that his charge is to glorify
God. And he glorifies God by being a servant to his contemporaries. He is not
empowered by God for his own sake, but to engage them in doing the will of his
Master. Everyone has received "a charge" from God to be a steward, and this
charge is always "contemporary and holistic."IIO The genuine Christian is the one
who imitates Christ's humility and servanthood. lII
The ultimate goal of Wesleyan soteriology is the redemption of the Christian's
neighbor and not merely the redemption of the Christian's own soul. For this rea
son, this soteriology as a whole is an implicit theology of missions. That this is
a distinctive Wesleyan perspective is evident from a comparison with Pelagian
soteriology:
Soteriology

Pelagian

Wesleyan

Goal of MY
redemption
Instrument for
redemption

MY redemption

YOUR redemption
God's redemption of
ME

Basis of
redemption

Merits earned by
good works to YOU
as my neighbor
Human (supported
by di vine) powers

Fundamental
question

"How can I be
saved?"

ee pw, 13:43.
IOSC! Tyson 1986:84.
109UMH, 413; WJw, 7:465.
llOS T Kimbrough, Jr., A Heart to Praise My God:

God's grace in Christ
and empowerment
by the Spirit
"For what purpose
am I saved"?

107S

Wesley Hymns for Today (Nashville:
Abingdon Press, 1996), 31; henceforth cited as Kimbrough 1996 followed by page number.
llIHNL, Hymn 4:2.
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The focus of the Western soteriologies is chosen from their fundamental theolog
ical issue: "How can I [a sinner, who has transgressed God's law] be saved?"
They therefore inevitably tend to focus on my redemption. In Wesleyan soteriol
ogy this question is significant but not primary; it leads to the more basic ques
tion, "For what purpose am I saved"? This variation leads to a difference in the
attitude toward the neighbor in Wesleyan and Pelagian soteriology (as interpreted
in the medieval ages). While Pelagianism reduces the neighbor to an instrument
for my redemption, the neighbor is the goal of my redemption in Wesleyanism.
For this reason a call to mission is implicit in Wesleyan soteriology. This explains
why its theological contribution was one of several forces in spawning the mod
ern mission movement.
Another implicit call to mission is the dedication of the life of the Christian to
do whatever God's will is. The emphasis on universal redemption in Charles
Wesley's soteriology has obvious consequences for missions. Charles Wesley's
hymn, "Thy will, 0 Lord, whate'er I dO,""2 indicates that if we want to learn what
God's will is, we need to look for God's love. And to be guided by God's love
means to give oneself entirely to salvation of the world (eJ In. 3: 16). Christ's
self-giving love should become "the goal, purpose, and style of our lives."m

Explicit call to mission
So far, the hymns referred to indicate various implicit motifs for missions.
But Charles Wesley's hymns are also crowded with explicit admonitions to be
engaged in mission. Kimbrough 114 makes the point that the hymn "Ye servants of
God" is a cry against oppression and persecution not unlike the contemporary
African-American "We shall overcome.""5 In his Hymns of Intercession for All
Mankind Charles Wesley also included a prayer "For the Heathen," which explic
itly refers to the need of missions to the Gentiles. 116 The title of this hymn indi
lI2S T Kimbrough, Jr., Lost in Wonder: Charles Wesley, The Meaning of His Hymns Today
(Nashville, TN: The Upper Room, 1987), 31.
II.1Kimbrough, 1987:35.
114Kimbrough,1996:193.
115UMH, 181.
116WJW, 7:609; PW, 6: 138. John Wesley concluded his tract ThouJ:hts Upon Slavery (1774) by
quoting the third stanza of Charles's hymn (WJW, 11:79).
In the second stanza the concept "Gentiles" is used in the biblical sense as opposed to "Jews" in
order to include all humankind in the salvation of God. The references to heathen idols and the
"pagan hearts" of the "dark Americans" in the third stanza seem to be prejudiced to a modern mind;
however, this is obviously not Charles Wesley's intention. On the contrary, by the reference to the
descendants of Ham, Noah's son, who were supposed to be the African race «(f Ps. 105:23), his point
is simply to affirm that the grace of salvation is offered to the black a<; well as to the white races.
John Wesley more explicitly criticizes the Western-so-called Christian---civilization in compar
ison with the so-called heathen nations, for instance: "With regard to most of the commandments of
God, whether relating to the heart or life, the heathens of Africa or America stand much on a level
with those that are called Christians .... For instance: the generality of the natives of England, com
monly called Christians .... It is not easy to say, when we compare the bulk of the nations in Europe
with those [Indian nations] in America, whether the superiority lies on the one side or the other" (WJW,
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cates an increased awareness of the mISSIOn to the Gentiles among the
Methodists. Considering that this particular idea of mission had been neglected
by the church since the church of the apostles until it was'revived by the German
Pietists, particularly Zinzendorf (1700-1760), Wesleyan Methodism should be
considered an early exponent of the modern missions movement.
In his hymn, "Blow Ye the Trumpet, Blow,"117 Charles Wesley pulls his pri
mary missional motifs together. Christ's atonement ushers in the year of Jubilee,
and the mission of the Messianic people and the reestablishment of economic jus
tice are the proper human responses to the liberation of all who are in bondage.
Because Charles Wesley's theology is conceived within the context of the
Jubilee as well as universal redemption, his soteriological and missional perspec
tives do not know any Hmits of God's saving grace and love. Our perspectives
should be as unlimited:
Teach me to cast my net aright, •
The gospel net of general grace,
So shall I all to Thee
And draw them to their Lord's embrace,
Within Thine arms of love include,
And catch a willing multitude. 118
Charles Wesley himself was an outstanding example to be imitated when it
comes to the outreach of the gospel. For years he was an active evangelist of the
Methodist revival. In his hymn, "For a preacher of the gospel," he testifies to his
restless desire to spread the good news in being consumed by God's love:
I would the precious time redeem
And longer live for this alone,
To spend and to be spent for them
Who have not yet my Saviour known:
Fully on these my mission prove,
And only breathe to breathe thy love.
(after Mitchell 1994:87-88)

Conclusion
Basic to Charles Wesley's hymns is a coherent missiology, which comes out
of his soteriology. Answering the universal corruption of humankind by the uni
versal redemption of God's grace and love, the hymns point to the promises as
well as actual experiences of transformation, as creation is restored and particiI :616-617). He is even more explicit in this comment: "Yea, what is most dreadful, most to be
lamented is that all these Christian churches!-churches ... that bear the name of Christ, the Prince
of Peace, and wage continual war with each other!" (WJlY. 1:508).
I11UMH,379.
IISPW, 5: 126
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pates in the nature of God. This universal perspective includes al1 persons, inde
pendent of their gender, racial, economic, and religious characteristics. Because
the goal of salvation is the redemption of the Christian's neighbor, missions is the
essence of the church.
Similar to the theology of missions of German Pietism, Wesleyan missiology
should be understood as a rejection of the former idea that civil governments
should take responsibility for missions as well. The idea of mission to the
Gentiles is combined with the idea of winning individual souls, and that this is
the responsibiJity of the church. In contrast to Pietist missiology, however, the
Wesleys are anxious to avoid the Pietist subjectivism by conceiving the redemp
tion of the soul in a cosmic and holistic perspective. Although they are speaking
of "souls," whole persons are always implied, and the restoration of salvation
includes the created world and social structures no less than human persons.

The Altar and the Cross
The Atonement in Charles Wesley's
Hymns on the Lord's Supper
Daniel B. Stevick
The slender book that John and Charles Wesley issued in 1745, Hymns on the
Lord's Supper, gives their principal statement of sacramental spirituality and doc
trine. Yet another theme is interwoven. Neither Charles nor John anywhere gives
a fuller account of the atonement than is given in the 166 Communion hymns.
Charles Wesley, whom I take to be the author of all but a handful of the hymns,
would have held that the two realities, Jesus' cross and the church's altar, cannot
be separated. The opening hymn sets the Last Supper within the passion events,
remarking that Jesus instituted the Supper "in that sad and memorable night"
when he was betrayed (1: 1.1). The cross and the Supper were parts of a single
redemptive event in history, and they still hold a common significance. Wesley
speaks of the bread and wine as "the tokens of his death" (119:3.3), or of his
"dying love" (158: 1.3), and of the Holy Communion as "the picture of thy pas
sion" (87: 1.1), a "sacramental passion" (145:5.4), and the "image of his sacrifice"
(118:3.3). Repeatedly Wesley says "now"-the "now" of the sacrament: "Now,
Saviour, now thyself reveal" (30:3.3). The sacrament is a present actualization of
the atoning deed and a fresh bestowal of its power and benefits (111: 1-2). In
Wesley's mind, what the cross meant, the sacrament means. It supplies "fun aton
ing grace" (123:4.3).
Yes, thy Sacrament extends
All the Blessings of thy Death
To the Soul that here attends.
(64:2.1-3)
We might observe that in the hymn collections for occasions in the church
year that were written at about the same time as Hymns on the Lord's Supper there
are books for the Nativity (1745), for Easter (1746), Ascension (1746) and
Whitsun (1746), but there is none for Holy Week and Good Friday. One suspects
that none was needed. Charles Wesley had declared his mind on the subject of
the cross quite fully in the sacramental hymns, which remained in print and in use
throughout his lifetime.
It is our purpose here to ask what Charles Wesley thought about the atone
ment, as evidenced in his principal poetic statement.
The Wesleys challenged many things in eighteenth-century religion, but they
did not intend a doctrinal revolt; they nailed no theological manifesto to the door
of Christ Church, Oxford. Rather, they sought loyalty to the formularies of their
church, often appealing to underplayed emphases in the Articles and Homilies.
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The encounter with the Moravians and the unplanned but authoritative experience
of the Revival gave them some new proportioning and emphases, to be sure, but
in general one does not look in the Wesleys for innovative teachings on the major
heads of doctrine. The newness in Hymns on the Lord's Supper lies not in what
is said about the cross, but in the way in which the cross is drawn to the theolog
ical and experiential center.
Throughout Hymns on the Lord's Supper Jesus is spoken of as "the Crucified."
As in Paul and in the Creed, everything concentrates on the passion. Jesus'teach
ing is barely spoken of; a few healing miracles are mentioned, but as allegories of
the fundamental healing from sin brought about by the saving death. But over and
over again, Wesley speaks of Jesus' death. Jesus is "our dying Lord" (30:2.3) or
"the bleeding Savior" (4: 1.2). As Wesley distills it, the gospel story is of one "who
was born and was slain to redeem a lost race" (156: 1.3). Knowing that he came
and that he died-<>r that he came to die-<>ne knows the essential thing (132:2.4).
Wesley speaks circunjtstantially, especially in Part I, of Jesus' passion. But
Jesus' death was not simply a part of his own biography-the tragic end of a good
man. Rather, it was redemptive-an act carried out for others: "Thee, whose
blood for us did flow,/Thee who diedst to save thy foe" (12: 1.4). Jesus in his pas
(11 :3.4-5),
sion stood with us, for us, "The blood for our redemption
"... expiring in the sinner's place" (24: 1.1). Jesus' death is only truly known
from the inside, from the viewpoint of those who stand within its influence.
Wesley universalizes the word "Forgive them" that Jesus spoke from the cross,
making it a word that he speaks freshly in the sacrament to each communicant
(18:2.6; 19; 126:6.3-4).
The sacrament connects the believer now with the past saving event, a con
nection which Wesley expresses (especially in Part I of the hymns) in what I call
his "dramatic presentism." The Supper transports the devout communicant, not
to Jesus' meal with the disciples in the Upper Room (which could invite senti
but to the starkness of Calvary. Jesus' cruel death is presented in a
sensory way. In "endless scenes of wonder," we see "our Maker ... , cru
cified before our eyes" (21 :2.1-4). One beholds Jesus and his tormentors; one
hears his cries, one trembles at the earthquake and the darkness; one sees and
even feels his blood (7:3; 18:2.1-4; 21:4-6; 22:3.2-4; 26):
Place us near th' accursed wood
Where thou didst thy life resign.
(22:2.
As though we everyone
Beneath his cross had stood,
And seen him heave, and heard him groan,
And felt his gushing blood.
(4:3.5-8)
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Standing at the crucifixion the communicant can point to "yonder tree"-as
though the cross itself were nearby (22:3.5). Through this "sacramental passion,"
calendar time vanishes; then is now, and now is then. "Jesu's death is ever
new; I he whom in ages past they slew / doth still as slain appear" (3 :2.4-5).
We must appreciate the paradoxicality of all this. In a largely unadorned, col
orless, neo-classical, eighteenth-century church, with plain glass windows and no
cross or candles in sight, one looks towards the east end and sees a plain table
with only the necessary vessels on it, and a celebrant, wearing a plain white sur
plice, kneeling at the north end. But devout communicants see more than these
things. They see the crucifixion.
'Tis done; the Lord sets to his seal,
The prayer is heard, the grace is given,
With joy unspeakable we feel
The Holy Ghost sent down from heaven;
The altar streams with sacred
And al1 the temple flames with God!
(89:4)
Wesley's vision of the Holy Communion somehow reminds me of WilHam
Blake's way of seeing: "What," it will be questioned, "when the Sun rises, do you
not see a round disk of fire somewhat like a Guinea?" "Oh no, no, I see an
Innumerable company of the Heavenly host crying 'Holy, Holy, Holy is the Lord
God Almighty."'1
Where did Wesley get his single-minded emphasis on the cross and his
remarkable sense of the believer's contemporaneity with it at the Lord's Table?
The Mass in the west had for centuries been cross-centered, and the theologies,
liturgies, and pieties of the Reformation did little to displace this "staurocentric"
emphasis. 2 It was a point of ecumenical agreement that the sacrament put the
devout communicant in mind of Calvary. The Holy Communion was suffused
not with Easter, but with Good Friday. But such an answer does not go far to
us to Wesley's probable sources. A theologia crucis was hardly in vogue in
moralistic, rationalistic eighteenth-century England. Wesley was certainly influ
enced by the Moravian emphasis on the crucified Jesus, and he may have gotten
some of the emphasis from Luther. And Luther followed St. Paul who sought to
glory only the Cross of his Lord. But the origin of Wesley's theologia crucis
surely lies not so much in prior written sources, many of which may be untrace
able, as in the mystery of what creative passion can do to mix, heighten, and
transform the sources at hand. Other people had the sources Charles Wesley had,
but no one in eighteenth-century Britain saw the Holy Communion as he saw it.
iFrom Blake's notebook for 1810, quoted here from Michael Davis, William Blake: A New Kind
of Man (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1977), 133.
2The word "staurocentric" was coined by Francis Frost in his paper "The Veiled UIlV~IIIl1l:>
Glory of God in the Eucharistic Hymns of Charles Wesley: The Self Emptying Glory of God." in

pews 2(1995):

94.
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Neither we nor Wesley can in the matter of the atonement get behind the apos
tolic witness; al1 thought on the subject traces to the New Testament and its
vocabulary of images for describing what Christ, particularly in his death, has
done for alienated humanity. The New Testament images which speak of Christ
speak at the same time of humanity renewed--contrasting an old, flawed condi
tion with a new, restored condition. These images, since they are images and not
definitions, tend to mingle and pass into one another. They can be true and exact,
but as a poem is true and exact. In Hymns on the Lord's Supper Wesley uses many
of these biblical images, sometimes entering them by a significant word, and
often passing quickly from one of them to another. These earliest and still indis
pensable images of redemption express the church's immediate grasp of an act of
grace that comes from God's initiative and transforms human existence,
"pardon, grace and glory,lpeace and power and heaven" (15:2.70.
The biblical images, like al1 true images, have a certain opacity or indirect
ness. They bear witness and suggest; they do not explain, reason or argue. They
challenge the mind and point it in certain directions, but they do not in themselves
add up to a theory or definition. Let us try to put these unassorted biblical images
and poetic terms in some sort of order and ask, on the evidence of Hymns on the
Lord's Supper, what Charles Wesley thought about the atonement. He did not
write discursive theology, but hymns. His thought on the atonement was not orig
inal, but used the going doctrinal formulations. His mind in the matter was some
what eclectic. Yet when he spoke of the cross, he spoke with urgency, focus and
His hymns on the cross grew out of his preaching of the cross, and they
were validated by the course of the Revival and the experience of the Methodist
converts.
Using the essential metaphoric talk of the Bible, with an overlay of church
interpretation, what did Charles Wesley say about the atonement?
We may begin to answer by identifying several of the major ways of under
standing the mystery of the atonement which find expression in Wesley's Hymns
on the Lord's Supper.
In Christus Victor Gustaf Aulen has identified the earliest and "classic" idiom
for speaking of the work of Christ as the "Christus Victor" motif. Human life lies
under the thralldom of sin and death and the devil. Humanity was made for free
dom, but is everywhere in chains, unable to free itself. It was the work of Christ
to enter the human lot and engage these ancient enemies. Paradoxically it was by
his very dying that he broke the power of humanity's great oppressors.
Wesley speaks in the idiom of Christ the Conqueror frequently and exultantly,
"Burst our bonds, and set us free" (20:2.5; also 78:3.2-3); "Come to our
come down,land break the dire Accuser's chain" (41:1.5-6). The
Redeemer brings forgiveness and life to those in sin and death (19:1-4; 14:1.8).
Celebrating an accomplished redemption, Wesley says, "Sin shall tvrannize no
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more,/purg'd its guilt, dissolv'd its power" (164:5.1-2). The "Christus Victor"
motif is implied in the Christological use of the exodus story in which God brings
the new Israel out of bondage to sin and into glorious freedom. Wesley often pic
tures Christians as Israelite pilgrims.
Thou very Pascal Lamb,
Whose blood for us was shed,
Through whom we out of Egypt came;
Thy ransomed people lead.
Throughout the desert way
Conduct us by thy light,
Be thou a cooling cloud by day,
A cheering fire by night.
(51:1,3)
Under t~e "Christus Victor" motif we may place the image of "ransom"-the
death of Jesus bringing release to the many. The ransom image is not used often
in the New Testament, but it is always memorably stated. The Son of Man came
to give his life to buy the freedom of humanity in bonds (Mk. 10:45; Mt. 20:28).
I Timothy 2:6 says (in what is probably a hymn) that Christ "gave himself as a
ransom for all." And 1 Peter 1:18 emphasizes the cost by which freedom was
secured: "You were not redeemed with corruptible things, as silver or gold ...
but with the precious blood of Christ, as of a Lamb without blemish and without
spot." This image has its roots in the Jewish Scriptures in which Israel is the ran
somed of the Lord (lsa. 35: 10).
Wesley describes Christ's death as a divine act "to purchase life and peace for
you" (1 :2.2, and see 156:2.3). In Christ the sinner's debt is paid (79:2.3; 119:2.4;
128:2.1). His death is a ransom for forfeited lives (2:3.6; 21:5.4; 52:1.2; 65:1.3;
116:2.5; 124:2.8). The ransoming act of one frees many: "His life to ransom ours
is given" (2:4.4). But Wesley does not explain or elaborate the image. Like his
New Testament sources, he does not say to whom the ransom was paid or how it
became effective; he simply drops the suggestive metaphor, leaving it to do its
work in the imagination.
Histories of atonement doctrine sometimes remark that this early Christian
"Christus Victor" theme, despite its power, is hardly a "theory of the atonement"
at all. Rather, it is a proclamation-the sort of immediate, unreflective statement
that gives rise to theory, but that does not raise and answer questions about the
death of Christ with any rigor.
Such criticism can seem like a put-down-not a theory; merely proclamation.
But the first form of Christian theological statement was the apostolic preaching,
from which in time theories arose. One might contend that doctrinal formulation
is, or should be, answerable to proclamation-as we want preaching to exhibit
good theology. Perhaps I can appeal to a former professor at Drew University,
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Edwin Lewis, who was known to explain a theological point and then leaning
over the lectern ask "Can you preach that, Gentlemen?" (We were all "gentle
men" at the time.) If the doctrine did not cry out to be preached, the theology was
somehow wrong. Something had to be done. So the idea would go back for some
fundamental reworking. And then Lewis would present it again, corrected and
made vital by the gospel. And again he would ask '~nd now, Gentlemen, can you
preach that?" If it could be-indeed, if it had to be-preached, we were beginto get the theology ~ight. Preachability was a test of good doctrine.
The Lord's Supper, as Wesley saw it, put the communicant in touch with the
Christ who broke the power of canceled sin and set the prisoner free. Without bene
fit of Aulen, "Christus Victor" was a part of his understanding of the atonement
one that required to be proclaimed in the Word and celebrated in the sacrament.

Satisfaction and substitution: Now, leaping ahead by several centuries, we
combine two ideas and literatures, for by Wesley's time they had largely merged.
The first extended, connected doctrine of the work of Christ was that of St.
Anselm (eleventh century) in Cur Deus Homo, one of the most influential works
of the Middle Ages. His thought grew from the system of owings that held
Medieval society together. God's honor was offended by human sin, and satis
faction had to be made. But the offenders lacked the capacity to make it for them
selves. Christ, God incarnate, in his death made the necessary satisfaction-made
it as God, who was equal to the task, and made it in the flesh, for humankind's
offering must be made by a human being. Because Christ, the sinless one, did not
need his sacrifice for his own sins, its benefit could pass to others.
Anselm's idea has real profundity and had great influence. It rooted the atone
ment in the character of God-albeit in God's righteousness rather than in God's
love. It might be remarked that whereas the "Christus Victor" motif read Christ's
work as a movement from God to humanity, Christ's work, as Anselm saw it, was
a sacrifice directed to God. Hence it is difficult to describe Anselm's teaching
without at least suggesting a separation between the severe, demanding Father
and the compassionate Son whose task was to avert the Father's wrath towards
the sinner.
Before Anselm's ideas reached Wesley, they had been mixed with the penal
ideas introduced in the sixteenth century, principally in the Reformation tradi
tions. Whereas the background for Anselm's doctrine had been the system of
owings in Medieval society, the penal idea grew from the sense of abstract law.
Sin incurred guilt, and penalty was required. But since sin disqualified the sinner
from paying the necessary penalty, the Sinless One paid it. The punishment that
should have fallen on errant men and women fell instead on Christ, and the right
eousness of Christ is made over to the believing sinner.
This idea had much influence in Protestant preaching and teaching. Many
people were (and, indeed, still are) quite sure that it is all in the Bible. However,
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it introduces crucial categories of guilt, penalty and substitution that owe more to
sixteenth-century legal thought than to the Scriptures. And this theory is prepared
to live with the idea of a good God inflicting wrath on an innocent Jesus. Yet the
doctrine flourished-and indeed, in popular Protestantism, it sti1l flourishes, often
with crudities that would have appalled the Reformers.
Now Wesley, we must say, understood the atonement in satisfaction and penal
substitution categories-which were the going categories, at least among tradi
minded seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Christians. He says to the
Christ who is "mighty to atone":
Thou only hast for Sinners died,
By one Oblation satisfied
Th' Inexorably righteous GOD.
(128: 1.4-6)
And he says that Christ's blood "quenched the wrath of hostile heaven"
Wesley shares with Brevint and others the idea that on the cross Jesus' suf
fered not only at the hands of evil men, but he endured the wrath of God.
The Bread dried up and burnt with Fire
Presents the Father's vengeful ire
Which my Redeemer bore:
Into his Bone the Fire he sent,
Till all the flaming Darts were spent,
And Justice asked no more.
(2:2)
In one stanza Wesley has Christ say:
I the Father's fav'rite Son,
Have the dreadful Wine-press trod,
Borne the vengeful Wrath alone,
All the fiercest Wrath of GOD.
(17:4)

Wesley once says to the Father, "Jesus thy wrath hath pacified"
This emphasis on Jesus as the object of divine wrath (which falls almost
entirely in Part I of the hymns) is at least suggested in the New Testament in
2 Cor. 5:21 and Gal. 3: 13, texts which express the mystery of Christ standing with
us and for us in our sin. However, these Pauline texts come far short of saying
that God visits wrath on the innocent so that the gui1ty can go free.
The Anselmian circle of ideas troubled at least a few serious Christians in
Wesley's own time. In this matter John Wesley and William Law once passed in
the night. The received idea of the atonement seemed to Law to be gravely mis
taken. He said in his glowing, but not always clear work The Spirit of Love,
1752/54:
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The infinite love, mercy and compassion of God toward fallen man is not pur
chased, or procured for us by the death of Christ, but the Incarnation and sufferings
of Christ come from and are given to us by the infinite antecedent love of God for
us and are the gracious effects of His own love and goodness toward us.:1

Law proposes that a true account of the atonement must begin not with
offended divine honor, but with a God who is love-always and only love.
Divine judgment and wrath must be seen as the obverse side of love. The aton
ing act comes from a loving God, not an offended God. God is not the
whose favor needs to be secured by the cross, but the one who in gracious favor
gave the cross to restore the broken relation.
Law had made the point in his earlier work The Spirit of Prayer, 1749-50, and
when John Wesley came upon it there, he noted his disagreement in his Journal.
~Ithough he grants that Law writes in a lively and entertaining way, what he
teaches in this matter is, Wesley says, "another Gospel, for if God is never angry
(as this Tract asserts), he could never be reconciled, and consequently, the whole
Christian doctrine of reconciliation by Christ falls to the ground."4 Despite their
early admiration for Law, on this doctrine John (and there is no reason to think
that Charles thought othfrwise) concluded that Law was mistaken on a matter
crucial to the gospel itself.
However, we may take this dialectic a step further. Law would have replied to
that if it had been the purpose of the work of Christ to extinguish divine
"then it must be said that Christ made an atonement for God and nol for
man, that he died for the good and benefit of God and not of man, and that which
is called our redemption ought rather to be called the redemption of God, as sav
ing and delivering him from his own wrath."5 Wesley was concerned that God be
reconciled, while Law maintained that the biblical message of the cross is that
humanity, not God is reconciled.
Wesley, however, despite what might be thought the legalism and harshness of
some of his expressions, was arguing something essential. He would have said
to William Law that if God is simply love and can deal with sin by overlooking
it, we do not have a righteous God, but an indulgent God. This would indeed be
"another gospel."
For purposes of this largely descriptive essay, I am prepared to continue to
struggle with this profoundest of theological
leaving myself poised
uneasily between William Law and the Wesleys.

The Cross and love: It is hard to find the Abelardian alternative to Anselm
the "moral influence" theory--clearly expressed in Hymns on the Lord's Supper.
'William Law, The Spirit of Love, London: 1752 edition, Second Dialogue, 92f. In the Classics
(If WeSlern Spiriluality edition, William UIW, ed. Paul G. Stanwood (New York: Paulist Press, 1978),
the passage is on p. 433.
4John Wesley, Journal, July 27, 1749.
5Law, pp. 86f; Classics of Western Spirituality edition, p. 430.
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Yet something rather like it appears when Wesley emphasizes repeatedly that the
cross is an expression of God's love (an idea which traces most directly to Rom.
5:8). In his opening hymn he has Jesus say, "Do this [i.e., observe the supper] my
dying love to show" (1 :2.4). God is asked to love "the dearly ransomed race in
the Redeemer's love" (10:3). A communicant prays, "By thy dying love to man,
take all our sins away" (20:2). And looking at the cross, a communicant
exclaims, "Was never love like Thine!" (21 :2.8).
Although Wesley uses uncritically terms from satisfaction and penal substitu
tion fields of meaning, he avoids the tangles over guilt, punishment, merit, and
equivalency that were often associated with these theories, and he makes a mas
sive affirmation that persons who use satisfaction and penal terms do not always
make, saying often that the work of Christ comes from unmerited divine love.
His mercy cast a pitying look;
By love, meer causeless love inclin'd,
Our guilt and punishment he took,
And died a victim for mankind.
(36:2)
The Lord's Supper, the sacrament of the cross, exhibits Jesus' "dying love"
(1 :2.4). The bread and wine are "tokens of thy [the Redeemer's] love" (12:2.4).
For Wesley, the cross is love in action, and not even love almighty can recon
cHe an alienated world without pain. Wesley makes the point through his star
tling "crucified God" motif The theme had been suggested in Daniel Brevint's
The Christian Sacrament and Sacrifice, 1673, on which Wesley drew heavily; and
it figures several times in Isaac Watts' hymns "Prepared for the Lord's Supper,"
1709, which I take to be Wesley's principal model for a series of hymns on the
sacrament.o The theme was articulated in the eucharistic prayer of the Apostolic
Constitutions (fourth century), and that prayer was followed closely by Thomas
Deacon in his Compleat Devotions, 1734: "Although impassible, he was nai1ed
to the cross; and although immortal, died."7 These were sources that Wesley
knew, and whether or not he took the theme from them, he made it his own and
developed it vividly, even daringly:
6Watts' twenty-five sacramental hymns form Book III of his Hymns and Spiritual Songs, first pub
lished in 1707; the major revision was the second edition of 1709. In these hymns he expresses the
"death of God" theme several times, a~ in the lines. "0 the sweet wonders of that cross/Where God
the Saviour lov'd and dy'd" (10:5.1-2). Texts ofthese hymns are now a little hard to find. A full edi
tion of Watts' llhrks was issued in six volumes by David Jennings and Philip Doddridge in 1753,
beautifully reprinted in 1810; the poetry is in volume four. For some introduction to these hymns, see
Daniel B. Stevick, "'The Fruits of Life O'erspread the Board: Isaac Watts' Hvmns for the Lord's
Supper," in Neil Alexander, ed., With Ever Joyful Hearts:
on Liturgy
Marion J. Hatchett (New York: Church Publishing, Inc., 1999),
7A full edition of Thomas Deacon's text is in vol. VI of the old and virtually unobtainable
Fragmenta Liturgica, edited by Peter Hall (Bath, 1848). The eucharistic text only is given, with com
mentary, in W. J. Grisbrooke, Anglican Liturgies of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries (1958).
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My God, who dies for me, for me!
(5:3.6)
To weep o'er an expiring God.
(6: 1.5)
Jesu, suffering Deity.
(12:1.1)
My God, that suffers there!
(21 :3.8)
When God doth for his Creature dye.
(45: 1.6)
By faith even now we see
The suffering Deity.
(132:2.1-2)
The Sinless Body of our God
Was fasten' d to the Tree.
(135:1

These are a few of the thirty or more instances of the theme in Hymns on the
Lord's Supper.
It is a theme with revolutionary implications. Wesley had subscribed to
Article I of the Church of England which said that God is "without body, parts or
passions." God, being beyond time and change, is beyond suffering; since God
is eternally God, no emotions can be attributed to the divine, for emotion would
mean that God was acted upon by something outside the divine self. But Wesley,
without explanation, rejects the tradition of divine impassibility.s He has no inter
est in the disengaged God of the philosophers and of deism, and, almost throw
ing defiance at the
of Reason, he affirms that human redemption had a cost
for God. Wesley took wfth utter seriousness the Incarnation. (The hymns which
speak of the death of God should be held alongside the Hymns for the Nativity in
which Wesley speaks of God being born: "Being's source begins to be,! And God
himself is born !"9) If the biblical witness presents God as the almighty One who
is from everlasting, it also depicts God as one who freely came within time. In
the experience of the human living, suffering, and dying of the divine Christ, the
8The Wesleys handled the matter of impassibility elsewhere. John Wesley in his abridgment of
the Articles for the American churches simply omitted "or passions" from Art. I, which had described
God as "without body, parts, or passions." Charles, for his part, drawing on Thomas Deacon (as
quoted above), spoke in paradox, as in his line, "Impassive He suffers, immortal He dies" (in Hymns
and Sacred Poems (1749), Volume 1,42:3.6, Osborn, Pw, IV, pp. 371-72).
9Hymns for the Nativity. 1745, 4:2.7-8. Facsimile reprint edition (Madison, NJ: The Charles
Wesley Society, 1991), 10-11.
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Creator was engaged in the human struggle, and its pain fell on the vulnerable,
but finally adequate and prevailing God.
Wesley's emphasis that the cross demonstrates love
to his atonement
doctrine the needed flow from God to humanity. The cross is gift, grace.

Wesleys doctrine and proclamation: These several sides of Wesley's atone
ment doctrine suggest its eclectic character. Yet it coheres. With several of its
strands before us, we return to Edwin Lewis' question: "Can you preach that,
and] gentlemen?" It must be answered that while we might affirm with
Wesley that the cross is a demonstration of God's love, many of us would have
great difficulty in preaching doctrines such as that the death of Christ was paid to
divine vengeance. We may feel at this important Doint some embarrassment at
parts at least of what Wesley said.
Yet, however uncomfortable some of us may be with their doctrine, the
Wesleys themselves could "preach that." The theories were caught up in an
understanding of the gospel-the good news of divinely-provided salvation held
out to sinners. We might observe also that many great preachers have held simi
lar-to my mind at least partially unacceptable-doctrines of the atonement.
They would wonder that anyone saw contradictions between their atonement doc
trine and their proclamation of good news. Critics were inventing problems
where Jonathan Edwards or Charles Spurgeon--or John and Charles Wesley and
George Whitefield-would have recognized none.
Hebrews and the eternal sacrifice: But Wesley does not see the sacrament
connecting the communicant only with Calvary, for Christ's redemptive work is
not entirely situated in the past. All accounts of the atonement must consider how
a long-ago act can touch redemptively human life of later generations. How can
any particular act be of universal moment? Wesley answers in Hymns on the
Lords Supper by citing Christ's heavenly priesthood as he finds it in the book of
Hebrews. The saving work of Christ continues. His is "the Blood atoning
yet/For us and All Mankind" (126:2.3). Wesley's theologia crucis is balanced
a theologia gloriae-but of his own sort. In the rough dualism of the book of
Hebrews, the one who was an itinerant rabbi and healer (but who was also the
eternal Son) and who died, lives now as "our Eternal Priest" (118:1.1), standing
in the holiest place (116:2.1). His cross on earth was an event in heaven which
continues as the eternal sacrifice.
It is important that accounts of the work of Christ do justice to its God-ward
thrust, as Anselm's did. Wesley, drawing on the book of Hebrews, is able to say
that Christ's redemptive work, which wasjrom God andjorhumanity, was at the
same time offered to God. "Every high priest chosen from among mortals is put
in charge of things pertaining to God on their behalf, to offer gifts and sacrifices
for sins" (Heb. 5: 1). Christ's sacrifice was his death, but his death grew out of his
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obedient life, which was his fundamental sacrifice.1O Capturing the voluntary and
the God-ward aspects of the Redeemer's vocation, Wesley says that Christ was
"Offered by himself to God" (132:]
Christ's redemptive work-his obedient life which led to his obedient death
culminates at the right hand of God (Heb. 10:] 1-14; 12:2). Indeed, his work con
tinues as he lives, deeply and forever bonded both with God and with humanity
(118:2-3). He is the first-born, the elder brother in the family (132:3). The eter
nal Son who became one of us never reversed the process, but in glory he remains
one of us. He carries in
he shows in heaven-the wounds he
received in his earthlv life. where they still cry out for mercy for sinners.
In the holiest place above
Sinners' Advocate he stands,
Pleads for us his dying love,
Shows for us his bleeding hands.
(118:2.4-6)
Critics have pointed out that Wesley and the tradition on which he draws go
beyond the book of Hebrews when they speak of Christ, the eternal priest, offer
ing up a continual sacrifice as his plea for sinners. Similarly Hebrews says noth
ing of the church in the sacrament showing Christ's passion to the Father
(122:1.2-4; 125:2.1-5). (Bishop Westcott, in his careful exegesis of Hebrews,
observed all of this more than a century ago.) But Wesley (with some reverent
extrapolation from elsewhere in the New Testament) is developing the emphasis
in Hebrews on Christ's continual heavenly intercession. Putting his own stamp
on the teaching, he says repeatedly that the High Priest's intercession is not
words, but by his sacrifice, by his saving act. It is his blood that
blood of sprinkJing speaks, and prays,/all-prevalent for helpless man"
(116:2:3-4; and see 119:3.1,4.1; )
And Jesus says, "My blood that
speaks your sins forgiven" (1 :4.5; 121: 1.9).
IOThe Jewish tradition held that "to obey is better than to sacrifice" (I Sam. 15:22, and (.1: Ps. 50,
esp. vss. 12-25). The author of Hebrews, treats the point Christologically. In his idiosyncratic way,
he uses fragments from Ps. 40:6-8 as though they were words of the Son conversing with the Father
about his redemptive mission:
When Christ came into the world, he said,
"Sacrifices and offerings you have not desired,
but a body you have prepared for me;
in burnt offerings and sin
you have taken no pleasure.
Then I said, 'See, God, I have come to do your will. '"
(Heb. 10:5-10, NRSV, and see 5:7f)
This moralizing of
use the words "I come to do
of the self-declaration of the

echoed by Brevint (VII. 15) and Wesley, 143:1.1-3, both of whom
" which in Hebrews are the avowal of the obedient Son, to speak
Christian.
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The motif of Christ's speaking blood derives from a Wesleyan conftation of
biblical themes, which he characteristically leaves unexplained. Hebrews had
drawn on the mythic story of Cain and Abel in which God says to murderous
"Your brother's blood cries from the ground"-cries out for vindication.
Hebrews, drawing a contrast, says that the blood of Christ speaks "better things
than that of Abel" (12:24). Jesus' blood cries out too, but it cries for the forgive
ness of sinners. Wesley repeats this idea often. Christ's intercession for sinners
is by his blood, by the sacrifice he carried out in the sordidness of Calvary, but
which is the glory of heaven. It is "the blood that speaks our sins forgiven"
1: 1.9). He urges the Father to "hear the blood of Jesus/Speaking in thine ears
above" (14: 1.1-2; 119:3.1).
In describing Christ's continual high-priesthood, Wesley (following Brevint,
but not Hebrews itself) describes the bond between priest and people using the
image of Aaron's ephod-a garment worn by the high priest on the day of atone..
ment which carried precious stones on which were engraved the names of the
tribes of Israel. When the high priest went before God, he carried in this sym
boHc way the people with him (near to his heart, as Wesley notes, I
(I
sometimes try to envision eighteenth-century Methodist congregations
hymns about Aaron's ephod.) The image speaks of Christ, the heavenly
priest, who bears our names before the Father. In a Wesleyan touch, as Christ pre
sents his sacrifice, the Father reads our names (118:3.5-4.2).
In a paper read before this Society, II Fr. Leonid Kishkovsky observed that in
Hymns on the Lord's Supper the resurrection goes almost unmentioned. (This is
one of several interesting lacunae in Hymns on the Lord's Supper.) When I noted
the point in my reading some time ago, I was puzzled. Then it occurred to me
that when we identify this omission, we are reading Wesley in the light of St.
who often pairs death with resurrection. From that vantage one thinks that
Wesley has left out something essential. Yet clearly, as his Easter hymns show,
Wesley affirms the resurrection. That is not the issue. But in Hymns on the Lord's
Supper, he is not following the theological pattern of St. Paul. I assume that an
or most of the sacramental hymns were written within a fairly short time, and dur
that time Wesley was probably under the spell of the book of Hebrews which,
like Wesley in Hymns on the Lord's Supper, nowhere mentions the resurrection.
Rather, the contour of the work of Christ, as Hebrews presents it, moves from his
obedient life to his obedient death-and then passes at once to his life at the right
hand of the heavenly throne. "Jesus, the pioneer and perfecter of our faith, ...
endured the cross, disregarding its shame, and has taken his seat at the right hand
of the throne of God" (Heb. 12:2). And that movement of thought in Hebrews is
also the movement of thought in these hymns:
II"The Wesleys' Hymns on the Lord's Supper and Orthodoxy,"

pews 2 (1995):

esp.81-84.
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From the Cross where once He dies
Now He up to Heaven is gone.
(l18: 1.5-6)

Wesley's Hebrews-derived reading of the eucharist and the Jiving Christ came
to him through the high AngJican tradition which was traced by Nei1 Alexander
in a previous paper for the Charles Wesley Society.12 This tradition provided a
body of affinnations linking the church's sacrament with Christ's heavenly priest
liness-affirmations which have been widely taken for granted among Anglicans.
The Episcopal Church often sings the nineteenth-century hymn 'j\Jleluia, sing to
Jesus," whose fourth stanza concludes:
Thou within the veil hast entered,
Robed in flesh, our great High Priest:
Thou on earth both Priest and Victim
In the eucharistic feast. D
But not everyone follows this line of thought-not even all Anglicans.
Eighteenth-century dissenters and many later Anglican evangelicals affinned the
Christological vision of Hebrews, but found no connection between that vision
and the sacrament. Wesley stands within an Anglican sacramental tradition when
he speaks of the Holy Communion in terms of heavenly priesthood and sacrifice
and reads his principal biblical source as he does.
Sacrifice: Cross and Altar, earth and heaven, combine in Wesley's theme of
sacrifice. The word is pervasive, appearing more than fifty times in the 166
hymns and in all parts of the collection. If related words such as "oblation,"
"offer! offering," "present," "accept," "victim," or "atone! atonement" are
included, the incidence is much increased.
In the Jewish system, sacrifice was the God-appointed place in which remedy
was at hand for sin and its defilement. The earliest Christians, with that system
in mind, spoke of Christ's death as a sacrifice for sin. "Christ loved us and gave
himself up for us, a fragrant offering and sacrifice to God" (Eph. 5:2). Wesley's
thought develops along this line, even (following Brevint and the suggestion in
Ephesians) bringing the imagery of animal sacrifice, burning, smoke and a sweet
smell into his depiction of Calvary. "The smoke of thy atonement here darkened
the sun" (1l6:3.l-2; cf. 137:7.1-2; 141:6.1-2; 147:1.3-4). The smoke of Jesus'
12"With Eloquence of Speech and Song: Anglican Reflections of the Eucharistic Hymns (1745)
of John and Charles Wesley,"!pCWS 2 (1995): 35-50. This paper is now also available, somewhat
revised, in J. Neil Alexander, ed., 244-260.
I3By William Chatterton Dix, 1837-1898; the hymn was published in 1868. I often wonder what
this stanza means to Episcopalians who tend to sing this hymn enthusiastically-a hymn which I note
does not appear in The United Methodist Hymnal (1989),
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sacrifice spreads through earth and skies, envelops the communicants, and carries
them to heaven.
In speaking of the sacrifice theme, we must say something of Jesus' "blood"
Wesley's one-syllable designation of the saving work. Jesus is the "dying Savior"
who "bleeds to death for me." Drawing on the Jewish sacrificial system, the
blood, which is life, is "thy healing blood" (25:3.5). The word is used more than
one hundred times in the hymns-more than that if the instances of "bloody,"
"bleeds," and "bleeding" are added. (It is used in every hymn in Sec. 4.) Wesley
the potency of Jesus' blood by exaggerating its quantity, making it a gush
ing fountain, a flowing stream or a pool into which sinners may plunge
137:4.4). To be sure, Wesley is generally
(24: 1.5-2.1; 27:3.5-8; 39:3.4; 131
celebratory. Like Paul, Hebrews, and Revelation he encloses the emphasis on
Christ's blood within the Good News. Even so, one who reads many of these
sacramental hymns at one sitting can tire of the references to "blood."
Within the first generations after the apostles, the language of sacrifice which
from the start had been used of Christ began to be used also of the sacrament.
However, in the first few centuries it remained undeveloped; if the eucharist was
in some sense sacrificial, no one cared to say what was sacrificed in the eucharist
or by whom or to whom or to what effect.
Half of Wesley's references to sacrifice are to Christ's sacrifice-the "grand
Oblation" (123:3.7) whose complete efficacy for dealing with human sin Wesley
repeatedly affirms.
All hail, Redeemer of mankind!
Thy life on Calvary resigned
Did fully once for all atone;
Thy blood hath paid our utmost
Thine all-sufficient sacrifice
Remains eternally alone.
(124:1.1-6)
Yet having made the claims he has for Christ's sacrifice, Wesley goes on to say
that in the eucharist Christians do not simply think about that Great Sacrifice;
they themselves make sacrifice. Both Wesley and Brevint held that to remember
a sacrifice was itself a kind of sacrifice-a "commemorative sacrifice."
Moreover, following Heb. 13: 15f and Rom. 12: 1-2, they spoke of believers mak
ing a sacrifice of prayer and praise, and indeed, of life itself. The sacrifices of
Christians are thus in the first instance response-sacrifices-eucharistic acts done
"because of."
However, Wesley might not find the simple idea of "response" adequate; he
prefer something more like "participation." His thought is complex, and
in seeking to describe it one wishes it were possible to say several things at the
same time rather than being under the necessity of saying them in sequence.
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We may find some order by noting Wesley's thesis that the church, as it makes
eucharist not only offers itself, but "shows" or "sets forth" or "exhibits" Christ's
sacrifice before the Father's eyes (116: 1.2; 122:4.3-5; 124:2.1-6; 125: 1). This is
not ritual immolation-Wesley would be appalled at the thought. Yet it is a real
action-a showing of Christ's sacrifice to the Father. The idea did not come from
Hebrews, but from an interpretation of 1 Cor. I I :26. When Paul said that in the
Supper, Christians "show" or "proclaim" the Lord's death, he would seem to have
meant that they set Christ's death before the world or before the powers of the
world. But Wesley (following Brevint l4 and some Anglican tradition) takes Paul
to speak of showing Christ's death to the world and to the Father.
Yet may we celebrate below,
And daily thus thine offering show
Exposed before thy Father's eyes,
In this tremendous mystery
Present thee bleeding on a tree,
Our everlasting Sacrifice.
(124:2.1-6)
also from a theological thesis. While he often
affirms the unique, solitary role of Christ the Redeemer (17:4), he also develops
his profound sense of the union between Christ and his people, using many
images: the bond between high priest and people, the corner stone and the build
ing stones, a vine and its branches, body and members, head and members, and
the firstfruits and the harvest. Christ in his work is never alone, but is always with
his people-he in them and they in him. (Hymn 129 brings together several of
these images.)
Indeed, taking Paul's idea of crucifixion with Christ (Gal. 2:20) very seriously,
Wesley says that the church was in some sense with Christ on his cross
(134:5.4-5; 154). The Savior, Wesley says, would not die alone, but with his peo
ple. Christians lay their hands on the sacrifice and "die while Jesus dies" (131).
They are with him; he is with them. Moreover, the church is so united with Christ
that, in the Holy Communion, Christians appear with him in heaven as sharers in
his sacrifice (117: 1.7-12).
In affirming that the church "exposes" or "presents" Christ, Wesley goes fur
ther and says what still can shock even his loyal partisans. In the sacrament the
church, Wesley says, offers Christ: "We ... present our Savior's death," "show"
him in a memorial, and indeed, "offer up the Lamb to God" (118:4; 121:1.8-9;
122:1.3-5; 124:2;
137.1). But the doctrine is not arrogant; the church does
not manipulate Christ or use the eucharistic offering in self-assertion. While the
14Brevint says more than once that the Holy Communion sets forth the Lord's death "as well
before the eyes of God his Father as before the eyes of all men" (VI. 3). John Wesley interprets I Cor.
II :26 in this same way in his Explanatory Notes Upon the New Testament.
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idea can sound Pelagian, Geoffrey Wainwright urges: "Could not the contentious
notion 'we offer Christ' paradoxically be seen as antipelagian? It could be an
acknowledgment that we have nothing else to offer."'5
Moreover, if the church offers Christ, it is also the case that in the eucharist
Christ offers himself. As Wesley sees it, the one eucharistic act in which the
church makes response to Christ, is at the same time Christ's own act in the
church. The sacrament is the church's act, to be sure. It is made up of our very
human selves, our bread and wine, our prayers and praises. But while we act on
earth, at our holy table the living Christ is also acting. If the church offers Christ,
Christ is also "offering up his Death to God" (64: 1.3; and see 41 :2.4 and
118:3.1-2).
Thou Lamb that sufferd'st on the Tree,
And in this dreadful Mystery
Still offer'st up Thyself to God.
(117:1.1-3)
For Wesley the eucharist is complex. When the church offers Christ, it par
ticipates reverently in Christ's prior and ongoing sacrifice. It is drawn into union
with the Sacrificed One. The Father beholds Christ's sacrifice as it is shown in
the eucharist (119:2~; 126:5) and sees the communicants in it (121; 141 :7.2~).
They are forgiven in him (1
Their persons and their service are accepted
in Christ's acceptance (121:2.11; 123:4.7; 139:2.2; 140:4.1-2). Christ who once
offered himself still, in the sacramental act, offers himself, and the church, in its
offering of itself, is "to Jesus in oblation joined" (140:4.2; 128:3.9).
Many people who are otherwise of Wesley's school have not followed him in
his ideas on eucharistic sacrifice. Some simply find the ideas baffling or uncon
genial, but some must in conscience object to them. It is the purpose of this paper
to describe, not to defend-except insofar as a sympathetic description may in
itself be a mode of apology. I do not want to suggest that I would be altogether
comfortable saying some of what Wesley says nor to persuade others to adopt his
doctrine. I only want to indicate that his thought has an evangelical coherence.
We must understand that Wesley's mind is capable of entertaining tensions. To
persons of a single idea, since Christ's sacrifice is sufficient and final, all talk of
eucharistic sacrifice must be disallowed, for perforce it abridges the once-for-all
ness of Christ's atoning deed. But Wesley would urge that the two are comple
mentary. The church does not make sacrifice as an independent action, but as par
ticipant in the prior and continuing sacrifice of Christ. 16
15Geoffrey Wainwright, Doxology (New York: Oxford University Press, 1980), 272f.
16Wesley urges the typological argument that as in the Jewish daily sacrifice secondary offerings
of meal and oil were "cast on" the fundamental offering of a lamb, so Christians' offerings of them
selves are united with the "great oblation" of Christ (137:2-3 and 5, and many other lines). He uses
this idea, which he takes from Brevint, so often as to suggest that he thinks of it not as illustration of
his point, but as proof.
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I hope I do not put too many words into Charles Wesley's mouth when I sum
marize the matter of sacrifice this way: If the sacramental grace-giving approach
of God to the church is in Christ's sacrifice, Wesley insists also that the church's
faithful response to God is similarly by sacrifice and in Christ. The entire
divine-human exchange has a Christological and sacrificial character. The
church offers the sac~ifice it has first received. Wesley's thought is complex
because the reality he! sets forth is many-sided. Critics may become impatient
with Wesley, thinking him muddle-headed. But Wesley, for his part, might appre
ciate Bishop Stevenson's remark that eucharistic theology is "not a neat, pack
aged piece of doctrine, but a paradox, a union of opposites, almost a self contra
diction."17
Particularly in Hymn 116, "Victim Divine," Wesley shows aHar and cross and
heavenly sacrifice in a unifying vision. In his many-sided presentation, Christ's
saving death is once-for-all-incapable of being repeated or added to. Yet at the
same time it is present, freshly enacted, and made accessible in the eucharist. But
the past historic act and the present ecclesial act are linked by the continual sac
rifice of the Jiving Christ. These, as Wesley sees them, are not three and distinct,
but are one.
Perhaps Wesley's idea of altar and cross and of earthly and heavenly sacrifice
can be captured by a picture better than it can by words. There is an engraving
that often stood as the frontispiece of Richard Whateley's durable commentary
A Rational Illustration of the Book of Common Prayer. 18 The scene is in the east
end of a classically-designed church. In the foreground a latecomer is being
handed the communion order by a verger in black gown and tabs. Beyond them
a congregation is kneeling, facing away from the viewer and towards the holy
table which stands beyond them behind a heavy rail. On it are a Prayer Book,
two patens, two chalices, and two flagons of wine. The celebrant, in surplice and
hood, is kneeling at the north end. The commandments are mounted on the east
wall over the table. It is all reverent, orderly, and
But the engraving shows above the holy table a para]]e] scene of heavenly
splendor. Clouds, borne by three innocent-looking cherubs, shield the congrega
tion from a streaming sunburst. In the center of the light there is an altar, with the
smoke of incense rising from it. Beneath the altar the engraver has printed the
reference "Rev. VIII. 3,4." Standing to the left of the altar is the figure of
garbed in a long, cinctured alb, his arms in the orant position. In a nimbus around
his head are written the references "Heb. IX. 11, 23; VII, 26." The engraving is
very literal and a little awkward, and it requires words to make its intention clear.
J7Kenneth Stevenson, Accept This Sacrifice: The Eucharist as Sacrifice Today (Collegeville, MN:
The Liturgical Press, 1989), 11.
18Whateley's commentary was published in 17lO and later revised and enlarged. It remained in
through much of the nineteenth century. I am using a third edition of 1720. The later editions
not always use the frontispiece described here.
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Frontispiece of Whateley's Rational Illustration
Richard Whateley, A Rational Illustration of the Book of Common Prayer
(published 1710; third edition, 1720), frontispiece
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But it is at the same time imaginative and quite splendid. A devout eighteenth
century communicant, looking at the unadorned table and the plainly vested cel
ebrant, sees in and beyond them the heavenly altar at which Christ in glory offers
his continual sacrifice.

The Cross and sanctity: If Charles Wesley were Hstening In, he mIght or
not consent to what had been said about him here, but he would surely want one
more thing added. The cross is not only something momentous that happened to
Jesus Christ long ago; it is something transforming that happens to each believer.
The cross brings forgiveness of sins, and, as Wesley says repeatedly, the eucharist
too is for the forgiveness of sins. But the cross also yields ho1iness of life:
The sin-atoning blood apply,
And let the water sanctify,
Pardon and holiness impart,
Sprinkle and purify our heart,
Wash out the last remains of
And make our inmost nature clean.
(31 :2)
Unless the sacrament, which is the cross in contemporary action, brings about a
life of disciplined godliness, it is as though Christ had not died: "The blood
cf. 135:3-4).
removed our sin in vain,/if sin in us must always stay" (37:2.
The fine English Met~odist exegete Vincent Taylor, in the closing pages of his
Jesus and His Sacrifice (1937) with Charles Wesley's Hymns on the Lord's Supper
expressly in mind, remarked in his measured, straightforward way: "No modern
presentation of the doctrine of the Atonement is likely to be satisfactory which
ignores, or deals imperfectly with, the doctrine of the Eucharist."19 Taylor
affirmed what Charles Wesley had implied two centuries earlier: One cannot
understand the sacrament adequately without seeking to understand the atone
ment, and one cannot understand the atonement profoundly apart from the sacra
ment and the sacramental community. The atonement is our access to the interior
of the sacrament, and the sacrament is our access to the interior of the atonement.
The cross is bodied-forth in word and sacrament, and the word proclaimed and
the sacrament celebrated are a re-actualization of the cross.
Yet studies of the atonement continue to be produced which see no need to
mention the sacraments, and many studies of the sacraments run through the work
of Christ as though it were a known preliminary. However, when we seek in such
ways to put asunder what God has joined together, Charles Wesley is there to
resist our efforts.
19Vincent Taylor, Jesus and His Sacrifice:
(London: Macmillan, 1955), 322.

A Study of the Passion-Sayings in the Gospels

His Spirit in These Mysterious Leaves
A Wesleyan Way of Reading
Maxine E. Walker
His Spirit in these mysterious leaves
Unerring testimony gi ves
To Christ the Lord most high:
o would He take of Jesus' blood,
Blood of the true, eternal God,
And to my heart apply! I
For many of us claiming the Wesleyan/Holiness heritage in America, Wesleyan
hymns are infrequently sung in contemporary worship services, and if sung, a few
verses are indiscriminately chosen from the entire hymn. Moreover, the reading of
Scripture is a relatively short exercise; brief Scripture passages are chosen to under
gird the morning message; frequently there is minimal biblical exegesis in the ser
mon. Sunday school classes tackle complex social issues-family, marriage, par
enting, personal relationships-and the Bible mayor may not be an integral part of
the study. Frequently a recent Christian best-seller is the centerpiece for small study
groups or retreats. Bible studies are not attended by laity in a consistent way.2 At the
United Methodist Church I attended for All Saints' Day, an Old Testament passage
and a Psalm were read; the Ephesians' reading was eliminated due to a time problem
but was referred to throughout the sermon. Illustrations in the sermon were far-rang
ing: Rollo May, the Eastern church, music and art, Celtic celebrations, Blaise Pascal,
Wittenberg and the Reformation, Cathedral of Salisbury and other great European
Gothic cathedrals, Barbara Tuchman, the darkness of understanding in Karl Marx.
In the Academy, theories about language, culture, and interpretation, from
both Christians and non-Christians, command the disciplines, ideas that influence
or question how we read the Bible as Scripture. Some examples follow:
IS T Kimbrough, Jr., and Oliver A. Beckerlegge, eds. Unpublished Poetry of Charles Wesley:
Hymns and Poems for Church and World. vol. 3 (Nashville, TN: KingswoodlAbingdon, 1992), 175;
henceforth cited a<; Unpublished Poetry followed by volume and page number(s). The three poems
entitled "Before Reading the Scriptures" (MS Richmond, p. 106), "Before Reading The Scripture" III
(MS CW I [p] 3-4), IV (MS CW I [p] 5-(6), V (MS CW I [p] 6-8), VI (MS CW I [p] 8), and "Before
Reading Scripture" (MS Misc. Hymns, p. 228) are from Unpublished Poetry, 3:172-76.
2This is not to suggest that the following study is a "complaint" about the current trends in wor
ship styles and patterns or the va<;t array of "authorities" used in preaching and devotions. What I do
want to suggest is that the loss of hymns in tandem with the other ecclesial practices not only dis
covers the little amount of time devoted to reading the Bible but also tell us that we may no longer be
reading the Bible as Scripture. In the early Methodist preaching-house, the service came to include
two Scripture lessons, a pa<;toral prayer, three to five hymns, and the sermon; the Scriptures by the
very words of the hymns and sermon were additional "readings" of Scripture. (Franz Hildebrandt and
Oliver Beckerlegge, eds. The Works ofJohn Wesley, A Collection of Hymns for the Use of the People
Called Methodists, vol. 7 [Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 1983; reprint, Nashville, TN: Abingdon
Press, 1989],63.)
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In defense of a cultural-linguistic understanding of reJigion, George Lindbeck
in The Nature of Doctrine explains that to become religious involves becoming
skil1ed in the language, i.e., the naming and descriptions of behavior or the sym
bol system of that religion. The grammar of religion, like any language cannot
be explicated or learned except by practice.
Kevin Vanhoozer argues that the witness of the Spirit is connected with the
normative use of the author's "God the Father," not the variable use by the com
munity of readers.3
Merold Westphal posit") an open space between a musical score and the interpreta
tion.4 The hermeneutical circle is between the part and the whole. Various interpreta
tions of a text are vario~s "workings" in the world. Interpretations are an important
sense internal to the text; they belong to its being, as giving determinacy to something
not fully determinate. Thus the meaning of a text is conceptually inseparable from the
history of its interpretation, a history that will be composed of a variety of readings. s
Donald Marshall notes, the wise interpreter grasps "a question-not a ques
tion we put critically to a text, but the question the text puts to US."6
Joel Weinsheimer "... all sound interpretive practice involves movement
between two poles, that of correctness and that of creativity ...."7
George Poulet states "reading, then, is the act in which the subjective
pie which I call I, modified in such a way that I no longer have the right,
speaking to consider it as my 1."8 By this is meant, that the reader's method of
dealing with texts is "built upon a linguistic and perhaps an institutional base, not
a psychological, social, or historical one. In effect this means that language is
considered as a constituted community of language users, not merely as a verti
cal means of communication.. , ,"9
Umberto Eco, the Italian semiotic theorist, queries, "Can we take into account
cases of interpretation of written texts to which the empirical author, still alive,
reacts by saying 'No, I did not mean that'?"10
3Kevin J. Vanhoozer, "Special Revelation and General Revelation" in Di:~ciplining
Hermeneutics: Interpretation in Christian Perspective. Roger Lundin, ed. (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm.
B. Eerdmans, (997), 156.
4Merold Westphal, "Post-Kantian Reflections on the Importance of Hermeneutics" in
Disciplining Hermeneutics: Interpretation in Christian Perspective. Roger Lundin, ed. (Grand
Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 1997),60.
5Westphal,65.
6Donald Marshall, "Truth, Universality, and Interpretation" in Disciplining Hermeneutics: Inter
pretation in Christian Perspective. Roger Lundin, ed. (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 1997),82.
7Joel Weinheimer, Philosophical Hermeneutics and Literary Theory (New Haven: Yale Univ.
Press, 1991), 87 quoted in Roger Lundin, ed. Introduction. Disciplining Hermeneutics:
Interpretation in Christian Perspective (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans, (997), 13.
BQuoted in Edward W Said, The World. the Text, and the Critic (Cambridge, MA: Harvard Univ.
Press, 1983),302.
9S aid, 147.
IOUmberto Eco, Interpretation and Overinterpretation. Stefan Collini, ed. (Cambridge:
Cambridge Univ. Press, 1992), 66.
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In each case, you who are much stronger Wesley scholars than I, hear some
thing to which you might agree or disagree as one thinks about the Wesleys' read
ing of Scripture.
Simply put, given the diversity of reflections on hermeneutics and the practices
in many American churches, what does it mean to read the Bible as Scripture? By
reading the "Bible as Scripture" I am suggesting, in broad strokes, that the Bible is
read as Scripture, when, as a text among many texts in our culture, it is read to evoke
memory and expectation, affirmation and critique of what it means to be a disci
ple of Jesus Christ. 1I In such a discussion, Richard Heitzenrater has outlined the
inadequacies inherent in trying to bridge the eighteenth and twentieth century; it is
tempting to assume that if one could just transport the ideas and/or institutions of
the past into the present, the problems of the contemporary age would disappear. 12
The challenge is to appropriate creatively the content and practices of the Wesleyan
heritage. Professor Rob Wall, Seattle Pacific University, suggests that a Wesleyan
hermeneutic may be articulated by a text-centered, canon-oriented, interdisciplinary
engagement with the Bible, a hermeneutic that draws deeply from Wesley's own
use of Scripture. n As a professor of literature, the interdisciplinary "engagement"
promises an opportunity for me and my academic colleagues to enter the discus
sion with Wesleyan theologians on these important tasks of reading Scripture.
As a way to get into the discussion, Professor Wesley Kort in "Take, Read":
Scripture, Textuality, and Cultural Practice takes an impressive look at John
Calvin's theory and practice of reading Scripture. Kort is interested not only in
"recovery but also reconstruction" of Calvin's theory in such a way that allows us
to read the Bible as scripture. 14
What challenged me about Kort's work was how one might retrieve and
reconstruct John and Charles Wesley's reading of Scripture-in particular,
Charles Wesley, for the Charles Wesley Society-a Wesleyan way to read the
Bible as Scripture in a postmodern world of texts.
Kort's steps are to delineate the features of Calvin's doctrine of Scripture, to
trace in modernity how nature, history, and finallv literature have come to be read
11"ln the genealogy of texts there is a first text, a sacred prototype, a scripture, which readers
always approach through the text before them, either a<; petitioning suppliants or a'i initiates amongst
many in sacred chorus supporting the central patriarchal text. Northrop Frye's theory of literature
makes it apparent that the displacing power in all texts finally derives from the displacing power of
the Bible, whose centrality, potency, and dominating anteriority inform all Western literature. The
same is no less true, in the different modes ... of the Koran. Both in the Judeo-Christian and in the
Islamic traditions these hierarchies repose upon a solidly divine, or quasi-divine, language, a language
whose uniqueness, however, is that it is theologically and humanly circumstantial." (Said, 46.)
I2Richard Heitzenrater, Mirror and Memory: Reflections on Early Methodism (Nashville, TN:
KingswoodlAbingdon Press, 1989), 10.
IJRob Wall, "The Future of Wesleyan Biblical Studies" in Wesleyan Theological Journal 33:2
(Fall 1998): 101-15.
14Wesley A. Kort, "Take. Read": Scripture. Textuality. and Cultural Practice (University Park,
PA: The Pennsylvania State Univ. Press, \996).
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as scripture, first supplementing, then supplanting the Bible. Kort uses two terms
to describe analogically what has happened (does happen) reading a text as scrip
ture--centrifugal and centripetal movement. Simply put, "centripetal reading" is
solitary reading, reading that through the Holy Spirit imparts saving knowledge
to the heart. Centripetal reading is that which unifies. 15
"Centrifugal reading," on the other hand, allows for diversity and is that
movement that takes the reader into the world and "constructs it in terms of the
saving knowledge of God." Centrifugality is balanced by centripetality; one
"must be prepared to release the investments lin knowledge of the world] when
centripetal reading is again taken Up."16 Kort concludes or "opens" (if you will)
his book at the end by using the work of European critics Maurice Blanchot and
Julia Kristeva. 17 These critics advocate alternatives to the "putative adequacy" of
deconstructive and political readings of texts and posit the "possibility of reading
as an occasion or process of self-abjection and reconstitution."ls These critics
establish theories of the practice of reading that counters "culture and the se]f'
readings that are reconstructive of what Calvin was doing in his time-reading
centripetally, divesting oneself of illusions.
First, Kort points out that Calvin uses visual metaphors for reading, such as
his famous figure that compares reading Scripture to donning spectacles that clear
up blurry eyesight (Institutes 1.6.1 and 1.14.1). In addition to visual metaphors,
Calvin directs a person to read with an attitude appropriate to hearing, "to read
with receptivity or passivity."19 A sense of reading is also an act of eating, of
allowing the text to become a part of oneself and of taking the words as nourish
ment; this accounts for the close relation that exists for Cal vin between reading
Scripture and receiving the Sacrament." The reading of Scripture-the text taken
through the mouth-is to read "as if." These metaphors Doint to how Calvin
reads the Bible centripetaIly.20
What might be said about the Wesleys in their reading of Scripture cen
tripetally in relation to figurative language that describes the divine work in the
created world? The eye metaphor is prevalent; Scripture gives power of discern
light: "Christians are more enlightened;" "their eye is more clear and single;"
"they look beyond the veil of the material world;" "the eyes of their understand
ing being enlightened."21 John Wesley also refers to having "new eyes to see and
ISKort, 32-33.
I"Kort, 35.
I7See for example, Maurice Blanchot, The Space of Literature. trans. Ann Smock (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1982), and Julia Kristeva, Revolution in Poelic Language. trans.
Margaret Waller (New York: Columbia Univ. Press, 1984).
18Kort, 110.
19Kort, 21.
2°Kort, 21.
2lSermon 17 (1733), "Circumcision of the Heart," Sermon 147 (1734), "Wiser than Children of
Light," '*,rks, 1:405; 4:364.
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new ears to hear."22 In 1744, Wesley refers to faith as "the eye of the newborn
soul" as weB as the ear, the palate, and the feeHng of the soul, each image sup
ported by a passage of Scripture.2~
This light, as the Wesleys read in Scripture, is not just corrected vision but a
restored vision. As Charles Wesley writes, "Faith lends its realizing Iight,!The
clouds disperse, the shadows fly;/Th'Invisible appears in sight,! And God is seen
by mortal eye. "24 As the eyes of the soul are both opened and enlightened by the
work of the Holy Spirit, one not only affirms light (in its varying degrees) wher
ever it is found, but also exposing darkness (in its varying degrees). "[I]t is about
awakening people to the light they possess and the responsibility that it brings,
enabling them to respond to godly patterns of Iife."25 In the language of poetry,
the eye metaphor, with its assurance of God's quickening ray, holds together four
motifs-human depravity, salvation by grace, human responsibility, and the offer
of salvation to all. 26 As a sideHne note, it might be interesting to ask what
metaphors have replaced the "eye metaphor" and light imagery in contemporary
and are these metaphors and images able to connect these four Wesleyan
motifs?
Professor Kort says, for Calvin, centripetal reading is a focusing and mini
mali zing process by which the reader attends to two pieces of crucial knowledge:
"the name of the one who has created everything and knowledge that the one who
has created everything also redeems."27 This crucial knowledge is not otherwise
available except in the reading of Scripture.
In three devotional poems titled, "Before Reading the Scripture/s," poems that
I am taking as basically representational of Charles Wesley's devotional thoughts
before reading Scripture and whose themes are extended in additional writings,
the figurative language is sparse, an equivalent lectio divina as the feeding on
Scripture is missing. 2!! There are no references to reading the Scripture as if one
were partaking of the Lord's Supper, although in the Collection of Hymns, a
Eucharistic interpretation is evident in "Come Sinners, to the Gospel Feast."
Listen to the shortest of the poems on reading Scripture:
Son of God, to Thee I look
Teach me the mysterious Book;
Take my weakness by the hand,
Make my dulness understand.
22Sermon 148 (1736), Works. 4:373.
2,IAppeals. 6-7, Works. 11:46-47.
24 Works, 7: 195.
25Philip R. Meadows. "Wesleyan Theology for a World Context" Windows on Wesley: Wesleyan
Theolo!:y in Today:~ World. Philip R. Meadows, ed. (Oxford: Applied Theology Press, 1997), 43.
26Kenneth J. Collins, The Scripture Way of Salvation: The Hearl (~f John Wesley:\' Theology
(Na~hville, TN: Abingdon Press, 1997),45.

27Kort,28.
2xUnpublished Poetry, 3: 172-77.
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With thy grace anoint my eyes,
Make me to salvation wise,
Wisdom from above impart,
Give me the believing heart. 29
However, Wesley is also reading Scripture in a similar centripetal way, as
Calvin does. "Teach me God in Christ to know... :"
Thine Oracles the answer give,
They teach me to repent, believe,
And Christ my Lord confess,
My faith by my obedience prove,
Worship Thee in the Spirit of love
And truth of holiness. 31l
Again, in the third hymn, he writes:
Come, divine Interpreter
Of thy own most sacred word,
The deep things of God declare,
Testify of Christ the Lord,
Life, eternal life impart,
Speak the truth into my heart. 3l
What remains open in Wesley hymns and devotional poems is whether read
ing Scripture centripetally involves and requires above all, as it does for Calvin,
divestment and dislocation because there is a negative relation between the
reader's world and the self and the saving knowledge of God available only in and
by reading Scripture. Centripetal reading, such as Kort identifies with Calvin,
undermines any goodness or reliability of all things human. In Charles Wesley's
Short Hymns on Select Passages ofthe Holy Scriptures the centripetal movement
does not appear to be divestment and dislocation of the self because the self is not
completely without grace. Prevenient grace is continually moving us toward the
center. From Hymn I on Genesis I:2-3 ("Darkness was upon the face of the deep.
The Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters."), Charles Wesley poeti
cally makes it very clear that as the Dove broods over my nature's night, "raise
again the spark of love" and "call forth the ray of heavenly light." Again, in Short
Hymns in response to Job 19:28 that states "The root of the matter is found in
me," Charles Wesley poetically sings:

29"Before Reading the Scriptures" (Unpublished Poetry 3: 172).
30Unpublished Poetry. 3: 175.
JIUnpublished Poetry. 3: 177.
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Come then, the true celestial Vine,
The Tree of Life, the Root of Grace,
Claim the wiJd olive-trees for thine,
Spring up in all our ransom'd race,
And if conceal'd in all thou art,
Be found this moment in my heart. ~2
As John Cobb puts it in Grace & Responsibility, "God does not enter a person
from without and take possession because God is already, always a constitutive
part of the person."3~ We go on from grace to grace. The spirit is a constitutive
presence. As Cobb continues, "for Wesley, the Spirit was the principle of life
itself, of an understanding, of what is called conscience, and of every impulse to
good."34 Theodore Runyon in The New Creation notes that there is a measure of
salvation without reading Scripture: prevenient grace brings with it "some degree
of salvation."35
Centripetal reading of Scripture in Wesley then does not seem primarily to be
divestment nor dislocation of self but is reading that affirms the movement from
prevenient grace to saving grace to sanctifying grace-God's "free, almighty
grace, first preventing us, and then accompanying us every moment."36 The
emphasis is on the presence of grace from the beginning to the end of life, and we
can know this grace by the witness of the Spirit to our hearts. "Emptying" one
self of all but love-yes; "dislocation"-no.
However, if we read carefully the Short Hymns, Charles Wesley also reads the
Scripture as divestment of self:
Jesus, to my heart explain
What it is to cease from man,
Born in sin and misery,
Born a sad reverse of thee!
Nothing great may I admire,
Nothing good in man require,
Never worship or esteem,
Never trust myself, or himY
And again in hymns on the book of Nehemiah, the poet declares the Savior's
love "brings the power that sets me free,/Power to renounce whate'er is
32Charles Wesley, Short Hymns on Select Passages ofthe Holy Scriptures, 2 vols. (Bristol: E. Farley,
1762), I :240, stanza 3; henceforth cited as Short Hymns followed by volume and page number(s).
33John B. Cobb, Jr., Grace & Responsibility: A Wesleyan Theology for Today (Nashville, TN:
Abingdon Press, 1995),47.
3"Cobb,46.
35Theodore Runyon, The New Creation: John Wesley:\' Theology Today (Nashville, TN:
Abingdon Press, 1998),219. See also Sermon 85 "On Working Out Our Own Salvation."
36Collins, The Scripture Way of Salvation, 378.
370n Isaiah 2:19, Short Hymns 1:306, Hymn 966.
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me; IPower to sell aU, and purchase thee."38 Reading in this mode counters all
readings that are self-serving and self-aggrandizing. Centripetal reading in these
Wesley hymns seems to balance the sovereignty of God and human responsibil
to act on the grace God has.
What I find striking in these devotional hymns and poems before reading the
Scripture, however, are notable similarities to the hermeneutical issues facing
Wesleyans today-ho\f will we come to truth and how wide is the gate to arrive
at truth. This is not td say that either John or Charles Wesley were in the same
critical dilemmas as we are in the late twentieth century. However, it is to sug
gest that the Wesleyan position on reading Scripture not only identifies its own
critical stance but also undermines it in a way that "opens" the door to the read
of ScriDture as Scripture.
of the budding Enlightenment in the eighteenth century, the reader
in the devotional poems asks that all prejudice be removed in order to "weigh,
and read, and hear." God is sovereign, but to the reader all religions may be tested
to see which may safely conduct the soul to heaven. The reader asks to be "indif
ferent to the Way."39 Cobb says that Wesley is the "last major Christian theolo
gian who did not experience a significant tension between the world of Scripture
and traditional Christian thinking, on the one side, and the new scientific worldon the other."4Cl It may not be a "significant tension," but the seeds of sci
entific objectivity are present, an objectivity that results in distance between the
author's intention, the autonomy of the text, and the rights of the reader:

That truth I in the means may find,
A candid, free, impartial mind
To me vouchsafe to give,
With judgment sound, and reason
So shall I weigh, and read, and hear
And all thy mind receive."4t
Reinforcement of the individual believer's ability to read to find the truth and to
find it objectively comes early on in "Before Reading the Scripture," poem 3, by
emphasizing the reader's own role in finding the truth apart from the Church tradi
tion. Although the universal church has "handed down the sacred page" and
churches from "East to West" have unanimously attested to the Word, the reader is
still "not satisfied, II want a more substantial ground, I A Rock on which my faith to
found ...."42 That "Rock" is Christ alone and is found in the Spirit's testimony to
Christ in "these mysterious leaves." The Spirit testifies directly to the reader's heart.
.18Short Hymns. 1:216.
19Unpublished Poetry. 3: IV, stanza 3, 174.
4°Cobb,21.
41

42

Unpublished Poetry. 3: IV, stanza 2, 174.
Unpublished Poetry. 3: Hymn III, stanza 4, 173.
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The reader's heart becomes the locus for interpretation, a place where a spiri
tual sense is awakened by the Spirit. The reader must be in the spirit of being
"taught" for he is weak and dull. Once the Spirit testifies of Christ, all other
knowledge goes "as trivial, void, and vain ...."43 What is "the knowledge fit to
know?"-another line in the hymn "for believers interceding for the world."44 At
this point, interdisciplinary engagement or reflection on hermeneutical practices
and theories of reading seem to be unnecessary. Is this the spiritualism that Kort
and others identify as supposing a relation of immediacy between the reader and
the divine? Is this the elevation of religious experience apart from the reading of
Scripture? Is this a kind of centripetal reading that weakens or distorts the read
ing of Scripture? Is this the kind of centripetal reading that, although it may claim
to unify Christians in saving knowledge of God, in practice permits room for
other "warrants for justification"-the primacy of Scripture as William Abraham
suggests?45
Franz Hildebrandt in his introduction to The Works of John Wesley, A
Collection of Hymns for the Use of the People Called Methodists notes that "by
their texts ye will know them."46 What appears ironic is that the entire corpus of
the hymns is as Hildebrandt notes "a short hymn on select passages of the Holy
Scriptures" and yet the hymn-writers' admonition to read the Scripture is quite
minimal. In each section of hymns, that, in themselves and via the scriptural ref
erences, describe the life experiences of a real Christian and of the corporate
Methodist life, the lines devoted to reading Scripture are few. Typical phrases that
occur in the hymns are: "You, who read his written Word" (hymn 7); "Sinners,
obey the gospel word!" (hymn 90); "thy quickning word;" "0 God! Thy record I
believe ..." (hymn 350).
In the majestic collection of A Collection of Hymns for the Use of the People
Called Methodists, a collection that has come to be almost equivalent to a doctri
nal standard, there are hymns for believers rejoicing, believers fighting, believers
watching, believers suffering, believers interceding for the World but no section
on believers reading Scripture. Few of the 2,349 texts in Short Hymns that poet
ically treated scriptural passages were recast for the 1780 Collection and few
were sung. In part V of A Collection Hymns for the Use of the People Called
Methodists, there are hymns for the Society meeting, the Society giving thanks,
for the Society praying, but there is no section on the Society reading Scripture.
This classification of hymns for the societies undoubtedly reflected the "experi
ential language of real Christians"; however, when a class-meeting leader
responded to statements made by the class members, the leader's responses were
43Unpublished Poetry, 3: V, stanza 5, 176.
44Unpublished Poetry, 3: V, stanza 5, 176.
45William Abraham, "lohn Wesley's Conception and Use of Scripture," in Wesleyan Theological
Journal 33: I (Spring 1998),9.
46Hildebrandt,5.
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heavily punctuated with scriptural advice or admonition. That the hearing and
singing of Scripture were essential in discipleship and Christian formation is clear,
but the notion that these non-ecclesial groups exist primarily as a community of
readers of Scripture is unclear. John Tyson says, "for Charles [Wesley], the Bible
was the enlivened Word because of the work of the Holy Spirit, hence the Spirit
more often than the Bible-was said to be infallible in the revelatory event."47
Thus, from a professor of literature's perspective, in a study to determine a
Wesleyan way of reading, there appears an ironic tension between the pervasive
scriptural language of the hymns and what the hymns do not say directly. Reading
Scripture is important because the heart of the hymns' language is scriptural, and
yet reading Scripture is not admonished as a central part of the Christian's life in
the hymns. Teresa Berger, in her fine study on the relationship of doxology to the
ology, is helpful here. She writes, "The actual singing of a hymn cannot be taken
into account by a study of the text alone."48 "Doing" is fundamental to the under
standing of doxological speech rather than an imposition of dogmatic categories
and dogmatic assertions, let's say, a doctrine of Scripture. Doxological speech is
an appropriate faithful response to the saving acts and presence of God. 49 Thus
the necessity for teachinglinstruction in reading the Bible as Scripture-activities
strongly emphasized in Wesley's hymns themselves-is the task of others in the
church. We need to ask, Is the performative speech of hymns assumed to be
Juivalent to the reading of Scripture-both then and now?
John Tyson clearly states, "The hymns are patchworks of biblical materials;
words, phrases, and allusions cut from the fabric of the Authorized Version and
sewn into a new pattern that was tailored by the poet-theologian of the Methodist
revival."50 Tyson continues, "Charles Wesley 'paraphrases' ... the Bible by
weaving Biblical words, phrases, and images together to form a new interpreta
tive fabric."51 This interpretative fabric, I suggest, may very well be what Berger
calls doxology authenticating itself and doing so by "establishing a space for the
encounter of praise with God and protecting it against threats from the outside
such as magic, idolatry, and self-glorification."52 This interpretative space was
maintained for believers, individually and corporately, through the rules of the
Bands/Societies that directed Methodists to "read the Scriptures, and meditate
at every vacant hour."5~ Letters and memoirs of early Methodists punc
41John R. Tyson, ed., Charles
A Reader (New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 1989),445.
48Theology in Hymns? A Study
Do.XO[,02V and Theology According to A
M(;~th(;'dis'ts (1780), trans. Timothy E.
Collection of Hymns for the Use
Kimbrough (Nashville, TN: KingswoodlAbingdon
49Berger, 164.
5O'fyson, 34.
5ITyson,35.
52Berger, 168.
53David Lowes Watson, The Early Methodist Class Meeting: Its Origins and Significance
(Nashville, TN: Discipleship Resources, 1985; rev. 1987), 202.
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tuate the point that Methodists could as readily quote Wesley's hymns as they
could quote Scriptures. They read and repeated the texts amid temptation, dur
ing fear of physical harm and impending death, as statements of personal victo
ries and praise. As Hildebrandt notes about the generations of Methodists fol
lowing Wesley's death, the hymns and the Scriptures in the lives of
nineteenth-century Methodists "fed their souls ever since their conversion."54
The evidence sometimes appears otherwise.
In a Whitby 1817 description of a class meeting, it is clear that "a pious
Wesley hymn book" is used in praise, and there is a very brief mention of read
ing Scripture. The emphasis is on the "simple tale" told by the leader of his own
mental troubles, conflicts, and debates and the questions posed to the believers
views about their hopes,
and repentant tears. To be sure, this female writer
observes of the class meeting leader: "The blessed Gospel as his guide he
views ... [he] adores its saving plan! And shows its influence on the heart of
man,"55 but she does not testify on the basis of Scripture but on experience. She
says to her friend, "when you puruse [sic] these harsh unpolish'd lines! ... 0 may
work upon your yielding heart,! And all my [italics mine] meaning to
your soul impart!"5(
To be sure, these non-ecclesial groups-the class meetings-kept believers
accountable in their discipleship, while the Anglican traditional structure served
as the visible reality of the church in the world: "the 'little' churches were formed
with the avowed purpose of remaining within the larger church in order to ca]] it
back to its own essentials; and their members were given guidance in religious
experience and spiritual nurture only to the extent that the doctrines and ordi
nances of the Church of England were pre-supposed"57-i.e., the authority and
reading of Scripture. But what happens when the "little" church with the seeds
of the primacy of experience not rigorously tested by the reading of Scripture
turns into the "big" church, or the "little" church turns into other denominations
with Wesleyan rootS?58
Another dimension in the pull between the primacy of Scripture and the pri
macy of experience may be a consequence of the hymns cast as biblical narratives
5.1Hildebrandt, 45.
5'Watson, 234.
-'('Watson, 239.
57Watson, 127.
5~ According to Stephen Lennox, "Christian experience, for holiness interpreters, meant entire
sanctification, narrowly defined in terms of what it was, how it was received, and what it would pro
duce. Having embraced the creed of second-blessing holiness, they were convinced that the only
entirely sanctified could properly interpret the Bible." ("Biblical Interpretation in the American
Holiness Movement" in Wesleyan TheoloRical Journal 33:2 [Fall 1998]:29) Lennox quotes early
writers on holiness: "by experiencing God's love one apparently can know God 'with a swiftness, a
and a oersonal communion, that surpasses all the boasted knowledge of science, and fur
interpretation of creation and providence. .. Without a critical audience, there
[Holiness Movement] novel interpretations." (31)
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in the experience of present tense believers. The biblical past and the eighteenth
century present are blended in a eucharistic timelessness that sets Christ before
the reader and makes the gospel past into a contemporary experience59-the
reader enters into an experiential dialogue with the divine. For example, instead
of reading passages on the crucifixion or reading Phil. 3:8 or 1 Cor. 2:2 as if the
narrative is far away and long ago, the hymn writer puts the believer at the cru
cifixion:
Then let us sit beneath his cross
And gladly catch the healing stream,
AIl things for him account but loss,
And give up all our hearts to him;
Of nothing think or speak
"My Lord, my Love is crucified."60
At the outset, Short Hymns sets the soul in the drama of the Old Testament; e.g.,
hymn on Genesis I:2. "The earth was without form, and void, and darkness was
upon the face of thf deep":
Such is my soul, confus'd and void,
With darkness palpable o'er-spread
of the living form of God,
_
dead,
'Till the eternal Spirit move,
And raise again the spark of love.
(Hymn 1:2)
Upon Hannah's rejoicing over Samuel, "I prayed for this child, and the Lord has
granted me what I asked of him" (1 Samuel 1:27), Charles Wesley responds,
"Whate'er I ask, I surely know,! And stedfastly believe/Thou wilt the thing
desir'd bestow,!Or else a better give."61 In a variant of Hans Frei's Eclipse of
Narrative, Charles Wesley read Scripture not as an object to be investigated but
as a narrative that one appropriates as one's own story; on the other hand, Frei's
point is that there is no way that we can provide an independent description of
Jesus' divine-human reconciliation without the literal sense of the biblical narra
tives.
This is where it becomes important to pick up Kort again. In current
hermeneutical language, how then will Wesleyans "read" Scripture over the
of the reader"-the experiential rights of the reader?62 Is there anything
443.
7:27, stanza 4, llS.
61 As Charles
writes in his Preface to Short Hymns on Select Passages (~f the Holy
Scriptures, "My desire
rightly to divide the word of Truth: but who is sufficient for these things?
Who can check the self-confident, without discouraging the self-diffident?"
62Kort, 38, 44.
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in Kort's understanding of Calvin's centrifugal reading of Scripture that may help
us here? Once divestment and dislocation of self occur in centripetal reading,
then centrifugal reading begins. The outward movement, in particular, Calvin's
theory of accommodation, reveals the need and opportunity to "reassess God's
relation to the world in light of more recent learning" and to transform life, soci
ety, and to some extent the natural world. 63 To make a long story short, Kort
argues that in modernity the reading of nature, history, and literature as Scripture
began as biblically warranted. Each centrifugal reading practice begins as a sup
plement to reading the Bible-as a way to reassess God's relation to the world
but each practice finally takes dominance.
In Calvin's reading of Scripture, however, centrifugal reading combats the
temptations to solidify the results of reading into something permanent, "to use
reading to certify what always must be brought into question."64 Centrifugal
reading opposes, as well, the error of forms of spiritualism that makes those cul
tural identities and coherences idolatrous and letha1. 65 In the world, we can "rush
into the snare/ of blind idolatry," as Charles Wesley notes. 66 To explain centrifu
gal reading, Kort uses Jacob as an example of what it means to emerge from an
encounter with the night visitor; "... the reader emerges from the exit not only
with a limp, a chronic instability, but also with a new name, a changed identity,
and world."67 The reader emerges from the "wilderness" encounter with a sharper
set of distinctions; we read to be led away from "the securities and comforts pro
vided by political and social structures and toward a way of life marked by uncer
tainty."68 Centrifugal reading constructs the world in terms of the saving knowl
edge of God, "to translate knowledge of God into concrete structures and actions"
and also directs us back to the Scripture to correct what we have seen and heard. 69
The poet in Charles Wesley's hymn "Wrestling Jacob" clearly moves along
that same horizon of uncertainty and questioning until grace reveals the Savior
whose "nature and ... name is Love." The poet better understands how he must
live-"all helplessness, all weakness, liOn thee alone for strength depend."70 He
must live in the world in a different way, for the "Sun of Righteousness" has
"withered [his] nature's strength." To be sure, the limp is there, but Jacob can
overcome the world and "leap for joy." Is this the leap of joy that sees God at
work, the work of the Spirit, in culture and the world? As Ted Runyon points out,
"... every degree of grace is a degree of life.... Therefore, God's own work of
prevenient grace is the basis for detecting the work of the Spirit in other cultures
63Kort, 125.
MKort, 131.
65Hildebrandt,637.
66Kort, 130.
67Kort, 129.
68Kort,35.
69Kort, 132.
70 Works. 7: 136, stanza 11,252.
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and other religions."7l Moreover, is it also the "leap of joy" that calls us to read
the work of the Spirit in the world as well as to read the work of the Son who
gives incarnate expression to the grace which is eternal1y operative in the
Godhead? In the Explanatory Notes Upon the New Testament, John Wesley says
of Jacob's new name, "They that by faith have power in heaven have thereby as
much power on earth as they have occasion for."72
In the conclusion of this paper, I want to look again at the analogy of cen
movement. Physicists ten me that centripetal force is the
resultant force toward the center. The sum of the tension force and gravitational
force is the centripetal force itself. Centripetal is the effect of forces. For the
physicist there is not a centrifugal force as such. The only force on an object
going around in a circle is centripetal. The reformer's disjunction of nature and
grace is subtly recognized in Kort's analogy as two distinct forces with specific
points of exit and return. The Wesleyan distinction of prevenient grace draws
nature and grace into a dialectic rather than a dichotomy (nature and grace are
distinct, if inseparable, realities) and makes persons accountable and responsible
throughout and in al1 of life. Both Phillip Meadows and John Cobb are helpful
here: it is quite proper to say ... that human personality, or human subjectivity
is co-constituted by nature and grace. 73
it seems essential given the Wesleyan emphasis in the hymns on the var
ious circumstances in the spiritual lives of the believers, on the concentration on
the inner experience of the individual, and on the fundamental experience of indi
vidual and corporate experience of conversion that this experienced grace is
grace tested by Scripture and confirmed within the context of believers held
accountable and responsible in Christian community. Scripture's intended role is
the community's rule of faith. The reading and interpretation of Scripture is an
activity of communal discernment-a community anchored in aoostolic testi
mony.74
7lRunyon, 219.
nG. Roger Schoenhals, John Wesley's Commentary on the Bible: A One-Volume Condensation of
His Explanatory Notes (Grand Rapids, MI: Francis Asbury Press, 1990),52-53.
7·'Meadows, 34; Cobb, chapter 2.
74The Wesley hymns and the class meeting provided those open spaces for testing practices/per
formances in light of reading of Scripture. However, as Teresa Berger suggests the question, Can we
a"sume that picking up a Methodist hymnal and singing all stanzas will again authorize the reading
of Scripture, especially given that the Authorized Version of the Bible is no longer recognized and
understood? Or can we (do we want to) re-institute the exact format of the class meeting which so
particularly fit the eighteenth-century context? I doubt it. Nonetheless, we can note the hazards of
experience untested by Scripture. We can remember that God has acted in and through persons and
institutional policies and processes formulated by persons directly through the hearing of the gospel
and without the hearing of the gospel. See Berger, Theology in
In 1888. one writer on the class meetings asked whether or not every Methodist school in the land
should have its class meeting, and especially those with theological departments proper. "It would be
a strong defense against rationalistic error and nebulous theology in general." (0. P. Fitzgerald, The
Class-Meeting in Twenty Short Chapters [Nashville, TN: Southern Methodist Publishing, 1888],43.)
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The work of Stephen Fowl and L. Gregory Jones is very helpful here, espe
cially their co11aborative work, Reading in Communion: Scripture and Ethics in
Christian Life. Fowl and Jones' can is to a wise reading of Scripture through the
friendships and practices of a Christian community, to both reading of the
Scripture and readings of the world, to work analogically and dialectically
between the past and the present, to the importance of character in wise readings,
and to the "[cultivation ot] active dialogues with outsiders so as to avoid inter
pretive self-deception."75 The "outsiders" are those who bear a family resem
blance and those who are complete strangers. 76 For many members of the
Church of the Nazarene today, for example, the outsider is the Bible itself. For
many in the academy, the outsider is the Bible itself. For many in assorted
Wesleyan churches etc., the Bible bears a family resemblance to a variety of sec
ular texts.
Whereas Kort
that reading the Bible as Scripture is deliverance from
the domination of cognitive and institutional conclusions,77 Wesleyans read the
Bible as Scripture in community, in dialogue with cognitive and institutional con
clusions both past and present, in dialogue carried on by disciples whose lives are
transformed and guided by the Spirit. Grace is meant to be "for all and in alL"
Nonetheless, we have much to learn from Reformed ways of reading that chal
lenge distortion and self-serving political agendas, postures which for pietists can
be the idolatry of experience and for persons in my own discipline can be the idol
atry of novel hermeneutical theories and "overinterpretation." Those claiming
the Wesleyan heritage must be taught to read in such a way that the way of sal
beginning in prevenient grace, is not accommodating all readings but is
"seeing" grace in diverse readings, readings of texts that affirm we cannot depend
on ourselves and human
The Bible is read as Scripture because "it provides the context for under
standing what it means to live faithfully before God,"78 and we read eschatologi
cally-we read with the end in view. From our past, we can recall that hymn
singing, however close in paraphrase and anchored in Scripture, is not Scripture,
that responding or preaching in scriptural paraphrases is not Scripture, that expe
75Stephen E. Fowl and L. Gregory Jones, Reading in Communion: Scripture and Ethics in
Christian Life (London: SPCK, 1991 and Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 1991), 104.
76To understand how to treat strangers or strange ideas, Fowl and Jones do not cite contemporary
social science studies as primary authority to make their point; they rely on interpretations of Mark
and Matthew.
Using Scripture as their authority, Fowl and Jones cite Mark 7 in which Jesus initially refuses to
heal a Syro-Phoenician woman, a woman imagistically linked with "dogs" but whose persistence
leads to her healing. Fowl and Jones also compare the subtle differences between the Markan account
and Matthew 15. Although Jesus is characterized by his willingness to reach out to outsiders, when
he is in Tyre and Sidon, "Jesus is in a new context ... It is not clear how he should carry on his mis
sion to the outsider." (Fowl and Jones, 122.)
77Kort, 123.
78Fowl and Jones, 36.
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rience is not Scripture. 79 As The United Methodist Hymnal states, Scripture-The
Book of the church-these "mysterious leaves" claim unique force and signifi
cance in our lives as God's grace in Jesus Christ through the Holy Spirit enlight
ens our understanding: "Come, Divine Interpreter," teach us the way.
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Songs of the Heart
Hymn Allusions in the Writings of Early Methodist Women
Paul Wesley Chilcote
Introduction
For some years now I have been working with early Methodist women's docu
ments. They have been an amazing window into the life and mission of Wesleyan
Christianity. While working on an anthology of early Methodist women's writ
ings, hopefully to be published under the title Her Own Story, I could not help but
notice the pervasi ve quotation of hymns in these little known diaries, journals, let
ters, and theological works. I solicited the assistance of members of The Charles
Wesley Society and began to identify as many of these hymn allusions as I could.
In this brief essay I would simply like to reflect upon some of my findings.
I need to make several quick disclaimers at the outset. First, this is not a sci
entific study; rather, it is impressionistic in nature. Neither is the research here
exhaustive in any sense. While I have combed the work of many eighteenth-cen
tury English women affiliated with the Methodist movement, I have only really
skimmed the surface of a huge body of material that begs for much more atten
tion. So I can only hope at broad generalizations; observations based on the
impressions I have made through my journey in this material. Moreover, I am an
historian and make no claims to expertise in literary criticism; the majority of my
reflections, therefore, revolve around theological issues and concerns. I will
begin with some general observations, but spend the bulk of the essay on the "life
of the hymns" in the narrative context of the writings of early Methodist women.
Finally, I make no claim to any surprises. I simply want to share what has been
an absolutely fascinating pilgrimage for me. Perhaps, best of all, I invite you to
sing some of the hymns to which the women most frequently allude.

General Observations
The Women S Sources

Now I turn to some comments about the women's sources. The random selec
tion of women's writings I have included in this study include the works of weIl
known women, such as Grace Murray, Sarah Crosby, Hester Ann Rogers, and
Hannah Ball, as well as more obscure figures such as Sarah Colston, Isabella
Wilson, Ann Gilbert, and Bathsheba Hall. All together, for the purposes of this
impressionistic sketch, I have consulted the writings of some twenty-five women.
(For the sake of simplicity, I have gathered the quoted sources, with abbrevia
tions, in an appended bibliography.) These works include accounts of religious
experience, diaries, journals, memoirs, and other autobiographical materials, the
ological, homiletical, and poetical writings, prayers, accounts of death, and cor
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respondence. It is, in many ways, a hodgepodge of material, random and not
comprehensive in any sense at all; nonetheless, broadly representative of the
eighteenth-century period of Methodist origins.
Any reader who has familiarity with this territory at all will have marveled at
the fact that the name of Mary Fletcher (nee Bosanquet), perhaps the most famous
of all early Methodist women, was conveniently omitted from the list of the note
worthies mentioned above. To put it bluntly, here is a treasure too monumental in
scope to mine and plunder for my purposes here. Two points or observations will
have to suffice here concerning Mary.
1. Whi1e most of the other women allude only to Wesley hymns, Mary's ref
erences are broad in scope and include, in addition to John and Charles of course,
well-known literary figures such as Watts, Addison, Austin, and Norris.
2. A second, more illustrative observation. In the original material which
makes up the bulk of Henry Moore's Life of Mary Fletcher, comprising some 360
pages in the edition I pos~ess, there are no fewer than 120 allusions to hymns or
sacred poems. You will find the verses of a hymn (more often than not, simply a
couplet, irritatingly drawn from the center of a more obscure hymn, making it vir
tually impossible to identify until the computer catches up to my quest) quoted
on every third page. I find that to be rather phenomenal. It is simply illustrative
of the centrality of hymnody to the early Methodist people. Mary will have her
day in due course, but today is not that day.
The Corpus of Hymns
I turn now to some general observations about the corpus of hymns quoted in
these writings. With the help of members of the Charles Wesley Society, I was
able to identify 61 out of 66 hymns alluded to in the restricted and extracted mate
rials I have surveyed.
1. Non-Wesleyan Hymnody
The non-Wesleyan hymnody among these quotations is very slight and very
predictable.
• Isaac Watts. Five allusions come from two principal collections of Isaac
Watts's Hymns and Spiritual Songs of 1707 and The Psalms of David (1719).
• Edward Young. The only other non-Wesleyan poet alluded to in this sam
pling is Edward Young. Given the widespread popularity of his Night Thoughts
throughout the century and its pervasive use among the Wesleys, it is no surprise
to find allusions to the Fourth Night on "The Christian Triumph."
2. Wesleyan Hymnody
But all other allusions are to hymns in the Wesleyan corpus. It should be no
surprise, here as well, that the vast majority of hymns quoted come from the var
ious editions of Hymns and Sacred Poems: 1739 (9), 1740 (4), 1742 (9), and
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1749 (14). Other collections of hymns with more than two references drawn from
their pages include Hymns on the Lord's Supper (1745), Redemption Hymns
(1747), Funeral Hymns (1759), and Scripture Hymns (1762).
Among these various hymns, of course, there were favorites. As indicated
above, you will be invited to sing (or simply read) several of the most
hymns (an eighteenth-century women's hymn-sing of sorts). One conspicuous
favorite excluded from these selections, however, is "Wrestling Jacob" which
seems to pop up quite frequently.
Preliminary Impressions

I am going to step out where angels fear to tread, especiaIJy with the extremely
random sampling of material in mind, and attempt four generalizations, realizing,
in fact, how dangerous this is. The first two observations have to do with "when"
women tended to quote hymns, and the second set of two with "how" they quoted
them. I wi1l illustrate the latter set more fully.
I. Women seem to quote hymns ear Her in the century rather than later. I am
not at a point where I would like to hazard an explanation for this impression, but
it might very well have to do with the function of "autobiographical Hterature"
within the life of the Methodist movement. And this is, in fact, related to my sec
ond impression.
2. The more autobiographical the genre, the more likely you are to find hymns.
As one of my students said with little concern for tact, "Well, ... , Isn't that just
common sense?" Well, yes! You can expect to find more use of the hymns in writthat tends to lean in the direction of spirituality, of the autobiographical reli
gious account, or spiritual direction based on personal experience, for instance, in
correspondence. Hymns expressed the experience of early Methodist people in
terse, clear, and memorable ways. They both articulated and shaped experience.
3. Of more interest, however, are questions concerning "how" the women use
these hymns. It is not unusual for the women to quote first or last stanzas of
hymns, i.e., the most memorable lines. Sarah Crosby, for example, concludes a
prayerful meditation in her diary, "0 my Jesus, thou art my al1 in all!"
Sink me to perfection's height,
The depth of humble love! I
In an ecstatic moment at the communion rail, Sarah Ryan cries out,
Lift your eyes of faith, and look
To the signs he did ordain!2
I Crosby, 518; the hymn allusion in HSP (1749), vol. I, Part 1, no. 91, "After a recovery," v. 18;
Poetical Works. 4:447. Note the paradoxical imagery reminiscent of the radical reversals in the writ

ings of St. Augustine. Sarah quotes the concluding lines of the final stanza.
2Ryan, 304; hymn allusion from Hymns on the Lord:.. Supper (1745), Hymn Cv, v. I, cf.
Collection (1780), Hymn 73, v. I and Jit(Jrks. 7: 172.
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Isabella Wilson simply exclaims: '''0 Love Divine, what hast Thou done' for me,
an unworthy worm."3 Likewise, it is not unusual to find anyone of these women,
at the conclusion of a particularly moving account, "lost in wonder, love, and
praise."
4. The women feel free to manipulate the texts of the hymns to suit their var
ious circumstances. Two different women subjected the climactic lines of
"Sinners, obey the gospel word" to interesting permutations, changing
"The speechless awe that dares not move,
And all the silent heaven of 1~"c. "4
into a "sacred awe" in one instance and a "solemn awe" in another, refitting the
text to their peculiar contextual situations. s
Changes, however, are much more often those of person and tense, again
depending on the personal context and the purpose of the quotation: "0 what are
all my sufferings here" becomes "all our sufferings" in a literary act of Christian
solidarity.6 More frequently still, the movement is in the opposite direction
toward the first person singular to emphasize, as it were, the momentous nature
of enpersonalized faith. "For more we ask, we open then" becomes "For more I
ask, I open now,/My heart to embrace thy will."7 In both of these instances I
don't think there is any question that the women were conscious of their editor
ial work and the significant transmutations of the texts.
These last few comments do begin to move us into the central concern of this
essay, namely, what kind of life these aI1usions take on within the context of a nar
rative. Without question, the most exciting discoveries here relate to how the
women use the hymns-how they bring them to life or allow them to sing-in
their own narrati ves.

The Contextual Setting of the Hymn Allusions
In my analysis of this limited sampling, I have discerned at least five basic set
tings for the textual allusions. There are no surprises to anyone weI1-versed in the
study of early Methodism. In the writings of these women, the hymns function
as promise, as illustration, as catalyst, as prayer, and as the language of the heart.
I will illustrate each of the motifs in sequence.
1. First, the hymn as promise, more properly the promise of redemption. This
category gathers together a number of elements related to promise, both God's to
us and ours to God. Sometimes the promise is directly linked to a scriptural text,
JWilson, 517; the opening line of Charles Wesley's famous hymn, first appearing in the 1742 col
lection of HSP; Hymn 27, v. I in the Collection (1780); (f Works, 7: 114.
4HSP (1749), vol. I, Part II, "Sinners, obey the gospel word"; Poetical Works. 5:63.
sAnn Gilbert and Hannah Ball respectively.
6Harrison, 367; Funeral Hymns. 2nd Ser. (1759), Hymn 3, v. 9; Poetical V\l(Jrks, 6:219.
'Crosby, 420; HSP (1739), Part I, "Grace after Meat," IV 4, p. 37; Poetical V\l()rks, 1:34.
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little more than an extension of the biblical testimony, as in the case of Sarah
Crosby's reflections on Psalm 116: 13, quoted in part above:
"The Lord is still my salvation. He hath helped me through various trials, ....
I will take the cup of salvation, and call upon the Name of the Lord for more.
For more I ask, I open now
heart to embrace thY will."8

A hymn, however, can also signal an act of dedication, recommitment, or
promise to God, as in the case of Bathsheba Hall:
"The Lord has been gracious to me this day.
Thou art my King! And lo! I sit
In willing bonds beneath thy feet!
I feel, that thou art still the Lord of every motion in my

soul."~

More often than not, the hymn functions as a sign or a seal of God's promise,
a reminder of God's faithfulness and a source of encouragement for the future.
For Sarah Crosby a hymn could proclaim the promise of eternal life: "I ..
prayed he would stamp me with his Spirit's seal, and speak to my soul at his
and was refreshed with these words:
There, there we shall stand,
With our harps in our hands,
Interrupted no more,
And eternally sing, and rejoice, and adore!"'O
''A day of painful and gloomy temptations," wrote Hannah BaH, "But love can

burst the shades of death,! And bear me from the clouds heneath,!To everlasting
"II Hester Rogers makes the point explicitly and introduces us to the first of
the hymns to be sung:
"Reading the word of God in private this day was an unspeakable blessing. O! how
are the promises. What a depth in these words: 'For all the promises of
God in him are yea, and in him, amen, unto the glory of God.' Yes, my soul, they
are so to thee! The Father delights to fulfil, and the Spirit to seal them on my heart.
o that dear invaluable truth!
Ready art thou to receive;
Readier is thy God to give.
The Lord poured his love abundantly into my soul while worshiping before
him. And I was enabled to renew my covenant, to be whollv and for ever his!"12

to identify these lines of hymnic verse.
yet to be identified as well.
"Ball, 40; HSP (1749), "0 God, my faithfulness I plead" from the section "In Temptation."
12Rogers, 132; the concluding hymn of HSP (1739), based on John 16:24, and related to the
covenant renewal; Poetical l#Jrks. I: 192.
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I invite you, ~ow, to read one of the early Methodist women's favorite
allusions that illustrates this theme. Note the decidedly Trinitarian form of the
hymn!
Rise, My Soul, with Ardour Rise
(John XVI. 24)
1. Rise, my soul, with ardour rise,
Breathe thy wishes to the skies;
pour out all thy mind;
Seek, and thou art sure to find.
Ready art thou to receive?
Readier is thy God to give.
6. Since the Son hath made me free,
Let me taste my Jiberty,
Thee behold with open face,
Triumph in Thy saving grace,
Thy great wi11 de1ight to prove,
Glory in Thy perfect love.
8. Abba, Father! Hear Thy child,
Late in Jesus reconciled!
Hear, and all the graces shower,
All the joy, and peace, and power,
All my Saviour asks above,
All the life and heaven of Jove.
12. Holy Ghost, no more delay;
Come, and in Thy temple stay;
Now Thy inward witness bear,
Strong, and permanent, and clear:
Spring of Life, Thyself imparl,
Rise eternal in my heart!
2. Not only do the hymns proclaim God's promise, they actually function as
catalysts for transformation, conversion, and spiritual renewal. Sarah Colston
identifies singing the words of a hymn as a critical turning point in her spiritual
journey:
"after you had praied and were singing these words of the hymn:
Jesus come thou serpent bruser:
bruse his head womans seed:
Cast down the acuser.
I felt such a power and love of God in my soul that J did not know how to live.
When I came home I was oraving and singing all day long."13
13Colston, 4; Psalms and Hymns (1741); '1\ Prayer for One that is Lunatic and Sore Vexed," v. 4.
Orig. "Jesu, help, Thou serpent-bruiser;/Bruise his head, woman's seed,/Cast down the accuser."
Poetical Works, 2:30.
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For Ann Gilbert, the devotional use of a hymn became the means of experi
encing God in a new and vital way. She writes:
"While I was riding, I endeavoured to exercise my mind with the Lord, by repeat
ing 'the humble Suit of a sinner,'
Thou seest the sorrows of my heart,
My grief is known to thee, &c.
All on a sudden I received such a manifestation of the power and presence of God,
that I cried aloud, 'Lord, if I should die this moment, I shall go to heaven."'14

Sarah Ryan encountered Christ anew at the sacrament one Easter Eve at the
West Street Chapel in London, a hymn consummating the promise from Jesus
which she sought:
"Just as I came to the rails, God spoke these words to my soul,
Lift your eyes of faith, and look
To the signs he did ordain!
Thus the bread of Life was broke!
Thus the Lamb of God was slain!
Thus was shed on Calvary,
His last drop of blood for thee!"l)

In similar fashion, on March 29, 1771, Good Friday, Bathsheba Hall contem
plated the cross and experienced Jesus' death as she had never done before:
"I feel to-day, a solemn spirit; a sacred awe broods over my soul. I seem to have a
more realizing view than ever, of Jesus on the Cross. And
Faith cries out, 'tis HE! 'tis HE!
My GOD that suffers there."16

1. Ernest Rattenbury described the Charles Wesley hymn, and this verse in partic
ular, as the "Protestant Crucifix."I?
God of Unexampled Grace
1. God of unexampled grace,
Redeemer of mankind,
Matter of eternal praise
We in Thy passion find:
Still our choicest strains we bring,
Still the joyful theme pursue,
Thee the Friend of sinners sing,
Whose love is ever new.
14Gilbert, 43. Searches through the Wesleyan hymn corpus have been unsuccessful in identifying
this hymn text.
15Ryan, 304; Hymns on the Lord's Supper (1745), Hymn Cv, v. I; cf Collection (1780), Hymn 73,
v. I; Works, 7:172.
16Hall, 148; Hymns on the Lord's Supper (1745), Hymn 21, v. 3. Cf 1. Ernest Rattenbury, The
Eucharistic Hymns of John and Charles Wesley (London: The Epworth Press, 1948),20-30.
17"God of unexampled grace," Rattenbury, 22-23.
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2. Endless scenes of wonder rise
With that mysterious tree,
Crucified before our eyes
Where we our maker see:
Jesus, Lord, what hast Thou done?
Publish we the death Divine,
Stop, and gaze, and fall, and own
Was never love like Thine!
3. Never love nor sorrow was
Like that my Jesus show'd;
See Him stretch' d on yonder cross,
And crush' d beneath our load!
Now discern the Deity,
Now His heavenly birth declare;
Faith cries out, Tis He, tis He,
My God, that suffers there!

3. The women also used the hymns as illustrations of Christian theology and
praxis. Isabella Wilson alludes to one hymn and quotes another (yet to be iden
tified) in an effort to articulate the mystery of the Incarnation and Jesus' self-sac
rificiallove for all: "He doth all things wel1. He is the lover of our souls,11! or
would he have left the glories of heaven to take our nature upon him, and become
a man of sorrows, and acquainted with grief? He saw our condition, came to our
relief, and shed his precious blood that we might be reconciled to God, and made
meet to reign with him in glory.
Amazing stoop of Majesty divine,
Here love doth in its utmost lustre shine,
o let it raise esteem in mortals higher,
An1 my whole soul with holy raptures fire."19
During a time of increasing division within the Christian community at large
and within Methodism in particular, Frances Pawson drove home the ecumenical
imperative by reference to Charles's hymn on Isaiah II: 13: "The object of his
sermon was to promote a friendly union between the Methodists and the
Dissenters. There was an uncommon degree of unction attendant on his word. I
wept much and felt my affections expanded to all the children of God. The whole
congregation was affected.

18See the Charles Wesley hymn, "Jesus, Lover of my soul," perhaps the most famous of all his
hymns. first published in the 1739 collection of HSP. A hymn rooted essentially in the psalmist's cry
(17:8; 27:5), the description of Jesus as the "lover of souls" (Song of Solomon II :26) rests ultimately
in the remembrance of his promise of eternal life.
19Wilson, 465.
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Happy day of union sweet;
Lord, when shall it appear!
When shall all thy people meet,
In amity sincere!
Tear each other's flesh no more,
But kindly think and speak the same;
All express the meek'ning power,
And spirit, of the Lamb."20
Hester Rogers frequently found herself in situations where it was necessary
for her to defend Wesleyan conceptions of the Christian life and to persuade
antagonists of the truth of their claim. In the quintessential evangelistic moment,
she argues the need for entire sanctification and the realization of perfect love.
thou a child of God, a believer, and feelest his Kingdom in a measure set up
in thy heart? Dost thou know, 'he hath loved me and given himself for me' and yet
dost thou feel the remains of anger, pride, self-will, inordinate desires and affec
tions? Then thou knowest the meaning of those words

'f\rt

'Tis worse than death my God to love
And not my God alone."21

Elsewhere, she illustrates the potency of her own experience of God's grace in her
life, introducing us to a third hymn "For Believers," for your singing.
The love of God shed abroad in my heart was now my meat and drink, and the
thoughts of the amazing depths of grace which had plucked me as a brand from the
burning quite overcame me!-me, the most obstinate offender, who had so long
and so repeatedly resisted, and grieved his Holy Spirit! This love of my God and
Saviour, so unmerited and free, overflowed my soul, nor had I for eight months any
interruption to my bliss.
Not a cloud did arise, to darken my skies,
Or hide for a moment my Lord from my eyes. 22

Note Hester's editorial work on the fifth verse, just quoted.
All Praise to the Lamb!

1. All praise to the Lamb!
Accepted I am,
I am bold to believe on my Jesus's name.
5. Not a doubt can arise
To darken the skies,
Or hide for a moment my Lord from my eyes.
20Pawson, 95; Scripture Hymns (1762), Hymn 1096 [Isa. II: 13], v. I; Poetical Works. 9:388.
21Rogers, 49; HSP (1740), "The Resignation," Part I, v. 4; Poetical Wbrks. 1:267.
22Rogers, 32; HSP (1749). "For Believers;" Poetical Works. 5:25.
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7. My cup it runs o'er,
I have comfort and power,
I have pardon-what can a poor sinner have more.
8. He can have a new heart,
So as never to start
From Thy paths: he may be in the world as Thou art.
11. The promise is sure,
It shall always endure,
And I as my God shall be spotless and pure.
15. Thee, Lord, I receive,
And to me Thou shalt give
A power, without sin in Thine image to live.
16. Thine image is love,
And I surely shall prove
That holy delight of the angels above.
18. I am sure it shall be,
I shall walk before Thee,
And be perfect as God, when my God is in me.
4. Fourth, we look at the hymn as prayer and praise to God. If the statement
attributed to Augustine is correct, that "to sing is to pray twice," then it would
only seem natural for a prayerful narrative to move, even imperceptibly at times,
into hymns of prayer and praise.
Sometimes a hymn allusion is referred to explicitly as a prayer, as is the case
with this quotation from Mary Stokes's
"My every power gasped for God, . . .. But instead of crying, 'Lord, cleanse thy
these blessed memorable lines, were my whole prayer,
Now thine inward Witness bear,
Strong, and permanent, and clearT23

Her prayer later answered, she could proclaim with joy:
"The clog,-the hindrance, was gone; and my soul hung on it's Beloved. With
what transport did I often cry,
Jesus! Thee alone I know,
Monarch of my simole Heart.
I found him, indeed, my King."24
2.IStokes, 101; HSP (1739), "John 16:24." Poetical Works. I: 194. The middle of verse 12, which
reads in its entirety: "Holy Ghost, no more delay!/Come, and in thy temple stay!/Now thine inward
witness bear,/Strong, and permanent, and clear,/Spring of life, thyself impart,/Rise eternal in my
heart!"
24Stokes. 10 I; HSP (1749). vol. 2, Part I, "On the Loss of His Friends," Hymn 6, v. 5; Poetiml
ltbrks, 5:185.
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In typical fashion, at the close of a long day of service to Christ, Sarah Crosby
articulates the prayer central to the heart of every Wesleyan Christian:
I have been all this day kept in perfect peace, and in the evening was much drawn
out in prayer for myself and all my dear friends. 0 my Jesus, thou art my all in all!
Sink me to perfection's height,
The depth of humble love 125

Ironically, having opened this section with reference to Augustine, I close with
another AugustinianlPauline theme in this hymn, namely, the paradoxical reversals
in the reign of God: great is small and small is great; down is up and up is down.
After a Recovery
9. Infinite, unexhausted love!
Jesus and love are one:
If still to me Thy mercies move,
They are restrain'd to none.
11. What shall I do my God to love?
My loving God to praise?
The length, and breadth, and height to prove,
And depth of sovereign grace?
12. Thy sovereign grace to all extends,
Immense and unconfined;
From age to age it never ends;
It reaches all mankind.
17. Come quickly then, my Lord, and take
Possession of Thine own;
My longing heart vouchsafe to make
Thine everlasting throne.
18. Assert Thy claim, receive Thy right,
Come quickly from above,
And sink me to perfection's height,
The depth of humble love.
5. A fifth category of hymn usage is by far the most predominant, namely, the
hymn as the language of the heart. What I mean by this terminology is the use
of a lyrical form to describe an experience of God for which normal discourse is
simply inadequate. It may refer to an overwhelming sense of God's presence or
the gift of overflowing love. In either case, it is the language of the heart filled
with love-filled with God. Oftentimes, the quotation of the hymn is even pre
ceded by an explicit reference to this kind of interiority, as is the case with another
hymn Quoted bv Hannah Harrison:
25Crosby, 470; HSP (1749), vol. I, Part I, no. 90, "After a recovery," v. J8; Poetical ffi)rks. 4:447.
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''Thursday morning following, when at private prayer, I was so overwhelmed with
the divine presence, that I cried out, 'Lord, can what I feel proceed from any but
thee?' and the language of my heart was,
butJ-I yield, I yield,
I can hold out no more,
1'tlllk,-by dying love compell'd,
And own Thee Conqueror."26

Isabel1a Wilson is equal1y explicit in her description of the close communion with
God that she felt:
". was brought into closer communion with the God of my mercies, and I was more
determined for heaven than ever. The language of my heart was,

o may I breathe no longer than I breathe
My soul in praise to him, who gave my soul
With all its infinite of prospect fair."27

Mary Langston piles image upon image and then bursts into song concerning
her vision of heaven:
"I see fountains upon fountains. 0 what rivers of pleasure are there! How shaJl I
swim in those oceans oflove to all eternity! I am overcome with love! Oh ... how
would I sing!
No need of the sun in that
Which never is followed
Where Jesus's beauties
A pure, and a permanent
The Lamb is their light and their sun,
And lot By reflection they shine,
"'-"-~'J one,
effulgence divine."28

In one of her celebrated letters, published by John Wesley in the 1782 edition
of the Arminian Magazine, Jane Cooper describes her unrelenting quest for per
fect love and turns to "Pleading the promise of sanctification," Charles's lyrical
formulation of Ezekiel 36:23ff.
soul is broken before my Lord, and desires to follow him as the shadow fol
lows the substance. He has my heart, and reigns the Lord of all my wishes and
desires. I need no change of place, person or thing to raise or increase my happi
26Harrison, 321; HSP (1740), Part I, "The Resignation," v. 16; Poetical Works. I :268. Cf
Scripture Hymns (1762), Hymn 1313 [Jer. 13:27], v. I; Poetical Works. 10:24. The opening lines of
this hymn read: "Now, ev'n now, I yield, I yield,/With all my sins to part."
nWilson, 414; Edward Young, Night Thoughts, Night IV, 378-80. Edward Young (1683-1776), a
popular poet of the mid-eighteenth century, is remembered primarily for this work. One of Charles
Wesley's favorite poets, the hymn-writer transcribed Night Tlwughts during the summer of 1754 and
incorporated many of its lines into his own poetic expression. Cf Henry Bett, The Hymns of
Methodism (London: Charles H. Kelly, 1913), 104-108.
2l1Langston, 8; Funeral Hymns (1759), Hymn 8, v. 4; Poetical W()rh, 6:198.
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ness. The presence of Jesus is sufficient. His will is my resting-place, and his love
my delight. But my joy is not every moment full, though in general I can say,
My full soul doth still require
Thy whole eternity of Love."29

Praise and prayer, grace and promise all combine in Isabella Wilson's burst
ing heart of faith:
4i\.1l glory be to God for persevering grace and more conformity to him in all
things. Oh! the unbounded love of Jesus to my soul. His promises are all precious.
My peace flows as a river while he teaches me the lessons of his grace, of faith and
holiness. My soul is athirst for all the mind that was in him.
Lord, take my heart and let it be
For ever clos'd to all but thee:
Seal thou my breast, and let me wear
That pledge of love for ever there."30

I conclude with the following hymn:
The Resignation
4. The daily death I prove,
Saviour, to Thee is known:
Tis worse than death, my God to love,
And not my God alone.
8. I long to see Thy face,
Thy Spirit I implore,
The Ii ving water of Thy grace,
That I may thirst no more.
15. And can I yet delay
My little all to give?
To tear my soul from earth away,
For Jesus to receive?
16. Nay, but I yield, I yield!
I can hold out no more;
I sink, by dying love compell' d,
And own Thee conqueror.
20. My Life, my Portion Thou,
Thou all-sufficient art;
My Hope, my heavenly Treasure, now
Enter, and keep my heart.
6. Finally, given the fact that the early Methodist people were noted for dying
well, it should not be a surprise to find multiple references to hymns in the ars
29Cooper, Jane. "Christian Experience," Arminian Magazine 5 (1782): 409; HSP (1742), "God
of aU power."
30Wilson, 564; HSP (1740), Part I, translated by John Wesley from the German.
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moriendi literature of the women. Hester Ann Rogers produced a fascinating lit
tle document entitled The Dying Bed of a Saint and Sinner Contrasted. In the
span of a few short, concluding paragraphs she creates a catena of hymn allu
sions. Drawn from the 1749 Hymns and Sacred Poems and Redemption Hymns,
these carefu11y selected stanzas ultimately lift the reader into the ranks of the
angelic choir, where all praise of God bursts into song!
this

this tottering house of clay, which now cannot sustain
soon be made a glorious body incorruptible:
Shall the stars and sun outshine,
Shout among the sons of glory;
All immortal, all divinePI

And able then to enjoy the full fruition of my God. Yes, I shall soon see him as he
is; not through a glass darkly, but face to face. The beatific sight
Shall fill the heavenly courts with praise,
And wide diffuse the golden blaze
Of everlasting light. 32
Waiting to receive my spirit,
Lo, my Saviour stands above;
Shows the purchase of his merit;
Reaches out the crown of love. 33
Angels surround my bed to carry me away. I come, I come, blest messengers
of my God! Haste and convey me to his loved embrace! My faith already beholds
the crucified Redeemer; methinks I see him smile, while around him stand the
heavenly host exulting! 0 glorious train of blood-bou2:ht souls! What an innu
merable company! And I shall join the choir,
turns the
employ,
In songs around the throne. 34
A foretaste now I feel! Nay, so am I filled with glory and with God, that more I
could not bear and live! 0 may I ever feel the sacred flame, and through eternity
proclaim the depth of Jesus' love! Amen and amen.

Conclusion
As we have seen, early Methodist women sang their faith. Hymns were both
the means by which they "learned" the faith and the medium through which they
transmitted their received faith tradition to others. Whether a hymn proclaimed
God's promise, illustrated an important aspect of doctrine, provided the impetus
for transformation, functioned as an act of prayer, or simply expressed the lan
guage of the heart, in the hands of these women, it became a potent form of the
31HSP (1749), "Hymns for Christian Friends."
32HSP (1749), "Come on, my partners in distress," from "For the Brotherhood."
3-'HSP (1749), "For one departing."
34Redemption Hymns (1747), "The Musician's Hymn."
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Wesleyan lyrical theology. Hymns punctuated the lives and the writings of the
women who followed the Wes]eys. But more importantly, hymns shaped the way
they understood and lived their faith in Jesus Christ. The hymns provided a lyri
cal framework that helped to define who they were. It is no exaggeration to say
that the women lived as they sang; and as they Jived, so too they died.

Appendix

Hymns at the conclusion ofeach section may be sung to the following tunes:
"Rise, My Soul, with Ardour Rise"
sung to Dix ("For the Beauty of the Earth")
"God of Unexampled Grace"
sung to Amsterdam ("Praise the Lord Who Reigns Above")
'~H Praise to the Lamb!"
sung to Christmas Song ("There's a Song in the Air")
'~fter a Recovery"
sung to Azmon ("0 For a Thousand Tongues to Sing")
"The Resignation"
sung to Dennis ('~ Charge to Keep I Have")
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Pastoral Values in the Works of Charles Wesley
Frederick E. Maser
What is the meaning of the expression "pastoral values"? In searching for an
answer to this question I turned first to the "Pastoral Letters" of the Apostle Paul.
Although these three letters, two to Timothy and one to Titus, were not referred
to as "pastoral letters" until about the middle of the eighteenth century, they are
today thought of as a manual for the preachers or the clergy. In form, purpose,
and language, they are sharply distinguished from what we may term the
"Doctrinal Epistles" of the Apostle Paul. In these letters he teaches Titus and
Timothy how to organize and care for the Christian communities which he has
placed in their charge. He emphasizes the need, in their leadership, for purity of
life and doctrine and especially for a dedicated concern in the pastoral oversight
of their people. In short, Paul's letters direct Timothy and Titus in their work,
revealing to them the kind of life they should lead and the activities in which they
should engage in order to give their ministry pastoral value.
In addition to reading these letters of the Apostle Paul, I consulted several of
my colleagues in the active ministry for their definition of the expression "pas
toral values." They generally agreed that the term includes all the duties of the
ministry-preaching, counseling, visiting, and the peripheral activities of these
tasks. As a result of these studies and interviews, I divided my topic "Pastoral
Values in the Works of Charles Wesley" into three headings: (1) the importance
of the pastor in the effective use of Charles Wesley's works; (2) Wesley's method
for supervising the spiritual lives of the members of the Christian community;
and (3) pastoral uses of the hymns, letters, and journal of Charles Wesley.

The Importance of the Pastor in the Effective Use
of Charles Wesley's Works
For both the Apostle Paul and Charles Wesley, the preacher or the pastor was
the key to an effective ministry. The Apostle Paul in writing to Timothy and Titus
of their pastoral duties was especially concerned that they themselves should
reveal in their lives and leadership the qualifications that fitted them for their
work. To Timothy he wrote, "Stir up the gift of God which is in thee, . . .. Be
strong in the grace that is in Christ Jesus" (2 Timothy 1:6,2: 1). To Titus he wrote,
"Speak thou the things which become sound doctrine, .... In all things showing
thyself a pattern of good works" (2 Titus 2: 1, 7). In addition, when choosing
church leaders, they were to select their preachers and leaders carefully, choosing
responsible persons, well fitted for their task.
Both John and Charles Wesley would have agreed with the Apostle Paul that
an effective ministry or, in this case, a wise use of Wesley's works, must begin
with pastors well qualified for their task. However, John and Charles would have
differed concerning the qualifications of the preachers for the Methodist move
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ment. In the matter of gifts and graces, for example, Charles Wesley was tremen
dously interested in the gifts that were necessary to fit a person for the Methodist
work~ John was more interested in the grace that sustained him. John wrote to
Charles
who was busy "purging" the preachers and dismissing those he thought
/
incompetent, "We must have a supply; and of the two I prefer grace before gifts."!
But as Charles was unconvinced, he did not discount the grace of God, but he
recognized the need for gifts as well as spiritual grace in qualifying one as a
Methodist preacher and pastor. "[Charles] looked at the possible harm an unqual
ified preacher might do to many persons; [John], at the possible good he might do
to some."2 For the moment Charles prevailed.
Of William Seward, first martyr of Methodism, he wrote, "I ... heard him with
pain. It was not so bad as I feared, nor so good as to make me believe him called to the
work."3 But of Michael Fenwick he wrote an almost humorous condemnation: "Went
to the Room that I might hear with my own ears one of whom many strange things had
been told. I attended diligently in a little room adjoining. But such a preacher have I
never heard, and I hope I never shall again! It was beyond all description! I can't say
he preached false doctrine, or true, or any doctrine at all, but pure unmixed nonsense.
Not one sentence did he utter that could do the least good to any soul. Now and then
a text of scripture or a quotation of a verse was dragged in by the head and shoulders.
I could scarce refrain from stopping him. . .. He set my blood a-galloping, and
threw me into such a sweat that I expected the fever to follow.... Of this I am
infallibly sure, that if he ever had a gift for preaching, he has now totally lost it."4
In writing of another brother he stated, "A friend of ours (without God's coun
sel) made a preacher of a tailor. I, with God's help, shall make him a tailor again."5
: On another occasion he wrote, "My chief concern upon earth ... was prosperity
\ of the Church of England; my next, that of the Methodists; my third, that of the
preachers; and if their interests should ever come in competition, I would give up
\ the preachers for the good of the whole body of the Church of England."6
In short, for Charles, pastoral care, whether it be in preaching, counseling,
administration or in any of the numerous tasks of the pastor, must begin with a
person equipped with intelligence, ability, and some training, as well as with a
spiritual experience. He went so far as to urge "that no more be allowed to preach
with us, till my brother and I have heard him with our own ears, and talked fully
with him, and if need [be] to keep him with us some days."7

I

IFrank Baker, Charles
83; henceforth cited as "Baker"
2John Whitehead, The Life
211. Orif!:inallv printed in two
4Baker, 102-103.
5Baker,86.
6Baker, 102-103.
7Baker,84.

as Revealed by His Letters (London: The Epworth Press, 1948),
the page number(s).
the Rev. John Wesley (Philadelphia: William S. Stockton, 1845),
in London by Stephen Couchman, 1793, 1796.
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In addition, around 1750 and 1751, the brothers became deeply concerned
about the daily lives of their preachers when they heard of the immoral conduct
of one of their number, James Wheatley. Wheatley was not only living an
immoral life, but, when confronted by the Wesleys, he boldly threatened to
expose all the preachers whom he said were living as himself. The charge was
shown to be false when Wheatley was confronted by a number of the preachers
whom he had particularly castigated. Nevertheless, the incident caused the
Wesleys to scrutinize more narrowly the men whom they were receiving into the
itinerancy.
Finally, toward the end of the year 1751, the brothers drew up an agreement
about the qualifications for the preachers: "With regard to the preachers, we
agree
1. That none shall be pennitted to preach in any of our societies, till he be exam
ined, both as to grace and gifts; at least, by the assistant, who, sending word
to us, may, by our answer, admit him a local preacher.
2. That such preacher be not immediately taken from his trade, but be exhorted
to follow it with all diligence.
3. That no person shall be received as a traveling preacher, or be taken from his
trade, by either of us alone, but by both of us conjointly, giving him a note
under both our hands.
4. That neither of us will re-admit a traveling preacher laid aside, without the
consent of the other.
5. That, if we should ever disagree in our judgment, we shall refer the matter to
Mr. Perronet [probably Vincent Perronet, an Anglican priest in whom the
brothers had great confidence]."8 This was followed by a sixth statement in
which both brothers dedicated themselves once again to the cause of
Methodism.
It would seem as though Charles had a great deal to do with drawing up this
momentous document, but both brothers certainly agreed on the need for quali
fied leaders for the Methodist movement. Even as Paul in his pastoral epistles
stressed the need for both gifts and grace in the lives of Titus and Timothy, the
Wesleys sought to stress similar needs among the Methodist preachers.
One might think that this emphasis on qualifications by Charles is unneces
sary today when we have a well educated, highly trained, dedicated ministry.
However, Methodism still has ministerial counselors who have had little or no
training in counseling and a number of preachers who cannot present a clear, log
ical sennon, and this is unfortunate. The need for clarity in preaching today is as
necessary as when Halford E. Luccock first paraphrased the Apostle Paul by say
8Luke Tyerman, The Life and Times of John Wesley, 3 vols. (New York: Harper and Brothers,
1872),2: 129-130.
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ing, "thou I speak with the tongues of men and of angels and have not clarity, I
am become as sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal."
That thought came to my attention recently when in going through one of my
scrapbooks, I re-read a letter from a noted female author, who, during her lifetime
wrote two best sellers in addition to a large number of other successful books.
She was a Methodist in one of our large Methodist churches where one would
expect the most brilliant preachers and pastors to be assigned. She was com
menting on what she said was a well organized article by a Methodist preacher.
Then, in a more ironic vein, she added, "We cannot say this comes from having
written a lot of sermons Uudging by various mazes I've sat through on a Sunday
morning)." She seemed to think that Methodist preaching had not improved
much since the days of Charles Wesley.
In addition, there is little doubt that both John and Charles, as the Apostle
Paul, also stressed the necessity for purity of doctrine among the necessary qual
ifications for a Methodist preacher; and that need is paramount today. Methodism
has increasingly become an activist organization. It is doubtful if many
Methodists have ever studied the Articles of Religion or any of the works of the
Wesleys. It would seem as though few preachers wish to clutter-up their friendly
morning talks or their highly ritualistic worship with doctrinal sermons.
Doctrinal preaching demands a little more time than the fifteen or eighteen min
utes usually assigned for the morning sermon, and it is rapidly becoming an out
moded form of preaching. Activism is certainly a necessary part of church life,
but it must be based on Christian doctrine or else the church loses its high pur
pose of proclaiming Christ and the realm of God and becomes only one more
lobby for various forms of human welfare. At any rate, the first pastoral use of
Charles Wesley's works is to remind us of the need for the highest qualifications
in those who seek to become Methodist ministers.

Pastoral Supervision
In returning now to our opening statement, it is significant to note that if Paul
taught Titus and Timothy something about pastoral values in organizing their
Christian communities into a church, he also taught them a great deal about car
ing for its membership. Later, in early Methodism, it was John who provided the
class meetings and bands, or the organization for caring for the Methodist mem
bership, but it was Charles who wrote the hymns and poems for the Methodists
and emphasized the need for house to house visitation in the pastoral care of
souls. When he entered upon a settled ministry at Bristol and later at London, he
spent his mornings studying and his afternoons "visiting from house to house."
In addition, he wrote numerous letters to comfort, guide, and exhort his peopleY
He was also careful to guard against the use of any unworthy or unscriptural
9Baker, 116-128.
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hymns within the societies. He wrote to Brother Shent on one occasion that he
had no objection to allowing a certain William Darney to preach but only under
certain conditions. One of these was that he "does not introduce the use of his
doggerel hymns in any of our societies. I cannot in conscience agree to his
putting nonsense into their mouths. Indeed they themselves would never consent
to it. But he has utterly refused to promise forbearance: therefore I promised him
that in whatsoever society of ours he uses his own verse, in that society he shall
preach no more."JO
It is significant that when Charles died, John said of him "His least praise was
his talent for poetry." John was probably thinking of Charles's work as preacher
and pastor, the latter activity which caused him to be greatly loved by the
Methodists of both Bristol and London.
He extended his counseling and affection likewise to the members of his own
family. He was the first of the three brothers to visit his sister Hetty in London
after an escapade that alienated her parents and led to a disastrous marriage, and
he urged John to write to her. He counseled John Lambert, husband of his sister
Anne, and on July 19, 1738, he wrote in his Journal, "I found my brother and sis
ter Lambert [at Mr. Bray's], and preached to them the gospel of forgiveness,
which they received without opposition." He even sought to develop a better
relationship between his brother John and his wife, who on June 21, 1751, came
to Charles for consolation and helD. In his Journal he writes:
I found my sister in tears; professed my love, pity, and desire to help her. I heard
her complaints of my brother, carried her to my house, where, after supper, she
resumed the subject, and went away comforted.
Sat., June 22nd. I passed another hour with her [his brother John's wife] in free,
affectionate conversation; then with my brother; and then with both together. Our
explanation ended in prayer and perfect peace.

Charles frequently applied the word "sister" to any female Christian, and he
does not specifically say that the "sister" here was John's wife; but, at this time,
Charles and his brother's wife were on good terms. Three months before, he had
visited her, kissed her, and welcomed her into the family. In May he had met her
again at the "Horse fair" or the Methodist meeting house at Bristol usually termed
"The New Room at the Horsefair, Bristol," and he had treated her as a sister. At
any rate, Charles had used an effective method for counseling, speaking first to
one, then the other, and then both together. At least the session ended in peace.
He also became a close friend of his sister Kezia who nursed him through a
serious illness. Later, after his "conversion" experience, at the home of Mr. Bray,
he urged her to find, by faith, a Savior in Jesus Christ. At first she stoutly main
tained she had all faith necessary for salvation, but later, feeling unsure of her
faith, she listened to her brother and probably had some kind of experience akin
IOBaker, 86 and 87.
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to his. This must have brought happiness to Charles who was always a pastor
seeking souls.
In 1984, John R. Tyson and Douglas Lister in an article in the Quarterly
Review I I recorded an hitherto unpublished fragment of Charles Wesley's Journal.
In it one cannot help but note Charles's pastoral concern for his family, as well as
for the Methodist preachers and the Methodist people. Writing in Byrom's short
hand, as if to keep the matter secret, Charles also relates a long and difficult coun
seling experience with one who might be tenned a "Methodist madman." It is
easily understood why he wanted to keep this part of his Journal secret since the
"madman" referred to Lady Huntingdon as that "vile, wicked woman, .... That
nasty baggage, that hypocritical goat." The man was evidently psychotic, and it
is amazing how patiently and persistently Charles counseled with him.
All of these experiences illustrate the "pastoral uses" of Charles Wesley's works
by emphasizing the need today as then in our societies or churches for pastoral
supervision through counseling, through house to house visitation, through corre
spondence, and, above all, through directing persons to the Savior Jesus Christ.
For this reason I doubt if Charles Wesley would have approved of the abbre
viated version of the Book of Common Prayer that John sent to America for the
use of the Methodists, entitling it The Sunday Service, etc. Charles was a devoted
Anglican to whom the Book of Common Prayer was almost as sacred as the
Bible. In addition, through his pastoral ministry he had learned of the desperate
need for forgiveness experienced by many persons. It is doubtful, therefore, that
he would have changed the indicative form of absolution to the precatory, as did
John in The Order for the Administration of the Lord's Supper found in The
Sunday Service. Both the brothers believed that the service of Holy Communion
was a converting, as we11 as a confirming ordinance, and an indicative form of
absolution would aid toward this end. Holy Communion, therefore, is as much a
pastoral resource for converting persons as for preaching or counseling.
Furthermore, it is curious that in the historic development of American
Methodism we have come to the place where we have no service entitled "Holy
Communion" or "The Lord's Supper." Instead we have four services of Word and
Table. In two of these there is neither an indicative nor a precatory form of abso
lution but a kind of declaration in which the congregation and the leader assure
each other their sins are forgiven. It seeks to emphasize the priesthood of the
believer more than the gift of absolution from God. In the third service no abso
lution is provided. Only the fourth service preserves Wesley's precatory form of
absolution, and it is the service I love, possibly because its precatory prayer and
"comfortable words" provide the assurances I need.
It is not within the scope of this paper to ponder why Methodism today is
drifting farther and farther away from either an indicative or precatory form for
IlSpring, 1984,9-19.
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assuring persons of the forgiveness of their sins. At least, we have not drifted as
far as the man of whom John Wesley speaks of in his Journal. Wesley had been
preaching to a large number of Roman Catholics, "One of whom," he adds, "he
had dec1ared frankly but a few days before, 'I would fain be with you, but I dare
not; for now I have all my sins forgiven for four shi11ings a year; and this could
not be in your church. "'12
The Wesleys, of course, believed that forgiveness is a grace provided by Jesus
Christ and extended to the sinner not by the priest but by Christ himself on con
dition of faith and repentance. It depends not on the words or the intent of the
priest or the amount of money provided by the sinner. This experience often
included an assurance by the Holy Spirit of full salvation, giving the sinner a rea
son for rejoicing in the love of God.
Today, however, forgiveness is seldom preached from the pulpit, and per
plexed sinners are forced to rely on a reasonable amount of church attendance, a
spasmodic generosity, and a number of good deeds to assure themselves of a
place in heaven. The resulting assurance is not very assuring. Charles Wesley
would probably say that we need a return to Methodist basics and the kind of pas
toral counseling which leads to faith in Jesus Christ for salvation. We need also
to become as familiar with Charles Wesley's hymns as were the early Methodists.
Robert Southey is purported to have said of Charles Wesley's hymns, "Perhaps
no poems have ever been so devoutly committed to memory as these, . . .. The
manner in which they were sung tended to impress them strongly on the mind; the
tune was made wholly subservient to the words, and not the words to the tune."
E Luke Wiseman said in his Drew Lectureship in Biography, "It would be
easy to select twenty hymns whose literary claim entitled them to a pennanent
place in the anthology of eighteenth-century lyrics. But their chief value lies in
their delineation of spiritual experience."13
It might be a helpful project, if someone would gather a group of Charles
Wesley's hymns under appropriate titles such as Invitation, Penitence,
Forgiveness, At the Holy Communion, Life in the Spirit, etc., and publish them
as one of the Pastoral Uses of Charles Wesley's works. This emphasis brings me
to the third part of this artic1e.
Charles Wesley's Hymns, Letters, and Journal
There are a number of pastoral uses of Charles Wesley's hymns and the first is
in their relation to the Holy Scriptures. Henry Bett in his splendid study The
Hymns of Methodism has centered one chapter on "The Hymns and the
Scriptures." After Jisting a number of scripture references to be found in the
hymns, he adds the following paragraph.
12Vol. 3, 398.
DE Luke Wiseman, Charles Wesley: Evangelist and Poet (New York: Abingdon Press, 1932), 5.
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Even more impressive than a mere list of references is the way in which one
allusion to scripture calls up in the memory of Charles Wesley a number of pas
sages which contain a similar thought or employ a similar metaphor. Thus in the
first line of a famous quatrain he had in mind the passage in Psalm XXXVI.9, 'For
with Thee is the fountain of life,' and this reminds him instinctively of three other
places in scripture where the thought of a living spring occurs: 'Let him take the
water of life freely' (Revelation XXII.I7); 'Then sang Israel this song, Spring up
o well; sing ye unto it' (Numbers XX!.17); 'The water that I shall give him shall
become in him a well o~ water springing up into eternal life' (John IV 14), It will
be seen that all these ar~ plainly recalled in the lines:
Thou of life the fountain art,
Freely let me take of Thee,
Spring Thou up within my heart
Rise to all eternity,'4

This is a pastoral use of the Wesley hymns which could form the basis for a
study throughout the fall and winter or especially during the Lenten season,
namely, a study of the hymns with a view to finding the scriptural passages upon
which the verses are based. Of special value in such a study would be volume 7
of the Wesley Works project where many of the scriptural sources are listed. In
addition, The Unpublished Poetry of Charles Wesley, edited by S T Kimbrough,
Jr., and Oliver A. Beckerlegge should prove helpful.
The study could be extended to reconstruct the life of Christ from Charles
Wesley's hymns. Christ's birth is signaled by that famous carol "Hark! The her
ald angels sing" and every step of his life is marked by Wesley's hymns, even
including his ascension, reflected in that magnificent hymn "Christ whose glory
fills the skies." The second coming of Christ is also found in the hymns, espe
cially the line "Suddenly return and never,! nevermore thy temple leave" from the
hymn "Love divine, all loves excelling."
A second pastoral use of the hymns of Charles Wesley could be a study of the
hymns in relation to Methodist doctrine. It has been stated that the early
Methodists learned Methodist doctrine from their hymns, and we have seen how
careful Charles was that the hymns to be used in the Methodist Societies should
be based on scriptural truth. We also know that both John Wesley and John
Fletcher objected to a key word in the hymn "Love divine, all loves excelling."
Charles had written "Take away our power of sinning" which both Fletcher and
John Wesley believed tended toward Calvinism. John simply omitted the entire
verse from the 1780 A Collection of Hymns for the Use of the People Called
Methodists. He also corrected a line in hymn 148, changing it from "death" to
"Faith alone confirms me his."
In addition, the hymn "Come, sinners to the gospel feast" is certainly in oppo
sition to Calvinism and many other hymns set forth particular Methodist doc
trines. A study of hymns like "Come, thou long-expected Jesus" and "0 love
14Henry Bett, The Hymns of Methodism (London: Epworth Press, (946), 72.
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divine, what hast thou done" would give people today a deeper understanding of
Methodist beJiefs. There is also both historical and doctrinal value in the famous
"0 for a thousand tongues to sing." It was written on the anniversary of Charles
Wesley's highly significant religious experience at the home of John Bray which
occurred a few days before his brother's Aldersgate experience. It could become
the basis for a discussion on the meaning of conversion in Methodist doctrine and
the place of conversion in the lives of the brothers; a subject which has become
a center for debate in many theological circles. At any rate, one pastoral use of
the hymn would be to direct a discussion on conversion and its application in
today's world.
Another hymn which could be used to teach biblical history and Methodist
doctrine is "Blow ye the trumpet, blow." Its ringing chorus "The year of Jubilee
is come!/The year of Jubilee is come!/Return, ye ransomed sinners, home" is
simply a jumble of words to the average Methodist who has not the remotest idea
of the biblical significance of the year of Jubilee nor of the way in which Jesus
himself used the word "ransom."
From here it would be possible to move into a discussion of Charles Wesley's
theory of the atonement as found in his hymns. Throughout history there have
been numerous theories of the atonement or attempts to explain how the death of
Christ on the cross can save a sinner from perdition. There are those who see the
life of Christ and the cross as a recapitulation of all of history; others see it as a
moment when Christ triumphed over the forces of evil; still others see it as a deifi
cation of humanity, arguing that Jesus took humanity on himself and by his
death, and resurrection freed it from the corruptibility, which is the consequence
of sin, and deified it. There are those theologians who see in the cross a ransom,
a sacrifice, a satisfaction, a substitution, and some see it as a moral influence.
Charles uses two of these theories in his hymns. Again and again he emphasizes
the idea of a substitutionary death. Christ died for me-in my stead. Think of
only one among numerous examples.
And can it be, that I should gain
An interest in the Saviour's blood!
Died he for me?-who caused his pain!
For me?-who him to death pursued.
Amazing love! how can it be
That thou, my God, shouldst die for me?15
Unfortunately Charles committed the error which grows almost naturally out
of the substitutionary view of the atonement. In his hymn '~rise, my soul, arise"
he pictures the suffering Christ as pleading with God the Father to forgive those
who have sinned, thus developing a dichotomy in the Godhead with the Father
providing leniency and mercy almost against divine will. In addition, Charles
15Hymns and Sacred Poems (London: Strahan, (739), 117.
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writes in stanza 5, "My God is reconciled!" But the Scriptures see the need for
humanity to be reconciled to God, not God to humanity. Paul writes, "Be ye rec
onciled" (2 Corinthians 5:20). For Paul, God is already reconciled to humanity.
There never was a time when God was not. In Christ God sought to reconcile the
world unto the Godhead, not the Godhead to the world. At any rate, however we
may interpret the hymn, it can lead to a very profound discussion, if the pastor
has the theological background to lead it.
Charles also writes of the idea that through the cross of Christ we are ran
somed. The hymn we quoted earlier speaks of the ransom theory of the atone
ment; a very profound, and when understood, a beautiful theory.
There is both a Greek and a Hebrew idea of the concept of ransom. The Greek
view is adequately set forth by William Barclay in his volume The Mind of
Jesus. 16 The Hebrew view is set forth in James Denney's book The Death of
Christ. 17 It would be a matter for extended study, however, to discover the extent
to which Charles shared these views.
The most important thing to remember, however, about Charles Wesley's
hymns is that, though some of them rest upon a particular theory of the atone
ment, many of them rise high above every theory of the atonement as he soars
into the realm of the eternal love of God. This is most clearly revealed in his
magnificent hymn "Wrestling Jacob." I quote the last few stanzas.
Yield to me now-for I am weak,
But confident in self-despair!
Speak to my heart, in blessings speak,
Be conquered by my instant prayer:
Speak, or thou never hence shall move,
And tell me if thy name is Love.
'Tis Love! 'Tis Love! Thou diedst for me;
I hear thy whisper in my heart.
The morning breaks, the shadows flee,
Pure Universal Love thou art.
To me, to all, thy mercies move
Thy nature and thy name is Love.
I know thee, Saviour, who thou art
Jesus, the feeble sinner's
Nor wilt thou with the night depart,
But stay, and love me to the end:
Thy mercies never shall remove,
Thy nature, and thy name, is Love.
16San Francisco: Harper and Row, 196 I, 265.
17New York: A. C. Amlstrong and Son, 1903,44-45.
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Charles here soars to the infinite heights of eternal truth. The cross is the high
est expression of God's love. There is no theory sufficiently adequate to define
it. As one writer has expressed this love, it means that
When Jesus entered the world, when He healed the sick, comforted the sad, fed the
hungry, forgave His enemies, He was saying: 'God loves you like that.' When he
died upon the cross He was saying: 'Nothing that men ever can do to God will stop
God loving them. There is no limit to the love of God. There is no end beyond
which that love will not go. .. That is why nothing less than death on the Cross
would do. If Jesus had refused or escaped the Cross, if He had not died, it would
have meant that there was some point in suffering and sorrow at which the love of
God stopped, that there was some point beyond which forgiveness was impossi
ble.' But the Cross is God saying in Jesus: 'There is no limit to which my love
will not go and no sin which my love cannot forgive.'lR

There is no sin so terrible but that God's love can forgive and transform the sin
ner into the beauty of the divine nature.
I leap for joy, I take the prey,
And as a bounding hart fly home,
Through all eternity to prove,
Thy nature, and thy name, is Love.
This is Charles Wesley at his best-drowning all theories of the atonement in
the truth of eternal love.
As a third alternative, there is a less profound but more entertaining use of the
hymns by a study of the stories surrounding the hymns. There are a large num
ber of books centering in the stories of the hymns-how they came to be written
and incidents that have grown up around them. Most of these stories are factual,
but some are fanciful so that the study might help in ascertaining the truth about
some of the hymns.
Myoid friend, the late Emory Stevens Bucke, former Book Editor of The
Methodist Publishing House, once told me he expected one day to write a book
on "Stories Preachers Love to Tell." One of these centered in a little town that
was severely struck by a hurricane. During the hurricane the pastor of the
Episcopal Church went into the church tower and played on the carillon "The
Church's One Foundation." He played all through the storm, seeking to bring
hope to those in the community who could hear the hymn high above the hurri
cane. All other buildings in the community were badly damaged or destroyed but
the church stood firm, and the pastor continued playing.
Bucke said that a friend of his went to that town in order to inquire into the
truth of the legend. Bucke's friend was a skeptic and the story sounded contrived.
He related to the pastor the story that was being circulated about the church and
about his part in keeping up the morale of the community by ringing out a great
lHBarcJay, 280.
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hymn on the carillon. When he was finished the pastor said, "Well, that's a great
story! Aside from a few small inaccuracies, it's a fine story."
"What are the inaccuracies?" asked Bucke's friend.
"Well," said the pastor, "I was not here during the hurricane, since I was vis
iting my sister, so I could not have been playing on the carillon. Secondly, I have
no idea how to playa cariHon even if I had been here. Thirdly, the church never
owned a carillon, and fourthly, the church was badly damaged and we had to
secure help to restore it. But, outside of those few inaccuracies, it's a great study.
I wish you well with it."
The study of the stories surrounding the hymns might help clear up some his
torical errors, beside providing inspiration and giving us a more accurate picture
of the background of the hymns. This would be an excellent pastoral use of
Charles Wesley's hymns.
It is also of interest to learn that Samuel, the youngest surviving son of Charles
Wesley, while studying manuscripts in the Fitzwilliam Museum in Cambridge,
discovered three hymns of his father which had been set to music by George F.
Handel. Charles may have met the composer through a Mr. Rich, Lessee of
Covent Garden where Handel produced some of his operas. Either Mrs. Rich,
who had been converted under the Wesleys, or Charles himself, may have
requested the composer to provide the tunes. Unfortunately, only one of the
hymns is in our current hymnal: "Rejoice! The Lord is King."19 The other two
hymns are "Sinners, obey the gospel word" and "0 love divine, how sweet thou
art." The tunes are GOPSAL, CANNONS, and FITZWILLIAM.
The group making this study will need to search in our Methodist libraries for
the vast number of Wesley's hymns not found in our Methodist hymnal.
Particularly helpful, however, are Our Hymnody, by Robert Guy McCutchan,
now out of print; The Hymns of The United Methodist Hymnal, edited by Diana
Sanchez, and Companion to The United Methodist Hymnal, by Carlton R. Young.
A fourth pastoral use of the hymns is in pastoral visitation when the pastor
might well use the hymns and the Bible in visiting the homes of his or her peo
ple. I am convinced that pastoral visitation is rapidly becoming a thing of the
past, which is unfortuna~e. It is partly due to the fact that the pastor does not
know what to say when ~isiting a home. He or she feels uncomfortable, and the
visit makes the people uncomfortable.
When I was a District Superintendent, a lady in one of my churches told me
of the pastoral visit of her preacher to her home. When he entered he sat down
in the front room and said nothing. There was a lengthy silence. Finally, she
broke the silence by saying, "Pastor, would you like a cup of tea?" He answered,
"That would be nice!" She brought him the tea. He drank it amid a profound
19Lightwood, Samuel Wesley, 193ff.
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silence. When he finished he placed his napkin on the coffee table and said,
"Well, I must be going." And he left.
Some ministers need training in visitation and the use of the resources at hand
to make their visits meaningful. A pocket hymn book of Charles Wesley's hymns
would be useful in pastoral visitation. At least it would give the pastor something
to talk about in addition to anything he/she might want to say about the church
and its program. But the hymns would need to be selected with care, and pref
aced in each instance with a short description of the manner in which they should
be used. Most of the hymns could be used as pastoral prayers uttered before the
minister departs. Charles Wesley, himself, used his hymns in this way, singing
them to his listeners; but, for the average person, an attempt at song might prove
fatal. Reading the hymn should be sufficient.
In turning to Charles Wesley's Journal, one finds almost an endless number of
pastoral uses for this remarkable record. It is not as extensive or as well orga
nized as the Journal of his brother John; but it is far more interesting and written
in a livelier style. Someone has said that John's life as reflected in his Journal is
a noble monotony. This is hardly fair. John's Journal was written for the edifica
tion of the Methodist societies whereas Charles was writing for his own and his
family's enjoyment. John published portions of his Journal at regular intervals,
whereas Charles never intended his work for publication. In fact, part of
Charles's Georgia Journal was indecipherable until it was discovered that these
portions had been written in the more or less unknown shorthand of John Byrom,
a friend of the Wesleys and author of numerous hymns including "Christians,
Awake." Other parts of his later Journal may have been destroyed by Charles
himself It ends rather abruptly in 1756, and here and there is marred by gaps. In
spite of these deficiencies, it is a remarkable document, written in a readable,
entertaining style. It could easily form the basis for a study group which could
be divided into smaller groups or "bands" to report on special projects.
One small group might search for an eighteenth-century map of Great Britain
and place it side by side with a modern map to trace the travels of Charles while
he was in the itinerancy. Particular note should be made of what portions of the
country were neglected and what sections were saturated with Methodist societies
and why. Did the Methodist message have an appeal only for certain classes, and
if so, how does that relate to Methodism's task for today?
A second project might compare the contents of Charles Wesley's Journal with
that of his brother with certain specific questions in mind. How did each of the
brothers respond to the physical reactions caused at times by Methodist preach
ing? Read those sections of the Journals that deal with this subject and note the
differences in the attitude of the brothers. Why do not these phenomena occur
today? Has Methodism lost or gained by its more stable services? Were these
eighteenth-century reactions the work of the Holy Spirit? Are we today in dan
ger of becoming merely a useful ethical society with significant social principles
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and aims rather than a Spirit-filled church proclaiming Jesus and the Kingdom of
God? This was one of the great fears of John Wesley. He did not fear that
Methodism would ever cease to exist, but he did fear that it might one day
become a dead sect, having the form of religion without the power.
This could lead to a discussion on What is holiness? What is Christian peifec
tion? Here a recent book by John R. Tyson entitled Charles Wesley on Sanctifica
tion ... would be helpful, since it deals with the subject in relation to his hymns.
Other pastoral uses of Charles Wesley's works center in his letters and ser
mons. Both are difficult to secure. There are a significant number of letters at the
end of the Jackson edition of Charles Wesley's Journal published in 1849. Then,
in 1948, as 1 have already noted, Dr. Frank Baker issued a helpful paperback enti
tled Charles Wesley as Revealed by His Letters. 2o These are a judicious selection
of the vast collection of Charles Wesley's letters now in the Frank Baker collec
tion of The Divinity School Library of Duke University. Another source of his
letters has also been provided by Dr. Baker who has included a number of them
in the two volumes of John Wesley's letters so far published as part of the
Wesley's Works project. As other volumes are published, more of Charles
Wesley's letters will be included to give depth and meaning to his brother's cor
respondence. Any Methodist library will be able to supply Dr. Baker's work on
the letters, and they are well worth reading.
In speaking of the letters Dr. Baker has said, "Here we cannot but agree with
John Wesley's tribute, 'I am very sensible that writing letters is my brother's tal
ent rather than mine.' . .. Whilst Charles Wesley can be just as concise as his
brother, and even more aphoristic, his letters are usually more rounded off; there
are more touches of humor and of tenderness, more passages of description and
exhortation and more variety."21
Charles's humor is in his side remarks rather than in the telling of humorous
stories. Of one preacher he wrote, ')\lex Coats is come. He may have both sense
and grace: but I wish he had a little more utterance."22 When visiting Boston on
his way home to England after his Georgia experience, Charles writes: "I am wearied
with this hospitable people, they so vex me and tease me with their civilities.
They do not suffer me to be alone. The clergy, who come from the country on a
drag me along with them. . .. I am constrained to take a view of this New
England, . . .. I cannot help explaining, '0 happy country, [England] that cher
ishes neither jiies, nor crocodiles, nor informers. '" In writing to his brother, after
John had ordained men for America, his humor becomes sharply ironic. "What
foul slanderers these [enthusiasts?] are! How have they for three score years said
[John Wesley was?] ... a Papist: and 10 he turns out at last a Presbyterian !"23
2°London: Epworth Press, 1948.
21 Baker, 6.
22Baker, 88.
23Baker, 27 and 135.
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In addition to his humorous asides, his letters contain a great deal of informa
tion concerning the Methodist movement itself and how it was directed by him and
his brother. They touch on the theological controversies of the day and reveal his
concern for the church, the Methodist movement, itself, and for souls, although
hardly in that order. They also reveal his love for his wife, Sally, and his deep affec
tion for the members of his family. One of the pastoral uses of Charles Wesley's
works would be a study of his family life as seen in his letters, and especially his
Hymnsfor the Use of Families. His family faced many of the problems that trou
ble families today, although they were free from some of the temptations that face
today's youth, such as the use of drugs. On the other hand, they faced diseases that
today are easily cured, and they faced numerous deaths within the family circle
that must have been shattering. Through it all, Charles's tender love and concern
kept together a family that eventually produced a series of musicians, beginning
with Charles, Jr., and continuing through Samuel, his brother, and his brother's
son, Samuel Sebastian, all of whom not only became noted musicians and organ
ists but who are remembered with memorial plaques to this day in England.
But above all, any pastoral use of Charles Wesley's works should center in
keeping alive our Methodist doctrines and traditions. Paul urged Timothy and
Titus, in his pastoral letters, to care for the Christian communities which he
placed in their charge by the worthy example of their own lives and also by timely
exhortations and the teaching of the word so that those in their care might be
made "perfect, furnished unto all good works" (2 Timothy 3: 17). In like manner
we are urged through the pastoral uses of Charles Wesley's works to uphold the
standards of Methodist doctrine and history, to the end that The United Methodist
Church may fulfill the important task to which God has called her in this critical
hour of the world's history.
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$12.95 $1(;).(;)(;)

$22.95 $17.50

6. Hymns on the Trinity (1767)
$11.95 $ 8.75
facsimile reprint of first edition with preface by
S T Kimbrough, Jr., and intro. by Wilma 1. Quantrille
7. Charles Wesley As Revealed by His Letters (1948) $15.00 $15.00
by Frank Baker. Original ed. (not a reprint)
with "Preface to Revised Edition" tipped in
add I.,
$ 5.00

8. Proceedings of The Charles Wesley Society
1994, 1995, 1996, and 1997 available

$15.00

9. Charles Wesley: Poet and Theologian
Articles from first
Charles Wesley Colloquium (1989)

Available from
Cokesbury Stores
or Abingdon Press

Note that items 1-6 are first-edition reprints with introductions, never before
made available in this century. If you are employed by an institution with a
library that has not purchased these for its library, please encourage the ordering
of the Charles Wesley reprints. Send orders to Dr. S T Kimbrough, Jr., 128 Bridge
Avenue, Point Pleasant, New Jersey 08742. Shipping and handling costs: $15 or
less, add $2.50; $15.01-$25, add $3.50; $25.01-$60, add $4.50; $60.01-$100,
add $5.50; over $100, add 5%.

